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PART ONE 
I N T H O D U C T I O N 
COINS 
Every coin has i t s set t ing, i t s b i s tor ia l back ground} 
i t has links with the religion, the art and the l i tera ture 
of the period. The world of numismAtics is vast . It was 
in Ancient Greece that coins began; i t wsts there that they 
achieved perfection. 
Importance is attached to early Jiidian coins; and 
nutnisflaatics, as science of coins is regonised as a great 
source of ancient history. The scope of numienuitics study 
is very wide. It covers not only the materials of which 
coins are made but also takes within i t s ambit the sources 
of such materials. I t includes the forms which coins take 
from the point of view of weight, design and technique of 
manufacture. It studies the organizaticsi and control of 
the i r production and circulation by the s tate or by some 
other authority, including such questions, as the size and 
frequency of issues and the monetary and the metallic values 
attached to each type of coin. In other words the coins are 
a source of study of the pol i t ica l , administrative, social, 
economic, religious and cultural l i fe of a particular period 
of history of a country or people. 
The circulation of coins, however, need not always be 
confined to the dominion of the issuing soverign jjower. Coins 
may t ravel far beyond the borders of such dominions under 
curious circumstances. Their geographical distribution may 
often indicate either pol i t ica l conquest or commercial 
re la t ions , but sometimes they indicate nothing more than 
the wide popularity of a coin-series. Coins may also 
travel with pilgrims to religious places, 
Hov/ever, the story of coins is interwoven with the 
history of maJikind, In the palacolitMc period the basis 
of subsistence was hunting ^ d food gathering; and the 
small groups of families or t r ibes used to domesticate 
animals for food and other purposes. They were primarily 
the hunting pastors and the i r relationghit) with other t r ibes 
was mainly host i le , They thus reauiresd no means of exchsinge 
for the i r daily l i f e . But when people sett led in locala-
t i c s and the communities grew in size,, the exohapfige of 
different products bec^e a necessity; then the mutual 
exchange of things took the shape of trade and the barter 
system was evolved. But the disadvantage of the barter 
system was soon realized and hence a new method wae evolved, 
A common commodity was fixed to serve as m intermediaJT 
in a l l transactions. In due couiree of time, certain 
commodities got preference over others snd a higher value 
was attached to them. They assumed tlie character of a medtom 
of exchange and got a standard by which the value of other 
things was estimated. Thus emerged the notion of the unit 
of value the f i r s t step towards tfm evolution of coinage. 
Prof. Francis A, Walker points out, 'The need of money 
comes from the fact of trade. Trade in the beginAing 
assumes the form of direct exchange, Ooimnodity for commodity 
that i s cal l Truck or Barter. But trade cannot proceed 
far without serious obstacle to dirct exchange•. This point 
i s also further stressed by Prof, Jevons in his fgpous vmik, 
*Money and the Mechanism of Sxoh^ge*. Such was the case 
with the Indus Valley people. During Vedic and Post-vedlc 
period silver coin was called "Rayis*. The system of 
barter existed along with the metallic coins in the age of 
the epics. In the Ramayana i t i s ^aio-m as *NiPkraya*, 
A new phase of Indian history beirins with Alexander 
the Great when he entered India in the spring of 326 BC, 
Gold coins for the f i r s t time are hea;rd of during th i s 
period, A few legendless gold coins ore attributed to 
Men^der on the basis of the i r type. If they were really 
issued by Menander, then they may be the ear l ies t gold coins 
issued on the soil of India. The Indo-Bactri^ rulers used 
coins by die-striking technique v/hich was ear l i e r unknown 
in India. Inscription i s another feature on these coins, 
a feature which was quite new to India, The sake - Pahlava 
occupied the North-Westem India, Their supremacy in India 
ended with the advent of the kushanas some time in the f i r s t 
century AD, 
The earl iest Indisffi Kushana coins are those which were 
issued by Kujula Kadphises in copper. The ear l ies t of them 
bear the bust of Herraaeus, the las t Baotrian ru le r , on the 
obverse and Herakles on the reverse. These are in continua-
tion of the imitations which v/ere minted by the Parthlg^ 
successors after Hermaeus*s death. Another tyt>e of his 
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coins have a diademed Homan-style male head on the obverse, 
which was apparentIjr copied from the RoEian coins. The style 
and the form of the portrait are so general that there can 
be no precise identification of the Homan enqperor whose 
coins were copied, but generally i t is identified with 
Augustus. On the reverse of these coins is shown a male, 
dressed in liido-Schthian costiume and seated on curule, who 
i s probably Kujula Kadphises himself. A third type of coin 
bears a bul l on one side and a double-humped Bactrian camel 
on the other* It probably reflects the nomadic habits of 
the Kushanas* All these coins are bilingual, having Greek 
inscription on the obverse and Kharoshthi on the reverse* 
T he coins of Kujula's successor Wima Kad];^ises are so 
radically different from those of his father that had there 
not been other evidence, on the basis of coins, his succession 
would have been deemed improbable* The coins of Wima port-
ray his powerful and accomplished image, while those of his 
father are barbarous. He issued copper coins in contribution 
to the ear l ier t radi t ion, but his most notable contribujteion 
is the introduction of extensive gold coins for the f i rs t 
time in liidia* Most likely he issued these coins, inspired 
by the Roman coins that were pouring into India in plenty 
through t rade. Gold coins of three denominations were issued 
by him - double dinara, dinara and quarlber - dinara. The 
last one is rare* 
Wima is portrayed on the obverse of ttie coins as an 
elderly man of a heavy body in various at t i tudes - seated 
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on a couch; seated cross-legged, seated at a jharolcha 
(window)J rideng an elephant; dr iving in a Mga? standing 
sac r i f i c ing at an p l t a r . ?hio l a t t e r type; i . e . , standing 
at an a l t a r , appears only on copper, This introdnced a 
motif, which hecame the basic thewe of the royal p o r t r a i t 
on the l a t e r Kushana coins. On some coins Wima i s shoim 
f loa t ing through or r is i t ig from the clouds and a flfane i s 
shown issuing from his Bhoulders, Thesedis t inc t ly Indicate 
tha t he claimed d iv in i ty for himself. 
On the reverse of the coins of v/ima, Siva with his 
long t r iden t and sometimes acconrp^ied "by h i s bul l i s in 
Variably seen. On a few coins ^iva i s represented by h i s 
t r i d e n t - b a t t l e axe, This shov/s tha t he had adapted himself 
to the Indian environment and had iden t i f i ed himself with 
Saivism. Another notable th ing in Kughana numismatics i s 
t ha t Wlma was the l a s t ru le r who Issued b i l ingua l coins 
bearing Greek ^ d Kharoshthl Insc r ip t ions , 
Wima Kadphises' successor was KEtnisMca (Kanlshka I ) , 
who, l i k e h is predecessor, issued coins only In gold and 
copper; but unl ike him, he preferred only one type for h i s 
por t raya l -s tanding , drosBed in a long t u n i c , shalwar, mantle 
held by double clasp at the chest and a lov; round oapt 
sac r i f i c ing at an a l t a r and holding a spear In his l e f t hand, 
but at the same time he did not confine the reverse of h is 
coins at any one par t icu lar r le l ty . He ended the bll lnfmal 
t r a d i t i o n of Greek and Kharoshthl and reta ined only Greek 
for a while and Issued coins with the legend Baslleos Ba^illon 
KanishkoTi. On the reverse of these coins, he introauced 
three deit ies with Greek najnes, Helios, SaLene aPd Het^ hai 
but none of the fipiures hearing these names portrayed on 
coin-5 are Greek in the i r iconographic fowns. He soon di: 
carded Greek and introduced a new lan^age- the midi-Iranii 
(Bactarian) or Khotpnese-Srfca on the other side of his col 
From now on, Kanishka*s coins bear the legend Shaonsno Shs 
Kanishki Koshano, On the reverse of these coins are placei 
a number of dtltUs - male and female - bearing the Iranian 
names - Mihira or Mithra <SUK), Mao (l^oon), Oado (Vayu,Mnd 
Orlagno (Vrithragna, the national lord of Iranian Inarifits) 
Luhraspa (Dnivaspa, the guardian of the health of animals), 
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Athsha (Five), Pharro (Khvareno, the Iranian concept of 
Imperial greatness), Manao Ba,«?o (Vohu-manab , personificatio 
of a good mind), Mazdah (Supreme Zoroastrlan duty), ^ana or 
^ a^na Shao or Hania (Innana, lahtar , Nature Goddess), end 
Ardofe^aho (a goddess, counterpart of Indian Lakshml), 
Kanishka also retained Siva of his pred-ccessor's coins 
under the name Oesho (Bhavesha or Havesha) and introduced 
the fif^re of Buddha with the legend Boddo or Sakamano Boddo 
(Sakyamuni Buddha), 
The next ruler Huvishka introduced a new device for 
portraying himself, The most common type ott his gold coins 
is that of the Profile Ws t facing generally to the lef t 
and rarely to the r ight , wearing garments decked with jewels 
and a high or flat-topped ornamental gear, which may be 
distinguished into several types. He holds an imperial 
sceptre or clTa"b In his right hmO. m^ a spear (some 
IdetJtify i t as m ankusa) in the l e f t , resting on the 
shotilder. His other ohverse types in gold aret ( i ) a king , 
mounted on an elephant holding an anJctisa in the lef t hand 
and a spear in the right; ( i i ) a king seated cross-legged 
on a rode or- ^ clotid. On the copper coins also, these 
devices are fo^dj hut there are a few more devices - ( i ) a 
king reclining on a couch; ( i i ) a king seated front al ly j 
( i i i ) a king seated in profile on a cushion holding a club 
in the right hand. All the Iranian deities seen on the coins 
of Kanishkat are also seen on the coins o-f Huvishka barring 
Orlagno. He added to the l i s t of these je t t ies a nuTnber of 
new oY\ce - Ahura - mazdah (Supreme Zoroasterian deity) 
Ashaeixsho (Asa Uahistat embodiment of t ru th ) ; Oanindo 
(Uanainti - goddess associated vjith Urithragna) Oa^ csho 
(probably river god of Oxus); Rishno (RishnUt personification 
of Righteousness) and Shaoreora (Shahrivar, the genius of 
imperial might; god of metal). Mao (Moon) and Wuro (Sun) are 
placed together on some coins which i s an innovation, 
Huvishka's coins also have a few non-Iranian dut ies they are 
Hero^'-les, the Gre^ god; Serapis, a s:smthetio (Jraeoo-"Bgyptian 
dHltyj Oros (Egyptis^ Honls) or Oron (Uaruna). Amongst the 
Indian gods, Huvishka has retained Siva (Oesho) on his coins 
and he i s most common. On some coins Siva i s sho^^ with his 
consort Uma (Ommo), A most strange combination of Siva 
with the non-Indian goddess Nana i s found prominently on 
Huvishka's coins. Besides Siva and Uma, his son Kartikeya 
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also finds a place on the gold coins. He i s sho%^ thew 
alone with the name Maasena (Mahesena)? in pair with the 
lahel Skandakuraavo-Viaago (Skandeikuinai'a and Vishgftiha) and 
in a t r iad with the legend SkandaJramairo-Waaeeno-Vizago 
(Skandakumara, ^ahasena and Visal^ha). SkandeJtutnarai %hasena 
and Visakha are the different names of the same god Kartikeyaj 
but these coins suggest that in thoee days they had the i r 
separate en t i t i e s . 
After Huviskha came Vasudeva. He ad opted the ohrerse 
device of Kanishkai i » e , , a king standing In prof i le , sacr i -
ficing at the a l tar ; but the king now holds a t r ident in 
place of the spear as held by Kanishka in his lef t hand, 1'he 
reverse devices were reduced to two ddities J 'ana and Oesho 
(Siva). Nana i s seen only on a few coins but Oesha i s auite 
common, The Oesho type coins had evidently a long period 
of issue J e^d the coins are found at i i l l stages of devolVfe-
-ment and may be clearly distinguished into four groups, 
5?he coins of each group are so dist inct from one another 
that none would believe that they %^re issued by one and the 
same fei.V\g. So more than one Vasudeva i s postulated by the 
scholars. In between the coins of Vaisudeva, a disttnot 
seris of coins bearing the name Kanislika, spelt as Fanishko, 
are found, which cannot be confused wJLth the coins of Kani-
shka I , The reverse of these coins btjar e i ther Oesho 
(Siva with his bull) or Ardoksho (perhaps a counter part of 
Indian lakshmi) seated en face on a hlgh-backedthrone hold-
ing a cornucopia in her left hgtnd and a deldem i " ^er right 
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hand, 5!hese coins tear Brahml l e t t e r s at various places on 
the oTsverse which could be not yet bo interpreted I n t e l l i -
gently. 
With Vasudeva and Kanishka I I I the Kushana dynasty 
appears to have come to an end. But a few t r i ba l chiefs 
appear to have curved out some small s tates out of the rums 
of the Kushana empire some v;here in the north-western region 
and had issued the i r own coins. These coins are very much 
similar to the coins of Vasudeva and Kanishka H I aSQd bear 
Brahmi l e t t e r s at various places. But here the l e t t e r s 
appear to be names or parts of names, written ver t ical ly in 
Chinese fashion, The n ^ e s Shaka* Gadadharat and Sbalada, 
seen on the right of the standing figure of the king, appear 
l ike t r iba l nan^s. But other inscriptions cannot be in ter -
preted, 
The Sassanids occupied the t e r r i to r i e s of the l a t e r 
Kushanas, sometime during the reign of Ardashir I (212-241 AD) 
The subdued terarltories were governed by the princes of the 
royal familyf and they had the power to issue the i r o\m 
coirs . Since these governors had names similar to those of 
the amperors, the coins issued by these governors have often 
been mistaken as the royal coins issued by the emperors 
themselves. But the features of the por t ra i t s on these coins 
are so distinct from those of the emperors seen on the i r 
coins that the tw) cannot be mistaken as ident ical . These 
governors issued two types of coins on the Kushana province. 
One type followed the Sassanid fabric and nattern and bears 
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the bust of the king on the obverse and a f i re a l t a r vdth 
or \idthout atterdants on the referse, *3uch coins vrere 
issued by Sapur, ArdaPhier I and I I , Flruz I and Hormizd I , 
On them they are called Kushsn malka (Loard of the Kuehanas) 
or Kushana Malkan malka (I»ord of the lushana rulers) or 
simply Kushana Shah (the king of Kush^inas), fhey bear the 
legends in Pahlavi and are knoxim in gold, s i lver and copper, 
The other types of coins are of gold jind a scyphatl and are 
very much similar to the coins of Vastideva. Here the king 
i s shovm v.'ith a pointed helmet end ma^ Ll sk i r t , gtandinpj by 
the f i re -a l t a r . His hair i s bunched on his shoulders in 
Sassanid style? and he wears the ba?^ /^ y Sassaniad trousere, 
3?he inscription on th©n is Hormizd Vuji^ vg Kushana Shah in a 
script approaching the cursive Kushana scr ipt , fhe reverse 
shovfs the delTy similar in appearance to that of Vasudeva 
coinage; but he wears trousers of the Sassanid type ^ d 
bears a new inscription furzavand yazda (the exalt id eod). 
These coins are attributed to Kormlzd I , Similar coins 
were also issued by Plvuz I I and Varabv^an I and I I , Firuz I 
^ d I I , Hoimlzd I a»d I I , and Varahrpn I and I I also issued 
some copper coins of the Sassanid bust type but with Siva 
and bull on the reverse, 
The t e r r i t o r i e s of the Kushanas that were under the 
Sassanid governors passed on to the kings of another dynasty 
or t r ibe ; which i s known as Kidara or Kidarltes, by the name 
of the f i r s t ni ler "kidara. This dynasty or t r ibe was either 
a branch of the Yuehchi, to which the Kushanas belonged, or 
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of t he Huna, of whom we hear unich l a t e r . Some soyphate gold 
coins and s i lve r drachms of the Saasarld type belong t o t h i s 
dynasty. The gold coins have the same king standing hy the 
f i r e - a l t a r motif on the obverse hut the engraving i s c o ^ s e 
and clumsy. The insc r ip t ion in the Kushana cursive s c r i p t 
i s read as ^sgo Kidsra Vuzurko Kushanoj and the s i l v e r drachm 
h^ars the corresponding legend in Br^ihml, Kidava Kushana 
Shah, The p o r t r a i t on s i lve r coins ind ica tes tha t they were 
issued by two kings bearing the same n«me Kidara, 
Another se r i e s of coins tha t are a t t r ibu ted to Kidar i tes 
are the debased gold coins of the pa t t e rn of the coins of 
l a t e r Kushana, and of the normal fabr ic with the staT^ding 
king with spear on the obverse and Ardoksho s teated on the 
reverse . 
After the f a l l of the Mauryan emT:)ire several new s t a t e s 
issued coins mostly in copner ^ d rarejly in s i l v e r . The 
uninscribed coins of the period are known from Gandhara in 
the north - -west, Kuseembi in the Gangetic p l a ins and 
UJjayini in Central India, The excavations at Taxila show 
tha t the coins of the l a t t e r type wer€> current t he re side 
by s ide with the Indo-Bactrian and Saka-Pahlava coins. The 
uninscribed coins of vat sat whose cap i t a l was at Kusambi, 
are ca^t . The coins of Ujjayini are known in a very large 
mumber of v a r i e t i e s . Most of then bear on one s ide a single 
symbol which i s popularly known as an *Uj3ain symbol*. 
The c i t y / s t a t e of t h i s per iod, known from t h e i r coins, 
t h e Tribal republics of the Punjab the Audumbara and Taudheya 
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They issued t h e i r coins in the names of t h e i r p res id ing 
d e i t i e s . - Mahadeva, ^iva, Kartikeya, respect ive ly , of a l l 
there t r i b e s only MaleJca; Yaudheya and Arjunayana are heard 
of in the fourth century AD, The well executed copper coins 
of the Yaudheyas of the l a t e r period Bhows Kushana influence 
in t h e i r type and s t y l e . The Yaudheyas placed t h e i r favouri te 
god Kartikeya and his consort on t h e i r coins. 
I t appears from the coins tha t the Satava>»ainas c&ne i n to 
prominence as independent ru lers af ter the f a l l of the Sunga 
and Kanva ru le r s in 27 BO, in the Vidisa ref^ion and spread 
t h e i r Kingdom far and wide in vjestern India and the T^eccan. 
E a r l i e r , mention has been made of the copper punch marked 
coins having a punch bearing the name of s r i Sata and f?ri 
SataJcarni, New dynesties seem to have replaced the Andhra -
Satavahana ru l e r s in the DeccaP sometimes in the t h i r d century 
AD, Then coins show tha t some of the off icers of the satavar 
hanas bu i l t up t h e i r own kingdoms on the ru ins of tha t of 
the satavahonas. 
The numismatic h i s tory of the Deccan or as a matter of 
fact of en t i r e south India , after the t h i r d century AD i s 
almost obscure ;6et\*een nov; and the seventh century AD, 
copper insc r ip t ion less coins of Vishnukundins effid coins of 
^astern Chalukyan dynesty only are knoxm. 
In western India , almost contemporary t o the Andhra -
satavahana r u l e r s , a djrpasty of the s^ikas which i s knovm as 
western Kshatrapas, capie in to prominence, and ruled t i l l 
about 310 AD, The Karddamaka Kshatrapas issued coins in 
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s i l v e r , copper and po t in . A fewleai pieces are attrilimta'ble 
t o Svami Rudraeena H I , a l a t e r r u l e r . A few coins bearing 
the name of MahaJcshatrapa Isvaradat ta v/ith the years one and 
two have been found in some hoards plonp; n i t h the coins of 
western Kshatrapas* They are very s imi l i a r t o the Kshatr^plia 
coins . Their provenance i s not known b^t the i s suers might 
be the successors of the "^atavahs^as or the western Kahatranaff 
in the t h i r d or fourth century AD. 
Towards the beginning of the fouirth century AD,, the 
dynasty of the Gupta emperors rose out of a small p r i n c i p a l i t y , 
s i tua ted some where in Eastern Uttar Pradesh or Bihar; and i t 
l a s ted for more than two centur ies . The coins of these Gutsta 
emperors are known chiefly in gold. They issued gold coins 
so profusely tha t a contemporary poet has a l l ego r l ca l l y 
tereraed the phenomenon a *rain of gold*. The most common 
gold coins of the Gupta's apnear appaJ'ently to be the d i rec t 
descendents of the gold coins of the l a t e r Kushanas, v/hich 
bear the standing king at an a l t a r on the obverse and 
Ardoksho seated on a high backed throne on the reverse . 
But the Gupta coins are far su-oerior in t h e i r execution to 
t h e i r prototype and are considerably original, . On the 
ear ly coins , the standing kings at the? a l t a r i s very much 
the same in pose and posture as the King on the Kushana coins. 
He i s seen wearing the Kushana long-coat ^ d t rouse r s but 
never the peaked Kushana cap. On l a t e r coins the t rouse r s 
are replaced by the Indian dhoti j^ nd ^hn form of the coat 
i s changed and at times the king i s shown bare-bodied. Then, 
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in place of the t r i d e n t , which the Kushana r u l e r s held in 
t h e i r l e f t hand, the Grupta r u l e r s hold a spear or a standard 
or a b a t t l e axe or a bo\if or a sword. Again the t r i d e n t , 
v/hich i s seen in the r ight f i e l d , i s replaced here hy the 
Garudaheaded standard, the royal ina ignia of the Gupta dynasty. 
With a l l these modifications, the Gu-ot^ H reta ined the method 
of placing the name of the king peYpendicularly, in Chinese 
fashion, on the l e f t haJid, Likewise, they placed a c i r c u l a r 
Bralani insc r ip t ion around the king tov/ards the edge of the 
f l an 
On the reverse , goddess Ardoksho, seated on a high -
hacked throne holding a cornucopia in her l e f t arm and f i l l e t 
in her r i g h t , was retained on the ear ly Gunta coins hut '^-
-raduelly she was transformed in to her Indian counter par t 
Iiakshmi with a lo tus in her dei ty tha t i s seen on the KushaPa 
coins i s replaced here with the epi thet of the i ssu ing king. 
The most common Gupta coin i s tha t which shows the king 
holding a hov/ in h i s l e f t hand. This type was issued hy 
a l l the r u l e r s of the dynasty. Here the king also holds m 
arrow in his r igh t hand. The coins of Ohandragupta I I aPd 
Kumar Gupta I of t h i s type may he dist inguished in a number 
of Var ie t i e s and suh -va r i e t i e s , showing the king in different 
postures facing l e f t or r i g h t , wearing a dress or hare -
bodied and many other va r ia t ions in the depic t ions . But 
Sg^nudra Gupta chiefly issued coins v/ith a spear or a standard. 
Ohandragupta I I also issued a few coins of t h i s type on the 
coins of Kacha Gupta, who was probabl3r a pretender in the 
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time of Ssjnudra Gupta and had claimed or occupied t he 
throne for a short while, the king i s shovm holding a 
standard surmounted by ChaJcra. On one type of coin, Kumar-
gupta I i s shovm holding a sword in place of the standard 
Sainudra (Jupta has Issued coins of another type , which may be 
placed in t h i s series? there he holds P hatt le-sjce; his 
r ight hand i s on his hips ^ d to his r igh t stands a dwarf. 
Besides the coins of t h i s s e r i e s , the Guptammts had 
issued coins of sixteen other types . They are nuite o r ip lna l 
in t h e i r contents and are of a r t i s t i c excellence in t h e i r 
appearence. In one type both the king and queen are por t -
rayed. Such coins were issued by ChaTtdraffupta I , Kumargu-nta I 
and Skand-agwpta. Here the king and queen are standing face 
t o face, Chandragupta I issued coins only of t h i s type; and 
the type i s so or ig ina l tha t some scholars do not bel ieve 
t h a t the coins were issued by the f i r s t emperor of the 
corn-
dynasty, They take the type as coin -memorative of his parents 
and Issued by Samudragupta, The coins bear the n ^ e s both 
of Chandragupta I and of his consort Kumara Devi, But the 
coins issued by Kumar a Gupta I and Skanda Gupta do not d i s -
c lose the names of t h e i r queens. 
On another type of coins of Samudraguuta and Kumara 
Gupta I , the king i s shown seated on a couch playing the 
veena, These coin evidently appear to have been issued to 
pay a graceful t r i b u t e of these kings accomplishments. They 
are portrayed in Indian dress , s i t t i n g cross-legged on a 
high backed, ra ther ornate couch playing the Indian l u t e . 
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The excellent modelling of the king»g figure, the skilful 
delineation of the features and the careful attention to 
detai ls rank these coins amongst the best expression of the 
excellence of the nianismatic art of the Guptas. Chondra^pta 
I I had also issued a counterpart of th i s type, where he i s 
shov/n seated on a couch gtnd holding an ohject in his haJid, 
Royal interest in hunting aJid riding i s the suhjeet of 
a few other types of coins. Sajnudra^r^ta's interest in 
hunting wild animals i s portrayed on Ms t iger slayer tyne 
of coins. His son Chandragupta I I isEiued coins of the lion -
slayer type} and Kumara Gupta I issued coins of hoth these 
tjrpes. On these coins the issuing kings sre shown trampling 
upon and shooting the goiimal with how and arrow. On a uni<^e 
coin in the Lucknow Museum, Chandragupta I I i s portrayed as 
attacking a lion with a sword, The interest of Chandrseupta H 
and his son KumaraGupta I in horse-riding are portrayed on 
some coins. On some rare coins Kumara Gupta I is shovm 
riding an elephant, Kumara Gupta I had also issued coins 
of two other types, where he has comhined the slayer and rider 
motifs into one. One one he i s riding a horse and k i l l ing a 
rhinoceros pnd on the other riding an elephant and k i l l ing a 
l ion. On one type of coins the king i s portrayed with a 
dwarf male attendant who i s holding a Chhatra at the hack. 
SaPiudra^pta and Ktimara Gunta I had also issued special 
coins for distrihution as dakshina (fee) amongst the pr ies ts 
who had narticiDated in thei r Asvamedha sacrif ices. These 
coins portray the sacr i f ic ial horse before the sacr i f ic ia l 
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pc^t on one side and the queen with a fly whisk on the 
other. Chandragupta I I Issued coins on the occasion of 
his worship of Chakra purusha. On these coins, the 
Chakra-purusha is shown bestowing uptai the king three 
round objects, which meant either the three worlds or 
the three royal powers. las t ly , on a type of coins of 
Kuraara Gupta I, three standing figures are shown. What 
they exactly represent has not been ascertained ye t . 
On the reverse of a l l the coins, the goddess is shown 
either s i t t ing or standing. The goddess cm these coin* 
originated from the Kushana Ardoksho, and tock the form of 
the bndian goddess lakhmi. But not on a l l coJUis is she 
seen as lakshmi. On some coins, where she i s seen riding a 
xion, she m&y be identified as Durga. Similarly, where she 
is seen stanaing over a makara (crocodile), she may be Qanga. 
On sotm coins the feniaxe OR the reverse is seen seated in 
profile on a wicker-stool. Perhaps, there she is not divine. 
Divinity in profile is unknown in Indian art t r ad i t ions . 
Most l ikely, in these cases, she is a queen. On a type of 
coin of Kumar a Gupta I , the god Kumara (Kartikeya) is shown 
seated on his peacock. 
Like the motifs, the inscriptions on the Gupta coins 
are also interest ing. lOie obverse inscriptions that encircle 
the motif, with a few exceptions, are in the form of a verse, 
celebrating in highly ornate language the King's glory on 
the earth and bis future b l iss in the heaven attained through 
his merits« Six different legends may be noticed on the 
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ooins of Sainudra Guptat "'^ ©^  ©^  ^'^ eoins of Chandra Gupta I I 
and no less thgn twenty four on the coins of Kumara Gupta I , 
Ho silver coins of the early Gut)ta rulers ere kno^fli. 
These were introduced for the f i r s t time in the region 9t 
Chandra Gupta I I # some time after the Gupta year 90(409 A,D,), 
when he came into contact with theMalwa region, v/here the 
s i lver coins of the Western Kshatrapasi were current Chgndra 
Gupta*s s i lver issues closely follow the Kshatrapa coins, 
The king*s bust appears on the obverse with the date in 
Gupta era at the back or in front of the king. The three 
arched h i l l of the Kshatr^a coins i s replaced by the figure 
of Garuda* But the coins of th i s king v/hioh are kno\'m are 
only a few in number; and a l l are confined to the western 
region, Kumara GuT>ta I followed his father aPd issued similar 
coins in auite a large number in the Gujarat - Saurashtra 
t e r r i t o r i e s of his empire. But the netal of these coins is 
very much debased m^ at times appears to be almost copper. 
He also introduced a i^ ew type of si lver ooins of the erne 
weight and fabric, where the Garuda i s replaced by a fan -
ta i led peacock. This type v;as meant for the eastern part 
of the empire. But these coins are rare, Skanda Gupta 
issued silver coins of both the above types - western and 
eastern. Besides them, he also issued two new types having 
a bull or a f i re -a l ta r on the reverse. The noticeable 
feature of his coins i s that the debafi^ ement of metal that i s 
found in the ooins of his father i s quite absent, Budha 
Gupta was the las t ruler who issued silver coinsf his coins 
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are only of the eastern type and extremely scarce, 
Gupta coins are rare. I t i s doubtful i f Sanrndra G-UT)ta 
had issued my coins in the base metal. I t i s only Chandra 
Gupta I I and Kumara Gupta I whose copper coins are found, 
These coins are kno\«m in sejten or eight var iet ies and follow 
the gold or si lver patterns for the i r ohverse. For the 
reverse, the Gupta royal seal served as the prototype. I t 
hears a Garuda with the wings spread at the top and the naroe 
and t i t l e of the king helow i t , A few copper coins, very 
much similar to the coins of Chandra Gupta I I and Kiimara 
Gupta I are knownhearing the name of king Harigu-ota from 
Ahichchhatra, and that of Jayagupta from an unkno^m nource, 
The naP»-ending Gupta and the coin tyjues both unmistakably 
indicate that the issuers were related to the Imuerial Gupt^, 
These rulers might be some col laterals of the imperial 
familyi but they are otherwise unknown, 
from Malwa, part icularly from Vidisa send Eran, a large 
number of tiny copper coins, similar in form and fabric to 
the coins of the Nagas, have come to l ight in recent years. 
They bear the name Rama Gupta, A Ramssr-Gupta, the brother of 
Chandra Gupta I I and the f i r s t husband of the queen Dhruvadev , 
i s known from some l i t e ra ry sources. These coins might belong 
to him. These coins are knoxi/n in several var ie t ies - a lion 
seated to l e f t , a lion standing to r ight , a Garuda ^^ith out-
spread wings, a vase with or without a creeper, e t c . 
In ancient India the accepted mode of storing wealth 
was hoarding. As mamy as sixteen hoards of Gupta coins have 
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so f a r been discovered ftom different par te of the Empire, 
There may be other hoards of coins yet to be discovered 
while the metal l ic contents of o the r s , already discovered, 
were melted down by the f inders , unnoticed by the Government 
agencies. Sven the Board of d i rec to r s of the Sast India 
CompaPy melted down some valuable coins of Kalighat hoard »in 
a mercenaiy f i t ' while about 285 coins of the Bayana hoard 
were melted down by the I l l i t e r a t e v i l l a g e r s , ¥e a re , how^ 
ever , fortunate tha t Bftaratpur s t a t e guthor i t ies managed 
to get hold of the remainder of the hoard, comprising 1821 
gold coins. Although Government m& soc ie ty have ch^ged 
a f te r the lapse of so mg^y cen tu r i e s , the meta l l i c value of 
these coins has not been l o s t even today .The t o t a l value of 
the coins of t h i s hoard i s about 12 lakhs of ranees in present 
Indian currency. The object of hoarding vfns a e r t a i n l y to 
meet the future emergenoleslike famines, draught, war, e t c . 
Thus the Gupta coins fu l ly sa t i s fy the c r i t e r i o n of money 
as a s tore of wealth. 
Money also serves as a standard of value for s table 
t ransact ions to meet the waPts of every day l i f e . In t h i s 
turn the standard of value of money depends upon the uniform 
standard of weight of the metal which i s quite e s sen t i a l 
in every currency system. The Gunta coins meet t h i s r e -
quirenent. 
The Hunas crossed the Hinflukush, occupied Gapdhara and 
marched towards the terl torles of the Gupta empire. But t h e i r 
progress was halted by Skanda Gupta. Teraist could not check 
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t he i r ravages; the Persian king was defeated aPd k i l l ed , 
The Hunas thus succeeded in bu.llcli.in^ up a vast empire there, 
V/ith the i r enhanced povrer, the Hunas moved again towards 
India towards the end of the fifth or the heginning cf the 
sixth centry A.D, This time, advancing from the Punjab 
under the leadership of Torsffnana* they conquered a large 
part of Western India and Malwa. Under Toramana*s son 
Hiherakula, who succeeded him tw) year's l a t e r , the oonc(uest 
was extended towards Northern India aXitd the capital wss 
established at S^a la (Sialkot). 
The Huna invaders, wherever they went , imitated the 
coinage of their conoured t e r r i t o r i e s . They introduced 
l i t t l e that v/as new in the i r coins. They borrowed the Sassa-
nian type in Afghanistan, the Gupta type in India and the 
l a t e r Kush^a type in, Kashmir, They Issued the i r coins only 
in si lver ^ d copper? whether they issmed any gold coins 
i s not known, 
Toramana and Mihirakula both issued s i lver coins of the 
Sassanlsfls bust-type, showing the bust of the king to right 
on the obverse, which i s coarse and binital to the las t 
degree. On the reverse appears the Sassanlan f i r e -a l t a r 
with i t s two attendants. The coins of Toramana bear his 
t i t l e in Gupta Brahmi and do not disclose hie name. The 
coins of Mihirakula have his name in some cases? and in some 
others they follow the precedent and bear only the t i t l e . 
Torganana also issued silver coins of two other t3mes. 
The one followed the Sssasanian tradi t ion for i t s reverse and 
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had the f i re -a l ta r \dth the two attendajats aJid adopted a 
new ab¥erse shov/ing a horseman. The legend on these coins 
i s Sahi Jab^^or SahiTanabutla . The other tjme closely 
folloi-zed the Gupta s i lver coins of the eastern region vdth 
the difference that the king»s head i s turned to lax t . The 
reverse retains the fan-tailed peaeock and the legend i s 
almost the s ^ e with only the change of ngflsie. Some nnins-
erihed si lver coins v/ith crudely executed Sassanian "bust ^ d 
f i re -a l ta r are known in various parts of Northern India, 
part icularly in Rajasthan and Malwa, They are att-r ihuted 
to Tora^anaj hut this i s hy no means certain, 
A Torajnana i s mentioned in the Rsijataranginij but he 
was never a king and had die'd in prison. And no other 
Toram^a i s known to whom these coins may he attributed. 
Under the circumstances, these coins had to he attributed 
to the Huna ruler; ©nd the latecurrency of the coins may he 
explained v^ll i f v/e look to instances in Indian history 
where a coin type remained current for centuYt^g and i t s 
suhseouent copies were made for circulat ion. 
The copper coins of Mehiraknla are of three types. 
The large copper coins portray the king riding a horse on the 
obverse and Lakshmi on the reverse. This appears to have 
been copied from the Gupta horseman type. The second type 
follows the la ter Kushanas. The third i s the Sassartian type 
with the king»s bust on the chverse and a humped bull on 
the reverse. 
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Some of these coins, fotmd in the Punjab, appear 
to "be counter struck A section of scholars thinks that they 
are originally the coins of Wihirakula and have been counteiv 
struck with the legend of Torajnana, /mother section takes 
them to be the coins of Toramana counter-struck with the 
device and legend of Mihirakula. If the l a t t e r conjecture 
i s correct, then there i s nothing to l:>e surprised atj the 
coins of a preciecessor are knov/n to have been counter-struck 
by his successor in Indian numismatics, But i f the former 
theory i s correct, then i t suggests that Fihirakula had a 
son named Toramana, vho succeeded him. 
The post Gupta ueriod envisaged a v»ell planned currency 
system based on the Kushana practice which t r ied to eradi-
cate the barter system. Quite a large variety of coins 
were issued by different Gruvta emperors. In the post-Gupta 
period, from the decline of the Guptas to the advent of the 
Muslims in India in about the twelfth centry A.D,, gold coins 
are extremely rare , s i lver coins are very few pnd copper 
coins also are not many in numher. No continuity in coin 
currency i s notioed| nor are they seen uniformly distrihuted 
over the country. All the kingdoms, into which the country 
had now been broken up, did not issue coins, nor did a l l the 
rulers of a dynasty or kingdom seem to have the i r o^m coins. 
The coins appear to have lost the glory and magnificence 
that they had seen in the ear l ie r period. Most of the coins 
of th i s period lack originali ty. Different metals were used 
in different parts of the country; and again, in one and the 
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B&mB region, the same metal was not used. Fur ther , the 
coins of the same metal are not of the s?ane oua l i ty in 
t h e i r content , fabric and execution. These and many such 
other confusions mark the period and indica te at tunes thot 
the coinage system had almost col lapsed. 
However, Gupta coinage exercised considerable influence 
on the gold coins of Bengal md on the s i l v e r coins of the 
Northern and Western regions. But aftier a shor t gap i n the 
f i r s t Quarter of the seventh centry A.D,, Sasanka, the king 
of Gauda, a r i v a l of the Maukharis of Kanyakuhja and 
Harshavardhana of Thaneswara issued t h e i r coins in debased 
gold. They show Siva re d i n n i n g on hj|.s bu l l on the obverse 
and lakshmi seated with an elenhant on the reverse . Another 
gold coin tha t may be placed in t h i s period and which i a 
connected with the coinage of Sasanka, belongs to Virasena; 
but i t i s by no means cer ta in tha t i t was issued in "Bengal. 
On these a bul l i s seen on the obverse and Lakshmi on the 
reverse , 
Thereafter , m^y crude ^ d debased imi ta t ions of the 
Gupta coins are kno\im from different p a r t s of Bengal; and 
they may be placed in the seventh and eighth centur ies A.B. 
The obverse of these coins has a standing king with bow 
and arrov; and a standing goddess on the reverse ; and she 
i s shown sometimes as eight-handed. In most cases , the 
obverse bears no insc r ip t ion ; in a few cases Sr i may be seen 
with some un in t e l l i g ib l e sc r ibb l ings ; on th« reverse SOIM 
t r a ce s of l e ^ n d are also seen and they are not always 
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legible. They disclose some names "but they couia not he 
properly deciphered. These coins might have "been issued by 
some local rulers of Bengal about v/hom nothing i s knovm. 
To the eighth century may be assigned a gold coin of 
the neatly executed Gupta tradit ion whereon Avalokltesvara, 
a Buddhist deity, i s shown seated and before him i s s i t t i ng 
a crovflQed figure with folded hands. The reverse bears sin 
elephgpit - standrai with a flying peUnon, The name Sri 
Vindhya - Sakti i s inscribed on i t . M t no king of th i s 
name is known so far in the eastern region. Then a soli tary 
gold coin i s attributed to Devapala of the Pala dynasty 
(810 - 850 A,D,), I t bears a king with bow ^ d arrow on 
one side and lakshmi on the other. The coin i s executed in 
the acme, of Pala art} but the inscription placed on i t 
makes i t s genuineness doubtful. 
The si lver coins of the Gupta ty^)e were adopted by a 
few rulers of th i s period. The Vardhjsnas of ThanesvaTa 
and the Maukharis of Eanyakubja» who were inter-related by 
marriage, issued coSms of this type in the sixth-seventh 
centrueis A.B, Coins of Isanavarman (550 - 576 A.D,), 
Sarvavarman (576 - 580 A.D,) snd Avantivarman (580 - 600 A.D,) 
of the Mankhari dynasty and of Pratapjaslla (Prabhakaravar-
dhana dynasty are known of the Eastern -Deacock type of 
Kumara Gunta ^ d Skanda Gupta. But the head on the obverse 
i s turned to lef t instead of to r ight . These coins were 
l a te r copied by Bhimasena or Bhimarada of an unknown family. 
The western type of Gupta silver coins were copied by 
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Krishnaraja of the Kalachuri dynasty in the middle of the 
sixth century A.D. They bear a bul l on the reverse on the 
pattern of Skanda Gupta's coins- BfJese coins are found 
scattered about in a fairly large area, covering Jfelwa and 
Ra;)astban in t h e north, the d i s t r i c t s of Hasik and aslara 
in the south, the Islands of Bombay and Salsette in the west 
and the d is t r ic t of Betul and Amaravati in the east . With these' 
coins ended the family of Gupta coinage. 
Tiny silver coins, weighting in the proximity of 
6-7 grains, oijginated towards the end of the eighth century 
A.D* in the Central and Western India. They have an elephant 
walking to right on the obverse and the inscription Banahasti 
on the reverse. They probably belong to the Pratihara ruler 
Vatsaraja (778-788 A.D.). Whether this type was issued by 
any other ruler after him i s not known. But after a long 
t in», i t suddenly appears in the twelfth century A»D. in 
Gujarat and Saurashtra in the coins of the Chaulukyan king 
Jayasinha SidHharaja. They have a similar elphant on the 
obverse and a long inscription in three lines Sriraajjayasinftiaprlya 
on the reverse. 
Towards the north-western region, Sassanid type of 
coins were introduced by the Kidarites and the Hunas in the 
ear l ier period. The same type of coins continued in the 
seventh century A.D. The coins which are found spread over 
in Uttar Pradesh bear the inscription Sri Vigra and are 
attributed to Vigrahapala^ Along with the Sr i Vigra coins 
are found coins of the same fabric but wrLtb a different motif 
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on the 
of Varalia, the boai^incamation of ?ishTiti^o"bverse, The 
reverse TDears the legend Srlmadadivaraha In two l ines in 
hold l e t t e r s . These coins were Issued hy the Pratlhara 
king Bhoja I , Similar coins were also ipsued by his son 
Vlnay^apalaj hut they are extremely crude in the i r fahrle 
and execution. 
The ear l ier coins, though crudely executed, present 
the motifs in an identifiable manner. But, In the eighth 
century A.D., when the rulers of the Karkota dynasty came 
to power, the motifs culminated in the i r extreme degeneration. 
On them , i t i s impossible to distinguish between the stand-
ing male and seated female figures. Their heads have almof't 
disappeared on these coinp. These coins are said to have 
been issued in base gold or electrum; but in fact they are 
copper coins, v;here gold or silver i s alloyed. In them 
the gold Epid si lver contents are only 12 and 15 percent, 
respectively} the rest i s copper. The Karkota dynasty was 
follov/ed by the Utpala dynasty in abot^t 855 A,D, They issued 
coins exclusively in copper. These coins, though they 
follow the Karkota dynasty and retain the Kidara motifs, 
are far superior in the i r cBcecution, Here the obverse m6. 
reverse figures may '^^ ell be recognised. The goddess i s 
shovm on these coins as viearing two big kundalas. The arms 
of the goddess v/ere gradually replaced by the Inscri-Dtlon, 
This type continued t i l l the end. 
This Lakpshrai type coins of Gangeyadeva were also adopted 
by some of the la ter rulers in gold and s i lver In the i r baser 
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form, r a the r In cupro-electrum and b i l l on . This tyoe was 
copied f i r s t "by the PaTaJnara r u l e r s Udayadltya (^dayadeva) 
(1059 - 1080 A.D,) and Haravarman (1097 - 1134 A.D.) of 
^lalwa. Then the Ohandelas of Je^aJchhiiktl issued t h i s type 
for ahout two centur ies from the hegirming of the la)3t 
quarter of the eleventh to the end of the t h i r d quarter of 
the t h i r t e en th century A.D. Govindachandra Deva of the 
Gahadavala family (1114 - 1154 A.D,), A3al»ra;)a of the 
Chahmana dynasty (c i rca 1133 A.D.) and Ajayapala, Kumars^ala 
and Mahipala, probably of the Yadu family of Bayana* were 
the other ru l e r s who issued coins of t h i s type. 
Two other types of gold coins are knoxim of t h i s per iod. 
One was issued by the Kalaohun r u l e r s of Ratgfli-Dtir in the 
twelfth century A^D. They placed a l ion a t tacking a» elephant 
on the obverse and t h e i r names in bold Nagari l e t t e r s on the 
reverse on the Gangeyadeva pa t t e rn . The other type was issued 
by the Naga r u l e r s of Bastar during the s ^ e ner iod. They 
placed on the obverse t h e i r dynastic ins ign ia - a roaring 
t i g e r (Vyaghra) and a dagger in front and the sun and the moon 
above and t h e i r name on the reverse . 
The numismatic h i s tory of South Indiat from the seventh 
century A.D, to about the tenth century A.D,, i s shrouded in 
uncer ta in ty . No coins are known in t h i s neriod. After t h i s 
per iod , the most s t r i k i n g feature of the South Indian coins 
i s the revival of the technique tha t was employed in the 
manufacture of n i lver and copper punchmarked coins in the 
pre-Chris t ian cen tu r i e s . The technique was reintroduced 
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after about a thousand years, f i r s t hy the taimbsis who 
InhaMted P^ore aPd the Kgnara regions towards the end of 
the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century A.D. 
In this period, the gold coins v;ere st^nped vrf-th a punch 
hearing a symbol in the centre of the flaJi of the coins, 
The early kadainba gold coins have a large lotus struck 
on the full flan on one side, and the other side has six 
small punches, each placed separately, Thus these coins 
are a queer combination of the die-str iking and puncb-raarking 
technique. Of the six punches on the reverse of these coins, 
four area l i t t l e larger and bear a smallilower in each of 
themi the other two area l i t t l e smaller and blank, The 
coins of other djmasties and rulers have punches only on 
one sidei the other side remainsblaPk, Such coins x^ rere 
issued by the Eastern and western ChalLukyas, the Cholas ?sid 
a few other rulers end l as t ly by the Yadavas of Devagiri, 
Of the E?»stern Chalukyas, the coins of Raja Raja I 
(1019 - 1059 A,D,) bear the dynastic symbol - a boar facing 
proper lef t flankid by a lamp-staJid on ei ther side and surmoun-
-ted by m elephant-goad, a narasol and two fly-x<rhisks punched 
in the centref around i t tov/ards the margin i s the inscrip-
tion Sri Raja Raja followed by the l e t t e r Sa (for Samvat) 
and a numeral figure. 
Some coins are known vMch bear the inscription Sri 
QhulanarayaPa and Sri Chalkhurayena, The coins^-dlth the former 
legend have the central punch bearing a boar facing right and 
those bearing the l a t t e r legend have a t iger and a standing 
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fly-whisks bearer as the cen t ra l punch. The emblem boar 
of the f i r s t type r e l a t e s i t to the T5a^tern Ohaltikyas; but 
the legend shows the t i t l e of the Chola king Rajp Raja I . 
S imi lar ly , the t i g e r of the second type was the emblem 
of the Gholas and the legend r e l a t e s them to the Chal-ukya 
Saktivarman I . Thus t l ^ two types of coins have i n t e r -
changed emblemsaPd inscr ip t ions of the Gholas and the 
Chalukyas. 
Rajendra Kulottunga I (1070 - 1118 A.D,), v/ho vrm a 
pr ince of the Eastern 6halukya dynasty and king of the 
Oholas, had issued coins with the cen t r a l punch havin?^ two 
f ish and a t i g e r seateddog-ffjshlon placed s ide by side and 
flanked on e i t he r s ide by a bow and a parasol and a f ly -
whisk above. 
Among the Western Chalukyas, Jayasimha I I ( J a g a d i k ^ a l l a , 
1015 - 1045 A.I).), Somesvara I (Tailakyamalla, 1043 - 1063 A.D.) 
Somesvara I I (Bhuvanaikamalla, 1068 - 107B A.D, ) and 
Vikramaditya VI (1076 - 1126 A.D.) had issued punch-marked 
gold coins . The coins of Jayasimha I I bear a la rge temple 
v;ith a domed tower surmounted by a Chakra as the cen t ra l punch 
and h i s t i t l e i s punched around? a punch i s used for each 
l e t t e r . He perhaps also issued another tyne of coins v/here 
f ive UohSare punched xdth five punches and the t i t l e i s 
punched with separate punches for each of the l e t t e r s . His 
successors issued coins of the second type with f ive lions 
The coins of the next ru le r Somesvara I I bear nine punches? 
five of them have^ a l o t u s , t\fo bear conventional Kanada S r i , 
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the eighth punch has the sun and the moon and the l a s t 
punch has the name. Coins of a s imi la r type , with the 
legend Bh(Ua in the n in th punch, are a t t r ibu ted to the next 
ru l e r Vikramaditya VI. Similar coins , with a punch having 
the legend Kalachuri, are a t t r ibu ted to Bi j^ala Trihhuvan*-
.malla who usurped the Chalukyan throne (1156 -1181 A.D.), 
Ooinshaving t h i s very group of nine p\:inches with some unin-
t e l l i g i b l e legends are also known; but they cannot be a t t r i -
buted to any king or dynasty. 
The yadavas of Devagiri also issued punchmarked gold 
coins. The f i r s t ru le r of the dynasty Bhillam V (1185 - 1193 
A.B,) issued coins bearing nine punches; five of them have 
the l i on , two have S r i , the eighth ha£i a sapkha ^ d the 
n in th bears the name Sr i Bhillamadeva in two l i n e s in 
Nagari l e t t e r s , 
SE,AIS 
Of the few primary sources of Indiecn h i s to ry , sea ls 
provide a fascinat ing subject of study. Right from the 
second millennium B.C., t o v;hich the Indus Valley c i v i l i z a r 
t i on belongs, down to the B r i t i s h times seals have been 
used by kings, queens, p r inces , high placed off icers ^ d 
p r iva te individuals as well as by governments gtnd i n s t i t u -
t i ons to lend authori ty to documents and correspendence. In 
ancient India sea l was considered even more important than 
signature for giving v a l i d i t y to a document. 
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The praot ioe of using s ignetr ings emblematic of love, 
power, and sovereignty can be t raced back to remote a n t i -
qui ty . We are to ld by Bana tha t when HarshavardhaJia was 
about to march against the king of &auda the gramaJcsha?-
p a t a l i k a (Keeper of the v i l l age records) requested the king 
to issue orders for the day and presented a golden raudra 
(matrix) having the device of a b u l l . When Fiuen TsiaPg, 
the Chinese pi lgr im, took leave of HarshavardhaWa the 
l a t t e r furnished him with l e t t e r s wri t ten on f ine white 
cotton stuff and authenticated by impressions of h i s seal 
made of red wax. 
Not only do v;e have references to the p rac t i ce of using 
sea l s but actual specimens of ancient Indian matrices and 
s igne t - r ings have come down to us . Seal-stamps bearing 
legends as well as devices were discovered at Harappa. 
While legends on them have not yet been deci-ohered, the 
devices which they bear have l i f e - l i ke p i c tu re s of 
animals l i k e l i on^ t ige r , elephant, begir, deer and b u l l . In 
the l i n e of s igne t - r ings we have an actual STjeoimen made of 
copper or bronsse ascilbed to the fourth century of the 
ch r i s t i an e ra . We have not only the specimens of seal matrices 
and s ignet - r ings but sea l impressions also have been d i s -
covered. The ea r ly Indian seals are found on c lay . 
While Buddhist votive t a b l e t s are the best examples 
of inscribed t a b l e t s they cannot technica l ly be ca l led s e a l s . 
But the clay t a b l e t s having e i ther device or legend can be 
Called c lay-sea ls and various archoeological s i t e s abound in 
them. A large col lec t ion of such seaH-s referable t o fourth 
and f i f t h centuries A.D. were found at Basarh in Fuzaffarpur 
D i s t r i c t , This col lect ion consis ts of seals of o f f i c i a l s , 
corporat ions , gu i lds , temples, p r iva te individuals e t c . 
Beside c lay , copper was also used for seal ing purposes. 
They are of various s izes and shapes f i z . , c i r c u l a r , oval , 
leaf-shaped e t c . The e a r l i e r copper sea l s are simDle and 
contain an emblem or two, forming the royal ins ign ia or 
the coat of arms. The pr inc ipa l device was lanohhaPa (c res t ) 
which was used on coins a lso . This usua l ly took the form 
of a l ion a t i g e r , aP elephant, the h u l l , a bear , a f i sh , 
a serpent , the bird-man Garuda, the monkey god, Hanuman e t c . 
Besides such figures there are also engraved lamp-stecnd, 
chhatra (paraso l ) , the sun and the orescent moon. The 
legend which i s sometimes composed in verse contains the 
name of the ru le r along with tha t of Ms fa ther . 
The royal sea l of Rajondra Chola gives the apt)earance 
of a fu l ly blossomed l o t u s . 
The p rac t i ce of using seal can be traced back to remote 
an t iqu i ty . In the e a r l i e r ages seal iras used as a taboo. 
Later on i t became a symbol of power and was regarded m 
an a t t r i b u t e of sovereignty l i k e the cro^ f^fl and tjirone both 
in the Orient and the Occident. In India sea l played quite 
an important ro le throughout i t s recorded h i s to ry . In 
ancient India the most usual method of authent ica t ing a 
document was by at taching a copper or bronze reproduction 
of the royal sea l . 
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The IndiaJi sea ls generally have a tendency to record 
the dates in "broad terms only. These dates are r a r e l y the 
dates of the documents to which they are affixed, but are 
usual ly e a r l i e r . Mostly they are the dates of accesFsion of 
the reigning monarch. Usually the date i s located at one 
place but sometimes the figures forming the dates i s useful 
as i t provides us with a clue as to the age of the s ea l . 
The nme and the t i t l e s along with the date contained in 
the sigi l lum provideus with a source mater ia l which hais 
h i the r to remained unexploited. 
Some seals have only legend gind some other only a device, 
but some bear both legend aPd device. The ancient Indian 
sea l s contain an emblem or two forming the royal ins ign ia 
or coat of a3^s. 
While seals are found in large ntimbers we know very 
l i t t l e about the instrument with which they are made i . e . , 
matrix. Some ob;)ects from Harappa are found. We also have 
a soap-stone seal-stamp. In t h i s l i n e , however, perhaps 
the most important find i s the rock-cut seal matrix which 
dates back to the ea r ly seventh century. The mate-^ial most 
commonly used for making matrices was, however silver or copper 
or clay. Gold was used very r a re ly . 
To sum up v/e can say tha t seal engraving was an ar t 
and the sea l engravers l ike t h e i r brother craftmen had to 
undergo t r a in ing which was long and d i f f i c u l t . 
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AIM, SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
AIM AND SCOiE: 
The aim of the' 'present study i s t o bring at one 
place, in the form of annotations, a l l the s igni f icant 
material avai lable on seals and coins of Ancient ]jidia. 
Though i t i s a se lec t bibliography, every attempt has 
been made t o cover a l l the aspects of the top ic and t o 
maKe i t fully representat ive of the various per iods, 
clans and dynasties of ancient India . 
The bibliography and i t s annotations w i l l , I am sure, 
be found useful by a l l those ^ o ore in te res ted in ancient 
Indian coins and seals* 
Part I of the work in band deals with the def in i t ion 
and h i s t o r i c a l development of coins and seals in the 
ancient period of Indian history. I t also contains a l i s t 
of periodicals alongwith their periodicity and places of 
publication* 
Part I I , which is the main part, l i s t s 250 annotated 
documents* 
Part I I I contains the Author, Title and Subject 
indexes• 
METHODOLOQY: 
After preparing a l i s t of periodical a r t i c les from 
secondary sources, annotations of the same were prepared 
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on 7''^5^ cards. The abstracts are of informative type. 
As for as possible, the liidian Standard for Bibliogra-
phic References (IS: 2381-1963) has been followed. 
The entieies have been arranged under co-extensive 
Subject Headings. For this purpose a comprehensive l i s t 
of Subject Headings was prepared with the help of the 
subject expert in the field of cataloguii)g« Although 
there is always scope for difference of opinion the 
Subject Headings and their aurrangement will be found 
following a logical helpful sequence* 
Subject Headings have been arranged under two broad 
catagories of COINS and SEALS and within these, arrangetiBnt 
is chronologically and by dynasties and ru le r s . The last 
individualising elements are the types and sub-types of 
coins and seals . Under specific subject headings, entties 
have been arranged alphabetically by author. 
All the entries are serially numbered. 
Part I I I indexes guide to the specific numbered 
entry in the bibliography. It i s hoped that the indexes 
wil l be found useful in making proper use of the b ibl io-
graphy . 
LIST (F fS.aiC2DICAlS D0CUM6INIBD 
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TIT IE 
1 . Andhra Pradesh Government 
Museum. 
2 . Annals of the Bhandarkar 
Oriental Research :Gnstltute. 
3 . Annal report of the J^sore 
Archeologlcal Department. 
k-, Bharata I t ihasa Somsedheka 
mandela* 
5 . Br i t i sh !4jseum. 
6. Cul tural Forum 
7* Cunninghams Archeologlcal 
Survey of India* 
8. Current Science 
9* East and West 
10* Economic Times 
1 1 . Jiidica 
12. Indian Antiquity 
13 . Indian His to r i ca l Quarterly 
^k, Indian History Congress 
15. Indian Museum Bulle t in 
I 6 , . l n d i « i Numismatic Chronicle 
17. Indian Stud. Past and 
Present 
PIAC5E 
Poona 
Pocvia 
N^rsore 
FflEQUEIiCY 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Yearly 
Poona 
London 
New Delhi 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Bangalore 
Rome 
Bombay 
Bombay 
Calcutta 
Calcut ta 
Calcutta 
Patna 
Calcutta 
Fortnightly 
Quarterly 
Daily 
Yearly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Yearly 
Semi-Annual 
Se mi-Monthly 
Quarterly 
3S 
18. Journal of Ancient Indian 
19. Journal of Asiat ic Society 
20. Journal of Bombay Branch 
of Royal Asiat ic Society 
21 . Journal of G. Jha. Hes, 
Inst* 
22. Journal of Indian History 
23. Journal of Numismatic 
Society of India 
2^ 4-. Journal of the Oriental 
I n s t . 
25. Journal of U.P. His to r i ca l 
Society 
26. Madras Journal of Literature 
Calcutta 
Calcut ta 
Bombay 
Allahabad 
Trivandrum 
Bombay 
Baroda 
lucknow 
Madras and Science 
27. Numismatic Supplement of 
the Journal of Asiat ic 
Society of Bengal 
28. Orissa H i s to r i ca l Res. 
Society 
29. Puratat tva 
30. Quart. Rev. His to r i ca l 
Stud. 
3 1 . Report of the Archeological 
Dept. of the H.E.H. of Nizam,Hyderabad 
Calcutta 
Bhubanesvar 
New Delhi 
Calcutta 
Yearly 
Quarterly 
Yearly 
Yearly 
Four-Monthly 
Yearly 
Quarterly 
Yearly 
Quarterly 
Quarterly 
Yearly 
Quarterly 
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32. 
33. 
3^. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
Swarajya 
Times of India 
Translat ion, Num. Soc* 
Vlsheshvaranand Iiidologlcal 
Journal 
Vlshvabharati Quarterly 
BOCK 
SHASTxil (Ajoy ^fltra),Ed. 
Coinage of the Satavahanaa & 
coins from excavation* 
Madras 
Nev Delhi 
Hoshlarpur 
Punjab 
Nag pur 
Weekly 
Dally 
Seml-jtonthly 
Quarterly 
1972. 
LIST eg ABBRSVIATIQSS 
1. AitOM Andhra i:^adesb Govt. Museum 
2. ABCHX • AnnaJLs of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research 
Institute. 
3 . AE^ vD • Annal Report of the Mysore ArcheoJLogical Dept. 
If, BISKi •«. Bharata Itihasa Sonsedbeka Mandela. 
5. EM , . . British Musedm 
6. 0¥ . . .« •••• Cultural ForuiD 
7. C/iJilt . • • • •••• Canningbams iircheological Survey of India Report 
3, GH •••• •••« Current ^jclsnce 
9» W^ • Kast and West 
10. &T •••• •••• Kconomlc Times 
11* I ^ i c a 
12* "^A •••• •«•• liidlan Antiquity 
13. IHQ • Indian Elstor lcal Quarterly. 
1^, IHC •••• •••• Indian History Congress 
15* 1MB •••• •••• Indian Museum Bulletin. 
16. mc . . « • •••• Indian Numismatic Chronicle 
17. ISi^f ••• Indian Stua. i'ast and i^esent 
18. JAIH •••• •••• Journal of Anci^t Indian History 
19. JAS •••• ••«• Journal of Asiatic Society. 
20. JBBRAS ••«• •••• Journal of Bontoay Branch of Asiatic Society. 
21. JGJRI . • • • •••• Journal of G. Tha. Kea. Irist. 
22. JIH •• Journal of Indian History. 
23* JB81 •••• •••• JournaX of Numiaiiatic Society of Ihdla 
2^. JOX • Journal of tbe Orisntal Ins t . 
25* JUirHS •••* •••• Journai <^  Uttar iYadoth Historical Soci«ty. 
26. HJIB .«•• •••• Madras Journal of Uteraturs »nd scienoe 
Z^* HSJASB •••• •••• Nuffllsmatie Supplenot of the Journal at 
Asiatic Society of Bengal* 
23. mm • Qrissa Historical Hes. Society. 
29« i:\iratattva 
30« (i^MS • •• Quart, lev . Historical Stud. 
31. HA£^  aepca>t of tbe Arcbeological Dept. of H.E.H. 
of Nlzaffi Hyderabad. 
32. Swarajya 
33. TI Tiaes of India 
3tf« fHS Translation Hum. Soc. 
3$, ?U Visbesbvaranand Indologteal Journal 
36. VQ nsbvabbarati Quarterly 
3 / . Sb»atri (Ajoy Mitra), Sd. Canage of tbe Satavahanas and 
coins from excavation. 
PART TWO 
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ANNOCAIED BIBLIOSRAPHY 
COINS 
COINS, ANCIENT 
1. ALLAN iJ)* Beginning of coinage in India. TING 
1936; 387. 
This paper is intended to give a resume of conclusion 
to which the author has come in the catalogue of coins 
of Ancient India in the British Museum. Hegarding 
the antiquity of toe jwnch marked coins; the belief is 
that the punches were struck at different timeiby 
different hands through which the coins had passed. 
Vae period of circulation of these coins had heen put 
at the 3 and 2 century B.C. These coins were not 
issued over a period of time and the types of the 
various groups are linked together in a way which 
shows they are more or less contemporary. These were 
issued by Chandragupta Maurya or Asoka* 
2. BHATTACHARYIA (AK). Coins of Indian Cultural forumi 
7, 1-2? 1965 April; 57-61• 
Numismatic issues of ancient India provide the 
grounds for a study not only of the pol i t ica l v i c i s s i -
tudes through which this country has passed but allow 
a glimps into the art endeavours of the contemporary 
people through the ages. Literary references to 
certain weights of gold and si lver are very old in 
India leading back to the Vedic age. These lent their 
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name l a t e r to ac tual coins of the respect ive 
measure through the extent e a r l i e s t coinage 
known as Punch marked, can be dated not "before 
the 6 ^ century B.O. In 2"* century B.C» Bactrian 
king issued co ins . They used Kharosthi s c r i p t . 
The coins of Saka who conquered Bactr ia in 135 B.C. 
used Kharosthi s c r i p t . The Kushanas issued coins 
from about 25 A.D. Vith the r i s e of the Guptas 
about 319-20 A.D. the i id ian indigenous coinage 
takes a very in te res t ing t u r n . They used Brahmi 
in the legends and took iniportant s tep towards 
Indianization of the coin-device . 
3 . BREEKS iJvi), Notes on Indian cur renc ies . MJLS 
1856| 21-26. 
In t h i s lengthy a r t i c l e , the author t r i e s t o t race 
the his tory of the Indian coinage from the ear l i s t 
times t o the present age* 
if, CHAUDHAHY (aadhakrisbna). Two new finds from 
Bihar (A Kusana coin and a Gupta s e a l ) . JNGR. 
11, 1-2j 19731 97-101. 
Copper coin of )^±ma. Kadpbises has been found in 
different parts of Bihar. In these coins Siva 
i s standing by the side of b u l l . In course of the 
agr icul ture digging, the seal cams in to l ight in 
1972 along with wither mater ia l s . The sea l i s more 
important from the point that i t gives us an 
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account of the fact that the area around Naulagarh 
was one of the main centres of administrat ion in 
thpse days (Gupta per iod) . The sea l has two l ines 
inscribed and a sign of t ree above t o i t . I t 
might have been an administrat ive ins ignia pre¥alent 
in Bihar during those days* 
5 . DEVAR (Are). Kushana - Sassaian coin s e r i e s . JNSI. 
18,11 19^6; 13.lf2. 
The purpose of th i s a r t i c l e i s to arrange the several 
se r i es of Kushana - Sassaian coins in chronological 
order on the bas is of i n t e rna l evidence* 
6. JERKINtJ (GK) and NARAIN (AK). Coin types of the 
Saka - Fahlava kings of India. Varanasi Num. d o c . I . 
1957} i i , h9» 
Lists the coin types of a l l the kings and the 
Satraps of the Saka and ir'ahlava dynasties in India 
who ruled from i s t century B.C. to k^^ century A.D. 
7 . JAIASWAL ( K P ) . Some coins of the Maury as and Sungas 
JRAS of GB and Ireland. 1935; 178-79. 
A note on a lecture by Jayaswal vrtierein be proves 
that the Mauryas and the 3ungas had t h e i r own 
coinage. 
8 . KATAHE (Sant l a l ) . Coin of Bhartridaman, wrongly 
read as Rudradaman. JSSI. 32,2; 1970; 169-71. 
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Mirashi reading of the name Rudradaman and legend 
on the coin i s not co r rec t . Had i t been to Hudra-
daman i t would have had 29 l e t t e r . But i t has only 
25 l e t t e r s and therefore there i s no doubt th^t i t 
belonged t o Bhartridaman. 
9 . MIRASHI (W) . Three more Kshatrapa coins from 
Vidarbha. JNSI. 33,1} 1971; 117-19. 
Basim, e a r l i e r the c a p i t a l of Vsikata family. Here 
I.M. Khan found 3 coins . (1 ) Coin of Mahaksbatrapa 
Rudrasena I I . 2^ gm,lA2 cm. (2) Coin of Kshatrapa 
Rudrasifflha I I . 2^ gm., ^M cm. (3) Coin of Kshatrapa 
lasodaman II« 2 gm. 1 .lf1 cm. 
10. NISAR AHmD. So cal led coin of Mahaksbatrapa 
Rudradaman I I , JHSI. 32;i}1970| 162-68. 
There i s difference of oisiion about the legend on 
the coins of Rudradaman who flourished in the middle 
of the second century A.D. Mirashi a t t r i b u t e s i t 
to a l a t e r Rudradaman whose existence i s known from 
the coins of h is son Rudrasena I I I . But P.L, Gupta 
due t o the peculiar form of the l e t t e r of the name, 
a t t r i b u t e s i t t o Bhartridaman. 
1 1 . RAMAYYA (S). Kalabhras and t h e i r co ins . Swaralva. 
21,8J 1976 August 21; 3-5• 
The Kalabhras were a mysterious people who ruled over 
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the tarail-speaklng areas from about 300 t o 600 A.^ D. 
The f i r s t coin was found from Kaveripattinam. The 
lower half of the coin read as Kalabara and on top 
Achu - Vlkanla. Prom Madurai about 150 pieces were 
found which can be c lear ly a t t r i b u t a b l e t o the 
Kalabhras. The Kalabhras issued an abundant and 
varied coinage for about 300 yea r s , and they 
continued the old t r ad i t i on on co ins . They used 
copper and lead. The coins were round, oval, 
square and recangular. Their weights vary from 
half a gm. to s ix grms. These coins have only 2 l ines 
inscr ip t ion e i t he r on both s ides or on one side* 
The coins showing d e i t i e s l ike Mirupan and Vinayaka 
which s ta r ted on the coins probably from 6*** 
century shows that Kalabhras were extremely impart ia l 
in t h e i r r e l ig ious a t t i t u d e and encouraged a l l the 
f a i t h s prevailing among t h e i r sub jec t s . One coin 
from f^duri shows on one side the f igure of ^ r u g a n 
and on other Vinayaka; i s an old looking copper piece 
rectangular , 1.3x1.5 grms., with bold Brahmi s c r i p t . 
12. SAflJUG PHASAD SJNGH, Sonepur hoard of ancient 
Indian co ins . jDffi. 5 ,2; 1970 July? 53-57, 
From donepur hoard 82 coins were found. The legends 
engraved on the reverse of these coins i s in 
Brahmi character of 3rd ar 2"^ ^ century B.C. The 
coins of the hoard are mostly made of copper. The 
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remaining one may be c l a s s i f i ed as 1- Punch-
marked: s i l v e r , s i l ve r coated and copper, 2 - Single 
type: Copper 3- Uninscribed cas t : copper. The 
imrportance of the hoard l i e s in the fac t t h a t i t 
contains many new type of coins and i t s composition 
shows tha t i t was probably a family depos i t , 
13, SIRCAH (DC). Note on the hoards of early Indian 
co ins , JNSI, 33 ,1 ; 1971; 119-200. 
The coin hoards were consequences of foreign 
invasion which caused t h e i r owners t o conceal them 
as a measure of securi ty and tha t the large number 
of coins belonging t o a pa r t i cu la r king hiding ones 
wealth under the earth the nearer was he t o the 
time of the hoard* 
1lf, SRIVASTAVA (B), Weights and measures in ancient 
India . JNSI. 25,2; 1963; 139-1^H^. 
A h i s t o r i c a l survey of coins , weights and measures 
from e a r l i e s t times up t o c i r ca 3 century AfD» 
15, SUBRAHMANIAN (N) and RAMAN (KV). Some early 
coins of Tamilaham. JNSI. ^ , 2; 1972; 2*f7-50. 
During iiangam days bar te r was more popular than the 
system of coinage, iilarly i'andyan coins are of 
copper, square & bear the Pandyan emblem of double 
carp on one side and elei*iant with auspicious 
symbol on o ther . Early chola coin are square copper 
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coins bearing standing t iger with up l i f t UiXl and 
in few alei*ant i s found on the reve r se . The 
coins of 2 kingdom are nrore or less of the same 
pa t te rn . But none mentions the names of king in 
contrast to satavahana king^issuing coins in t h e i r 
individual name* 
16. UNNUHAN (NG). Eyyal hoard of s i lve r punch marked and 
Raman co in . JNSI. 2^ | I96I ; 197-307* 
Describes a board found in the E,yyal v i l l age of Pre-
!%uryan, Mauryan and Roman coins and suggests that 
Kerala had an eactensive foreign and inland t rade 
at a f a i r ly early date* 
COBS, ANCIENT §nd HISTCHICAL GEOGRAiHY 
17. JAMINDAR (Rasesh). Does the find-spot of coins 
rea l ly throw l ight on h i s t o r i c a l geography? JOI. 
22; 3i 1973 March; 361-62. 
Coins are important source of information* They 
help a lot to know about p o l i t i c a l h is tory as well 
as h i s t o r i c a l geography of a king or dynasty. But 
the finds pots of the coin»hoards have t h e i r own 
l imita t ion t o find out the exact boundary of the 
kingdom ruled by the king concerned because hoards 
are found at sacred places, sometimes oy.Ang to 
business purpose we find c i rcu la t ion of currency 
from one s t a t e t o another and sometimes the 
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migration of one family, 
GOUS, ANCBNT, GHJaCNOLCSY 
18, ROY (Sita Ram). Chronology of cast coins of 
Va i sa l i . INCfl. 12, 1-2; 197^^; I6-30. 
Most of the coins are uninscribed copper cast coins . 
The inscribed cast coins wa« very r a r e . These cast 
coins were of two type, rectangular and c i r c u l a r . 
And the rectangular var ie ty were e a r l i e r than the 
c i r cu l a r specimens. Among the rectangular coins , 
those with four symbols were in great majority and 
also an ter ior in t ime. Since coins with dif ferent 
weigh-standard were found together i t was d i f f icul t 
to ascer tain which standard was the e a r l i e s t . 
COJNS, ANCIENT, EPIC PERIOD, COW-LiKSHMI TYPE 
19. GHAKDRIK (charu). Gow-Iakshml type of Rama Tanka. 
JNSI. 197O; 215. 
Rama-Tanka similar to Si rcars coin Lakshmi type 
of Rama Tanka was found. I t i s round, 2.8 cm, 
thickness i s 0.16 cm, 10»5 gms., s i l v e r , dots on 
both the borders of obverse and reverse , with shroff 
mark. The shroff-mark suggests t h e i r use a l so as 
currency. 
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COINS, ANCIENT, EPIC iEHlOD, METALLIC, ^DIL^ER 
20« HAKDA (Devendra)-. Two new Rama-Tank a s . JNSI. 
33, 1? 1971J 135-36. 
I t i s bowever d i f f i cu l t t o locate the prevalence 
of t h i s type of Rama-Tahka. It might have been 
manufactured at Ayodhya and canKs t o other important 
re l ig ious centres and c i rcula ted in d i f ferent 
regions of India . These are made of s i l v e r . 
21 . SWAMINATHAN (KD). Silver Rama-Tanka from Haridwar. 
JHSI. 3»f, 21 1972; 263-6lf. ,^  , , 
I t was Sr i Sarin who col lected from Haridwar in 
1 965 a s i l ve r Rama Tanka. It i s made of b i l l i o n , 
round, 2.75 om, border obliquely' railted» Obverse:-
Ram and Lakshana. Reverse:- Ram and S i t a seated 
on the throne in Sukhasana with lakshamana. The 
weopcns and ornament depleted on the coin gives 
a glimpse of the period. 
COINS, AlvCII^T, INDUS VALIEY 2500-1500 B.C. 
PUNGH-I4ARKED 
22. HAJRi (Shankcir Pr^si^d), Weight of Raktika for 
punch marked co ins . JNSI. 32, 2; 1970; 131-^3-
The rakt ika was the basis of the weights of Indus 
Valley and that there i s very likelihood of the 
e a r l i e s t Taxila hoard being weighted as much the 
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same kind of balance and by much some sort of 
weight as that at Mohenjodaro. 
COINtJ, ANCIENT, INDUS VALIEY 2500-1500 B.C., 
METALLIC, COPffiR 
23» HANDA (Devendra). Harappans, Oc:hre ware and the 
copper boards. ABQRI. 5 1 , 1-^1 1970J 206-209, 
The copper hoards belonged to the abor ig ina l t r i b e s 
the i^oto-Austrololds Inhabiting the region at the 
time and the OCi' belonged to Harappan refugees. 
The Ochra ware people were the Harappan refugee ., 
contemporaneous with them and were associated with 
the copper hoards chronologically and not c u l t u r a l l y . 
ecus, ANCIENT, In re la t ion t o EG CM (MIC CCKDITICNS 
2^. SHAHMA (HS). Couos and problems of early Indian 
economic h i s t o r y . IHC. 19^9; 103-109. 
Coins are useful for determining the extent of an 
empire, but they are far more useful for determln;|ng 
the nature of economy. And the area of c i rcu la t ion 
of coins has an important economic bear ing. The 
coins determining the nature of econonjy had played 
i t s part from early 5^^ century B.C. Under the 
Mauryas the Magadhan empire used the largest number 
of punch marked co ins . There v&a abundance of punch 
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marked s i lve r coins in the pre-chr i s t ian e ra . 
The Kushanas issued a good numbcjr of copper coins 
which evidently presupposes the penetration of 
money econonjy in to town and possibly in to the ru ra l 
a reas , but the Gupta's did not issue many copper. 
But so far the place of coins in economic l i f e of 
the people i s concerned at a par t i cu la r time and 
place, has s t t l l t o be determined. 
COBS, ANCIENT.in re la t ion t o OtyiQUlS 
t5* BANDYOPADHIAY (Samaresh). Off ic ia l designations 
from early Indian coin naotes. Journal of Ancient 
Indian History. 2, 1-2; 1968-691 9^-103. 
Some of the o f f i c i a l designations derived from 
coins names a r e : - 1- Rupadarsaka. 2- Hupatarka. 
3- Rupadaksa. M- Hairanylka. 5- Tankapati e t c . 
COms, ANCJ]bNT, MANUFACTURE 
26. ?ERMA (TF). Study on manufacturing of coins in 
ancient India as revealed from .^ thasas t ra# JHSI. 
33, 2 | 1971; 25-36. 
During ancient period three systems of manufacturing 
coins were prevelent. 1- Pinching system. 2- Casting 
system. 3- Die-Striking system. The technique of die 
struck coins can be found in the t r a d i t i o n of Indo-
Greek, saka-Pahlava and Kushana coinage. The author 
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of Arthasastra prescribed the duty of rupadarska 
t o es tabl ish currency for the purpose of t rade and 
commerce and for rece ip ts In the t r ea su ry . And 
t h i s rupadarsaka had to punch cer ta in symbols as 
marks of the payment of t a x . 
COINS, ANCIENT, METALLIC, PUNCH-MAHKED 
27. BHARDWAJ (HC). and MISRA (B). On the authent ic i ty 
of an alleged gold punch marked coin . JNSI. ^ , 1; 
1972; 101-05. 
The e a r l i e s t coinage of Ijidia i s represented by 
Punch marked coins made of s i lve r and copper, but 
no gold punch marked coin has so far been found* 
Dr. S.N. Chaturvedi reported 2 gold punch marked 
coins . The chemical composition, al loying pa t te rn , 
Metallagraphic examination, Radiography, x-ray 
diff ract ion shows that the features of the present 
coins are not compatible with the mata l lurgical 
technique preveulent in the days of s i l ve r punch 
l^^rked co ins . 
28, GUPTA (Parmeshwari Lai ) . In teres t ing t reasure- t rove 
from Weepangandha (Mahboobnagar). J'ASl. 3^, 1 | 1972; 
1-8. 
Here a t reasure- t rove was discovered in 196^» The 
trove contained ornaments and coins^as very few 
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ancient ornaments have so far been found. *he 
treasure suggests that Punch-marked coina were 
in use as iate as the 7*^ century A.D. 
29. HEMMI (AS). The weight standard of Ancient Indian 
coins (J:*unch-marked). JBAg. 31 j 1937? 1. 
This a r t ic le deals with the weight standard of 
punch-marked and local coinage of India. The author 
thinks that the Punch-imrked coins follow the iridus 
Valley weigh system, 
30. SANKALIA (HD). Coins and Glass seal from Maheshwar 
excavation, 1953. JNSI. 15, 2 | 19531 197-20^. 
The early historic period Is documented successwaly 
by a silver punch-marked coin, a copper punch marked 
coin and cast uninscribed copper coins. S t ra t i -
gra|*y points to the fact that silver punch-marked 
coins are later than the proto-historic period. 
The silver coin is oblong, ^2 grains. P.L. Gupta 
observed that the coins were made of thin si lver 
sheet and secondly i t is difficult to suggest which 
really is the locality mark on these coins. So far 
copper yunch marked coin is concerned i t is 2.666 gr?ns.i 
m-x10x3 mm. Tbe coin is rectangular and small. The 
seal was found in the infi l l ings of the wooden 
padisades and i t is believed to be pre-^iauryan and 
can be assigned to 5^^ century B.Sc. 
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Antiquity of the use of g lass in India i s a l so 
thus being confirnied by tne Maheswar glass t a b l e t s . 
COBS, ANCIENT, METALLIC? GOLD 
31* SUmiA (KS). Some gold coins from Sanchankot. 
JKSI. 32, 2? 1970} 'i7Z-'75* 
In ancient t i t ^ i t was a prosperous and f lourishing 
c i t y . The occurance of N.B.P. hoards of punch marked 
coins and t r i b a l cast coins point out the great a n t i -
quity of t h i s p lace . From here soma copper, gold and 
s i lve r coins belonging t o Indo-Bactrian, Indo-Scythain 
and Gupta were found. The discovery of Kushana gold 
coins from t h i s s i t e bridges the gap between Jfodo-
Scythian and Gupta period. They are 12 in number 
and are of three type : - 1- Ardoksho type . 2- Doda 
type . 3- Oh pa type . 
COJHS, ANCIENT, METALLIC, GOLD, PUNCH-MAflKED 
32 . Ui'AmJAIA iD) and CHATUHVEPI (SN). Two gold punch* 
marked co ins . JNSI. > , 2j 1972; 153-56. 
From Gorakhpur Dis t r i c t 2 gold coins show tha t fehey 
were cut from a metal sheet and clipped at corners 
and octagonal in shape. 
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COINS, ANCBNT, .METALLIC, SILVER, PUNCH-HARKBD 
33• SAHJUO PRASAD SINGH. In teres t ing punch-marked coins 
INCH. 12, 1.2J 19A; 70-73. 
Thirteen s i lver punch marked coins now in the 
museum of Patna un ivers i ty . The coins resemble 
the shape of shallow dishes and plates* The symbols 
on the coins are very in te res t ing and they are not 
found on the other se r i es of s i l v e r punch-marked 
coins* The date of c i rcu la t ion of these coins are 
problematical; but i t i s obvious tha t they were pre-
valent during the age of the c i ruc la t ion of punch-
marked co ins . 
COINS, ANCIENT, METALLIC, COPPEii, PUNCH-MARKED 
3lf. GUPTA (Chandrashekhar). Unique copper punch-marked 
coin from Pauni. JNSI. 33, 1j 19711 107-08. 
From Pauni a unique copper punch marked coin was 
found as i t bears s ix symbols including an elejAiant 
with an umb re11a. I t i s of copper. The reverse 
of t h i s coin i s blank. 
COINS^  ANCIENT, INDO-GREEK 326 B.C. - 3 CENTURY A.D. 
35 . GARTNER (Pency). Coins of the Greek and Scythic 
kings of Bactr ia and India in the Br i t i sh Museum. 
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Bri t i sh Museum l886TiTTvl^ I 9 3 . 
The present volumtcontains a l l the coins vrtiich 
were issued by the Greek and Scythic kings who ruled 
in InAisL and the neighbouring lands between the 
time of Alexandra the great and the 3 century A»D» 
COJNS, ANCIENT, INDO-GHEKK 250, METALLIC, cilLVER, 
PUNCH MABKED 
36. CHOmA (SN). Hoards of punch-marked coins from 
Sugh. JNSI. 35; 1973; 39-^7. '*,.., 
A small hoard of 28 coins were discovered, of these 
26 coins are punch marked and the reamining two 
belong t o the liido-Greek. Coins are mostly r e c t -
angular or e l l i p t i c a l in shape while a few are round* 
(Xie of the coins has a peculiar shape of semi c i r c l e* 
So far symbols are concerned on some coins only they 
are clear* These punch marked coins belong to a 
period of about 100-12? years* The two Ihdo-Greek 
coins are a l so of s i lve r and belong to the Indo-Greek 
kings Menander and Antimachus Ni^ephores* 
CUJHS, ANCIENT, M^lURYA 322-185 B.C., METALLIC 
37, LAHIHI (Bela). Indiab e a r l i e s t inscribed coinsj 
The c i ty i s sues . JNSI. 38, 2; 1976; 35-5^* 
Ind ia ' s e a r l i e s t coins are not inscribed and i t was 
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only af ter the Maurya period that inscribed coins 
were abundantly issued and widely in c i rcula t ion* 
The s t r a t i g r aph ica l evidence clear ly indicate tha t 
inscribed coins s ta r ted l a t e r than uninscribed of 
the three c lasses of I n d i a ' s e a r l i e s t inscribed issues 
v i z . c i ty coin, dynasty issues and Tr iba l co ins . 
GOmS, xiNCIhiNT, MkUaYAN 322-18^ B.C., METALLIC, 
SllJffia, PUNCH-MARKED 
38. KilBHsA Cffi). Punched-marked coins , AMAD. 1938; 73 . 
In t h i s paper the author describes 19 s i l v e r punch-
marked coins of the usual Mauryan type . Four of 
them welching about 25 grains are half-karshapanas, 
one 12 grains in a quarter karshapana and the res t 
are karshapana* 
COINS, ANCIENT, *\SCKA 273-232 B*C., METALLIC 
GOPiER, CAST 
39. JAYASWAL (KP). Maurya symbols JHAS. 30; 1936? U-37. 
The following symbols were noticed on the Rampurva 
copper bolt of Asoka, now in the Indian Museum, 
Calcutta . 1- Moon on h i l l . 2- Hollow c r o s s . 
3 - An eye. ^ - Taurine symbol. A specimen of cas t 
coins recovered from the e a r l i e s t Maurya leve l at 
Budandebagh bears the above i den t i c a l symbols as 
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found on the Hampurva copper b o l t . 
C03NS, ANCIENT, PCSTSUNGA, YUGASENA 
>+0, AGHAWAU (VS). Coin of Yugasena. JNSI, 5 | 1976| 29. 
The author describes a copper coin vrhich he col lected 
at Bairant near Benaras. He has assigned t h i s colja 
to king Yagasena probably a local r u l e r in the post-
Sunga period ruling sometimes in the f i r s t century B.C# 
COINS, ANCIENT, THIBAlS, H33TQRY 
M . DASGUiTA (Kalyan Kumar). Tr ibal h is tory of ancient 
Indias A numismatic approach. J . Indian H i s t . . 53» 
3; 1975 December; 586-91 • 
This i s a unique contribution of value to ancient 
Indian history and cul ture and I t covers the period 
froa thfc th i rd or second century B.C. t o the fourth 
century A.D. The numisnatic material which Dasgupta 
has u t i l i z e d belongs to the e i a s s i c a l or High 
c l a s s i c a l age of Jiido~Aryan or Brahmanical Hindu 
cul ture which was f lourishing from the 9, 8, 7 
century B.C., r ight down to the beginning of the 
Gupta period. The rich numismatic material are 
presented by these Indo-Aryan t r i b e s . These coins 
were mostly in the old t r a d i t i o n a l Indian form 
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and shape, as the rectangular puranas. l e t t e r i n g 
of these coins are Brahtni and Kharosthi . 
COINS, ANCIENT, TRJBAlii, ACHYUTA 9 CKNTUfll A.D., 
METALLIC BUST TYiE 
k-2, PANIEY (Deena Bandhu). Hare coin of Acbyuta. JUSI. 
32, 1j 1970; 78-79. 
Bust type coins of Achyuta are r a r e : So far only 2 
specimens are known. They are nuade A.S . ; round 
but a l i t t l e oblong} obverse*- Bust of king t o r i gh t , 
with legend. Reversej- Eight sp<oked Cbakra with a 
dot in between the pairs of spokes. 
COINS, ANCIENT, TRIBAIS, ARJUNAYMAS 2-lf CENTUEY 
A.D. 
M-3. DASGOi^ A (Kalyan Kumar). Arjunayanas: An ancient 
Indian t r i b e s . JOI. 20, h\ 1971 June? If31-i«-1. 
I t was Prinsep who f i r s t discovered the coin 
belonging t o the Aryanayanas. Later more coins 
were found which are e i the r in Br i t i sh Museum or 
in the cabinet of Indian Museum. Though the coins 
are few in number, a l l of them are made of copper 
and round in shape. As t o the metrology of the 
co ins , the two Br i t i sh Museum specimens weigh 8l 
and 53 grains while Indian Museum specimens weigh 
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61,3 and 1^.8 g r a in s . Sor far Motifs occuring 
on the coins are concerned they are standing 
human f igure , bu l l usually standing before an 
a l t a r , elephant t ree within r a i l i ng and lingam. 
Beside t h i s we know about the ant iqui ty and Habitat 
of the t r i b e as well as p o l i t c a l conditions of the 
Aryunayanas and they were in povrer between 2"^ * 
century A.D. and the middle of the fourth 
century A.D. 
COINS, ANCIENT, TRIBAL, ASVAKAS 3-2 CFJNTURy B.C., 
METALLIC, COPSBR. 
iflf. DAS GUJPTA (Kalyan Kumar). Asvakas: An early Indian 
t r i b e . EtriE. 22, 1-2; 1972 March-June; 33-'«)« 
The coins of the Asvakas are few in number made 
of copper and round in shape* These coins were 
collected from Taxila and i t s neighbourhood by 
Cunningham bearing the legend Vatasaka in early 
Brahmi charac ter . Bi ih ler and Smith takes t h i s 
legend Vatasaka as a t r i b a l name. The Asvaka 
coins show a combination of symbols l ike A- a 
three-arched object with crescent on t o p . B- a 
standing human f igure . C- a p i le of b a l l s . D» a 
taur ine symbol below the human f i g u r e . The six 
coins in the col lect ion of the Br i t i sh Museum 
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range between 135.0 and lMf.O grains while 
Indian Maseum specimen 1^6,if g r a i n s . The coins 
may be assigned t o the period beginning from 3rd 
century B.C. t o about the middle of the 2**^  
century B.C. Beside the coin t e l l s the Antiquity 
and Habitat of the t r i b e . 
COBS, ANCIENT, THIBAL, AUDUMBAiU, 2 B.C.-
2 CENTURY A.D., METALLIC 
M-5. DASGIIiTA (Kalyan Kumar). Note on the a t t r i bu t ion 
of Mahadeva co ins . JNgl. 32, 2j 1970; 150-53. 
The s i l ve r and copper coins bea^ring the legend 
Bhagavata Mahadevasa has been Issued by an 
Audumbara chief named Ifebadeva who was regarded 
as the personification of the dei ty having the 
same name. 
COINS, ANCBNT, TillBAL, AUDUMBiliS, 2 GEKTUHX 
B.C. - 2 CENTURY A.D. 
if6, OM Jr^ lAKASH. Temple archi tectuve on Audumbara 
co ins . JNSI. 3^ *-, 2? 1972} 196-200. 
7ery l i t t l e i s known about vaishnavite temple 
b u i l t in 2nd century B.C. The only help i s 
Audumbara co ins . On the copper a r c h i t e c t u r a l 
features are found which show that l ike Vaishnava 
temple there were also Sa iv i te obrine in 2^^ 
century B.C. It a lso shed l ight on the ant iqui ty 
of the Sikhara in the Indian temple. 
k7, SHASTHI (Ajay Mitra) . Attr ibut ion of the Mahadeva 
co ins . JNgl. 32, 1 | 1970j Hf-18. 
The copper coins bearing the inscr ip t ion in 
Khoroshthi and Brahmi sc r ip t s on the obverse and 
reverse respectively are in r e a l i t y Auduinbara coins 
with incoQiplete legend containing only the sectar ian 
t i t l e Mahadeva, the r sga l t i t l e rajan and the t r i b a l 
epithet Audumbari, there being no i)ersonal nase 
of the issuing chief a i^ tha t kiLng Mahadeva known 
from two s i l ve r and two bronze pieces did not 
belong t o the t r i b e of the Audumbaras. And as 
suggested by Be la Lahir i i t belong t o the Vaimakis. 
COINS, AWCJEKT, TRIBAL, AUDUMBRilS, 2 CENTURY 
B.C. - 2 CMTUflX A.D., KIETALLK, COPffiR 
if8. DA3GUiT!A (Kalyan ilumar). Two in te res t ing coins 
in the Singhi Col lect ion. JKSI. 38, 2; 1976; 55 '^9 . 
TWO in te res t ing coins in the singfcli co l lec t ion were 
brought t o l i g h t . The 1©^ coin i s a copper coin 
bearing a legend in Brahmi Madavi. I t i s round; 
20,30 mm, and 7»50 g ra ins . Another coin i s of 
copper, round, 92.6 grains and legend i s I4adavlka. 
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But we do not have any de f in i t e proof whether 
Madavi or Jfehavika i s a naae of king or of people 
or of a r epub l i c . The second coin i s of d ie-s t ruck 
va r i e ty , of copper and round. I t s obverse shows the 
legend in Brahmi Pura-janapadasa which s ign i f i es 
that t h i s piece was issued by a Puri-janapada or an 
assembly consist ing of people of one a more town 
(Pura) r u r a l settlement (Janapadas). dince &s 
find-spot i s not known i t can be a t t r ibu ted t o 
Audumbaras. 
COBS, ANCENT, Xi{IDxiii>, AUDUmdASf 2^^ GfciM'URY 
B.C. - 2nd CENTORY A.D., ^EIAI^ :EC COPEBH 
h9» SCHCNI (SV). Note on Audumbara temple co ins . 
JNSI. 6, 1 ^ 3 ; 55» 
The author was confiwCd t h i s note t o the study 
of a building which appears on some of the square 
copper coins issued by the Audumbaras. Alongside 
the temple, there i s a dhvaja, a t r i d e n t and a 
ba t t l e -axe and hence the teo^jle i s assigned t o 
the s a iv i t e c u l t . He thinks tha t the temple coins 
of the Audumbaras are unique among ancient iJidian 
co ins . 
GOJNS, HNCIMT, TxilBAlS, AVANTI, '}th omTURl 
B.C., UKIHSGHIBED 
50, BAJi^ AI (KD). Coins of early g j j a y i n i r u l e r s . 
JKSI. 32, 1 | 1970} 77-78. 
Uninscribed Ujjaylni coins are a t t r ibu ted to the 
ancient Avanti Janapada. Coin I - i s of copper, 
round, 1,65 cm, 68,25 g r a in s . Obverse:- on centre 
god shiva i s standing holding s taff in r igh t and 
vase in l e f t hand. He i s flanked by a ra i l ed t ree 
t o his r ight and a s ix arched h i l l symbol to l e f t . 
Brahmi legend. Reverse:- two taur ine symbols of 
di f ferent type are shown. The coin can be assigned 
t o 2^^^ century B.C. Coin I I - i s of copper, round, 
1.70 cm, 102.50 g ra in s . Obverses- Three arched 
h i l l symbol, Brahmi legend. Reverse:- Tree and 
Taurine symbols. These two coins bear the name 
of Ujjayini r u l e r s . Avanti became independent 
af ter the f a l l of Mauryan empire. The coins a lso 
shows the p o l i t i c a l s i tua t ion of Avanti region, 
COINS, ANCIENT, TRIBAlB, AYODHAYA 
51 , NJiaAR AHMAD. Wrongly read c i ty name Ayodhya on 
co ins . JNSI. 33, 2j 19711 11^-15. 
From Allahabad Museum three coins were studied by 
R.R. Tr ipathi and Bela Lah i r i . They take these 
coins t o be the c i ty coins of Ayodhya, They weigh 
1.005, 1.570, 0.76^ grms. oince the find-spot of 
these coins are not reported i t carmot be a t t r ibu ted 
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t o Ayodhya. 
GOJNS, ANCIENT, TRIBAIS, BOIHI, 3-^- CMTURY 
A.D., J^TALLIC, lEAD. 
52r GHCXJBAY iMC), Qoxns of Bodhi dycaasty from Tr ipur i . 
JNSI. 38, 2} 19765 62-72. 
The coins Issued by Bodhl dynasty are small t iny 
piece of lead. The coins tha t are found shows 
that the nan» of the r u l e r s were wri t ten in Brahmi 
character of post Satavahana period. The coins that 
are found from the ruins of Tr ipur i a re of 1- Sr i 
Bodhi. 2- Chandra Bodhi. 3 - Siva Bodhi. if- Vasu 
Bodhi. 5- Vira Bodhi. 6, Vira Bodhidatta. 
7- Sir ivasaka. 8- S i r i s i v a , The coins may be 
c lass i f ied into two v a r i e t i e s . The one where the 
obv. has a chaitya symbol or b i l l symbol without 
crescent and a legend in Brahmi chsa>acter. The 
r ev . in a l l these coins are blank. In other var ie ty 
the obv. has a h i l l symbol with a crescent between 
two v e r t i c a l wavy l i n e s . The r ev . has e i the r man 
alone or a t r e e alone. All the coins are of lead, 
but the coin of Vir Bodhidatta i s of copper, 
COlNd? ANCIENT, TRIBAIS, BODHI, 3-^ CENTURY 
A.D., METALLIC. 
5 3 . SHASTRI (Ajay Mitha). Fresh l igh t on the Bodhis. 
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2MI« 3^, 2J 1972| 213-22. 
All the coins of the Bodhis are of lead and t iny in 
s i z e . They are a l l c i r c u l a r , t h e i r diameter ranging 
between . 3 " and . 5 " , They weigh 38A grains to 
If ,5 g ra ins . From these coins we know the names of 
four ruling ch ie f s . Excavations a t Tr ipur i brcnight t o 
l ight valuable evidence shedding l igh t on the his tory 
of the Bodhi dynasty. "Prom here t e r r a c o t t a seals 
furnishing the name of four Bodhi chiefs and the 
legends on the seals are in the post-Satavahana 
Brahmi charac te r . 
corns, ANCIMT, THIBAXS, SOUTH, KCBWU, 
KETALLIC, GOPEER, 
5^ . BAlCHiiNDRA JAIH. Local coins of southern Kosala. 
JNSI. 19} 195?? 72-73» 
These local coins are a l l copper coins twelve in 
number. The exact find«pot of these coins i s not 
known. Coins bear resemblance t o some of the 
types of Satavahana. The coins are a l l s imilar 
in fabric and type . They seem t o have been 
d i s t r ibu ted in the whole of south Kosala 
including Balaghat districx; and other adjoining 
t e r r i t o r i e s . They aaay be therefore cal led loca l 
coins of south Kosala. 
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COJNS, ANCIENT, TRIBAlS, KUUJTA, 2 CENTURY 
B.C. - 1 CENTURY A.D. 
^5» DASGUiPTA (Kalyan Kumar). Devices and symbols on 
the Kuluta co ins . JUS I . 3^-, 1j 1972j 23-30. 
Twelve Kuluta co:Jns which are found were made of 
copper and except one a l l are square in shape. 
The round copper coin i s now in Br i t i sh J&seuai. 
Bergny i s* observed the Brahmi legend on the 
obverse. The symbols on the coins may not be 
described as Buddhist symbols* But looking to 
few symbols MarshalLsays that though e-nployed by 
Buddhists, i t does not imply tha t Buddhism was at 
tha t time the prevailing re l ig ion among the Kulutas. 
The probabili ty that they were Hindus or Hinduized 
in course of time Is enhanced by the name Virayasas 
adopted by one of t h e i r k ing . 
COJNS, AMCIENT, TRIBAL3, mUVA 2 CEKTURY B.C. -
h CENTURY A.D. 
56, DOUGXAS (RO). On some Malava co ins . NS« 237j 
1923; 26-30. 
I t deals with some coins found within the t e r r i -
t o r i e s of the Raja of Uniara, a feudatory of 
Ja ipur ; the coins found at t h i s place are commonly 
known as the Malava. In the authors opinion the 
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ea r l i e r coins are those the legend on which is 
read from right t o l e f t . 
^7* SHARAM (Mahesh Kumar). Malava co ins . INCH. 
10, 1-11J 1972; 33-39. 
Due t o the low ecwjomic condit ion, the Malavas 
issued copper currency proving t h e i r independent 
s t a t e . Their coins are found a l l over the wide 
area from the SutleJ t o the Narmada and have an 
equally wide range in time from 250 B.C. to 
350 A.D. Thetr coins are the most curious and 
enigmatical . The small coins which contain the 
name Malavanam on them are considered t o be the 
f i r s t in the ser ies of coinage of the t r i b e . 
COINS, ANCiEKT, TRIBAIS, PALLAVA 9^ *^  GKNTURY 
A.D., MSTALLJC, COPfSH, ALLOYSD. 
58, Kx=lJBHAK (C), Discovery of a Paliava coin at 
Nagar. JNSI. 26, 2; 196M-J 2'+0-2^-3» 
Describes a c i rcular alloyed copper coin and 
ascribes i t t o Pallavaa* 
COJKS, ANCIENT, THIBAIS, PANCHAU, 2-if CENTURY 
A.D. 
59. POMELL-PRICE ( J C ) . Notes on Mitra coins at 
Mathura. JUPBS. 15s 1937 J 223• 
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It shows that the coins of Gomitra, Brahmamltra 
and other kings with Mitra ending names, belong 
not to a loca l dynasty of Mathura r u l e r s as 
suggested by some, but t o the Panchala dynasty. 
COJNS, ANCIENT, TiUBalS, PANCHAU, VISHNUMITHA, 
231-^1 A.D., METALLIC, DILVEH. 
60. HOT (SS). Si lver coin of Fanchala Vishnumitra* 
JWSI. 5; 19^2; 153. 
In t h i s a r t i c l e , the author mentions the purchases 
of s i lve r coin of the Fanchala s e r i e s . Ee s t a t e s 
that the coins of t h i s dynasty are t o be found mainly 
in copper and t h i s i s the so l i t a ry s i lve r piece 
acquired by him. It i s similar in a l l respects t o 
a copper coin of the same king vide Al lan ' s 
Catalogue of ancient co ins . In the opinion of 
Altekar , t h i s coin seems to be a freak i ssue , 
issued from the usual copper die* 
COINS, ANCIENT, THIBAIS, PARADAS, 3-2 GENTUHY B.C., 
HISTCaX. 
61, MUitHSRJEE (BN). The Paradasj A study in t h e i r 
coinage and h i s t o ry . Quart. Rev. H i s to r i ca l S tudies . 
16, 1; 1976-77; 55-56. 
The Paradas issued b i l ingua l and b i s c r i p t u a l coins 
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as well as coins with Brahmi legend only* The 
faradas seems to be l ike tha t of the many Indian 
trilDes who remained subdueed during the heydays 
of Kushana ru le in India . The coins prove d i s t i n c t 
en t i ty of the Paiadas as a people and negative t h e i r 
ident i f ica t ion with the P a r t h i a i s . 
COINS, ANCIENT, TBiail^, iUJAKYA, 2 CEUTDRYB.C, 
62« aiikSmi (Ajay Mitra) . Note on the Tagara coin. 
JNSI. 3^ *-, 2j 1972J 238-^f 
?.V« i^n i sh l and Brahmanand Desbpande a t t r ibu ted 
t h i s coin to Hajanya gana. While Chandrashekhar 
Gupta read the legend as Tagara and regards i t t o 
some unknown c i t y / s t a t e of Tagara. Coins bearing 
names of c i t i e s have been found and legends on 
these coins furnish the names of Uj;}ayani, Eran, 
Tripuri e t c . These coins c lear ly indicate that 
the name of c i t i e s on them were generator given in 
normative singular and therefore t h i s coin might 
have been used to supply the normative singular 
form of the name Tagara. 
COINS, ANCIENT, TRmkLS, HAJANYA 2 CENTURY B.C., 
mTALLlC, COPfER. 
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63. GUiTA (Chandrashtkhar). Coin of the c i t y / s t a t e 
of Tagara. JNSI. 33, 2 | 1971; 37-40. 
Mirasiii and Brahmanand Despande found a small 
copper coin and a t t r ibu ted i t t o Rajanya Gana and 
s t a t e s that obv. bears a legend Rajana while reverse 
a humped b u l l . But l a t e r discussions proved that 
i t does not belong to Rajanya Gana. Below the 
dhvaja symbol the legend Tagara i s placed. This 
legend Tagara seems to be the name of ancient c i ty 
of Tagara which was an independent and sovereign 
c i t y / s t a t e in 2"^^ century B.C. iJatavahana l a t e r 
included t h i s c i ty and so as a tc^en Tagara might 
have struck i t s own co in . 
COINS, ANCIENT, IRIBAia, RAJANYAS, 2 CENTURY B.C., 
SOCIO-POLITICAL aj2d CUUCURAL CCJilDlTICN, DIE-STRUCK. 
(h^ DASGUPTA (Kalyan Kumar). Rajanyas: An early Indian 
tribe.ABOil. 53, 1-^; 1972; M-50 . 
There are seven coins of the Rajanyas in the 
col lec t ion of the Indian Museum and sixteen coins 
in the Br i t i sh Museum. Al l these coins have 
establ ished the existence of the Rajai^yas on a solid 
b a s i s . The coins of the Rajanyas are of die-s t ruck 
and cast v a r i e t i e s . They are miade of e i the r copper 
or brass and are round in shape and a l l of them 
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belong t o one par t icular type with legend e i the r 
in Brahml or Kharoathi. The two devices of 
Rajanya are standing f igure and bul l and regarding 
symbols most of them are i n d i s t i n c t . The copper 
coin var ies between 5o»Jf and 79 g ra ins , while brass 
between 22 and 68.2 g ra in s . Beside t h i s the coins 
show the soc io -po l i t ca l and c u l t u r a l confl.itiona 
of the Hajanyas* 
COINS, ANCISNT, TRlBAlis, VATSA, 2-.4 CENTURY A.D. 
65. MUKHERJEJE ( D ) . Some in te res t ing copper coins 
from Kausambi. 1MB. 9, 2j 197^; 86«88. 
From Kausambi seven in te res t ing coins were found, 
s ix of them are copper cast coins and one copper 
die-s t ruck coin. Among these seven coins h are 
Lanky bu l l type, one of king Radhamitra of Kausambi, 
one of Jyfeigha king, the seventh coin i s of copper 
cast and i s of unusual shape. These seven coins are 
now in coin col lec t ion of Indian Museum. The 
symbols found on these coins are Svast ika, Taurine, 
Ujjayini symbol ., Tree-in-rail l j : ig. The coins are 
important for the unique shape and for the unusual 
fenale motif on some of them. 
COINS, ANCIENT, TRIBAIS, VRISHNI, 5 CENTURY A.D. 
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66. CHATTEHJI (Aslm Kumar). Vr l shn is . JMSI. 3^ ;^ 
2} 1972} 201-O^.. 
According t o Bela l a h i r i s i l v e r Vrishni coin shows 
that Vrishnis were or ig ina l ly the dewellers of 
Punjab who migrated t o Mathura and then t o Dvaraka. 
But the unanimous testemony of the d i f ferent bodes 
of the Mahabharata i s that the Vrishnis were 
or ig inal ly the dewellers of Mathura and due t o 
cer ta in confl ic t they fled t o the h i l l for t of 
Kusasthal i . The Kharoshth sc r ip t along with 
Brahmi show that i t was issued by the people l iving 
in Jr*unjab. However they were or ig ina l ly ,the inhabitctnis 
of Mathura region, tbe^n due t o some p o l i t i c a l 
reason they migrated to Dvaraka and eventually 
se t t l ed in Punjab. 
COINS, ANCIENT, TRIBAIS, VHJBHNI, Y&JNAtJOMA, 
If21-23 A.D., METALLIC, COPPER. 
67. HANDA (Devendra). Copper coin of Yajnasona» 
VU> 13j 1975? 112-118. 
The coin i s made of copper; squetrej 0*9 cm.j 
0*870 gm. On the evidence of the present coin we 
may say that the Sunet regiwj , though under the 
Gupta c u l t u r a l and p o l i t i c a l influence, was ruled 
over by a l ine of feudatory Vriahiii r u l e r s during 
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the l a t e r helf of the fourth and the beginning 
of the f i f th century A , D . 
COINS, ANCIENT, THIBAIS, YAUDHEYA, 2 B.C. -
k CENTURY A.D. 
68. AGHAWAU (VS). Goddess Shashthi on the Yaudheya 
coins , «msl. 5? 19^2| 29. 
The paper deals with Yaudheya coins \(riiich represent 
six-beaded god Karttikfiya on the obverse and a 
corresponding goddess a lso with s ix heafied on the 
reverse* The author af ter quoting some references 
from the Mahabharata, has ident i f ied t h i s to 
Shashthi a lso called Devasena, as the wife of 
Skanda• 
69. GCBWAMI (Jaya). Note on an Indian Museum coin of 
the Yaudheyas. JNSI.. 38; 1976| ^^^^^K 
This coin i s a round, made of copper and weighing 
about 109.9 g ra ins . The legend on the coin i s some-
what different from similar inscr ip t ions appearing 
on Yaudheya co ins . Palaeographically the coin may 
be dated t o 2nd - 3rd centur ies A.D. 
70. OIEfl ffiUFER ( J? ) . In teres t ing Yaudheya coin from 
Baghaula (Punjab). JUS I . 13j 1951} 101-2. 
The coin r e l a t e s t o the f i r s t and second century 
B.C. and was found ne^ir Gurgaon. I t contains only 
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f i r s t word of the hole legend, i.rhicb suggest5 
tha t Yaudheyas did not belong t o Brhudhanyaka 
country. I t i s of copper coin and contains a 
s l i | h t admixture of t i n . I t s diameter in •6" 
thickness .05" and weight 12.5 g r a in s . 
COINS, ANCIENT, TrllBAlS, YAUDHEYA, 2 B.C. -
h- CENTURY A.D., MSTALLIC. 
7 1 . DAYAL (Frayag). New Hoard of Yaudheya coins from 
Dehradun d i s t r i c t . JNSI. 2? 1959; 109. 
It deals with 16^ copper coins discovered in 1936. 
They are similar to Allans Catalogue of an<^ient 
coins except that the reverse shows some surprising 
v a r i e t i e s in symbols, animals and d e i t i e s such as 
Siva, Bul l , Ass and Horse e t c . in place of deer . 
The coins are assigned to the 2""^  century A.D. 
COINS, ANCIENT, THIBAIS, YADDHSlfA, 2 B.C. -
k CENTUBY A.D., METALLIC, KAATTJKEYA TYJtE. 
72. SAHAI (Bhagwant). Kartt lkeya on early Ihdian coins . 
INCH. 12, 1-2; 197^; 78-88. 
The Yaudheyas ruled independent]jr in the 3^d and 
early k-^^ century A.D. t i l l t h e i r f i n a l subjugation 
by the imperial Gupta monarch Samudra Gupta. 
There can hardly be any doubt as t o the ident i f icaticaa 
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of the gold Karttlkeya who has been represented 
on the coins of the Yaudheyas. One unique s i lve r 
and cer ta ih copper coins Kartt ikeya appears in 
anthropomorphic form - a standing male f igure 
endowed e i the r with six heads or with one bead. 
COINS, ANCIENT, SAIAVAHANA, 1 CENTURY B.C« -
3 CENTURY A.D. 
73* KATARE (Sant l a l ) . Nevasa coins of king Satavabana. 
JNSI. 32, 1; 1970; V6«57, 
Excavation was conducted at Nevasa in 195^-56. 
Here in te res t ing datavahana coins which inc3«ide 
five coins with the legend of king Satavahana 
was found and that t h i s king Satavahana of Nevasa 
i s same as Kumara Satavahana of a Nanaghat re l i evo 
in sc r ip t ion . 
7h, MIRASHI (W) . Coin of king Sdtavahana. JNSI. 
7} 19^1; 1 • 
This coin belongs to the founder of the dynasty 
named af ter him and proves tha t t h i s king flourished 
in the Deccan in the las t quarter of the 3^^ century 
A.D* 
75, MIRASHI (W) . large hoard of Satavahana co ins . 
IHQ. 16; 503. 
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It deals with a hoard of coins numbering more 
than 1500 discovered at Tarhala in the Akola 
d i s t r ic t of Berar inthe year 19^0. All of them 
bear the figure of an elei*iant with the trunk up-
raised and the name of the raigning king on the 
obverse and the Ujjayini symbols on the reverse* 
The name of the kings are there, 
76. MUKHEHJEE ( Bratindra Nath). Studies in the 
Satavahana coinage. Indian Stud, i^art & Present* 
7, 1j 1965 Oct. - Dec; 65-68. 
Recent excavaticxi at Nevasa nave indicated several 
periods of habitaticai at that s i te* The *>atavahanas 
are considered to have begun to rule in the 1st 
century B.C. and king Satavahana of coins oay have 
been one of the ear l ies t Satavahana sionarchsy 
therefore there is no necessity of fixing the latest 
possible date for the i n i t a l period of the Satavahana 
species after the 1^* century B.C. 
11 * MUNSHI (Anwar). Son® Satavahana ooins from Sopara. 
JKSI. 3if, 1 | 1972J 67*70, 
During the course of excavation carried out by James 
Campbell and Bhagwan Lai Indraji in 1 882, of a stupa 
near Separa some Satavahana coins were found. But 
they remained unnoticed t i l l the further discovery 
of the following coins of the same discr ipt ion. 
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(1) Vasisthiputra iAilutnavij- Lead, round; 1 .3 cm 
1* 814-20 grms. Obverse- Three arched h i l l with 
crescent ; below a s t ra ight l ine legend in small 
th in l e t t e r s , aeverse- UJJain symbol. (2) 
Vasishthiputra Sa takarn i : - Lead; square; 1.75x1#8o 
cms; 1.7686 grms. Obverse- Three arched h i l l with 
crescent ; lower portion off the f l an ; svastlfca to 
the lef t and nandipada to the r ight of h i l l . (3) 
Siva S r i PUlumari ( ? ) : - Lead, round, d i f f e r s in cms. 
as well as in grms. Obverse- Three arched h i l l with 
crescent ; below a s t ra ight l i n e , ih) Tortoise type 
co in : - Lead; round; 1.3x1.^ cms.; 1 .U300 g r c s . 
Obverse; Tortoise in the cen t re ; legend but i n -
d i s t i n c t . Reverse- Ujjain symbol but not c l e a r . 
This type i s new. 
78, SAHMA ( I ) . Karthikeya names 'Satavahana' 'Sa takarn i ' 
and the significance of the Sr ivatsa symbol on the 
Satavahana coinage. Indica. 9, 2; 1972 Sep t . ; 83-88. 
The name of a family deity Grahadevata Saptavahana 
or Saptivahana were represented on Srivcttsa symbol 
of the Satavahana coinage i . 3 . , ?isnu became a 
family name, than a dynastic name, personal name, 
a synonym for Satakarni and f ina l ly the name of a 
janapada and a lso the n ^ e : « ^ a n e r a . 
/'** J 
^<h \ ^ lD^ . 
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79. oHASTRI (Ajay Mitra) . In teres t ing cast copper coin 
from Vidarbba. MSI. 33, 1 | 19711 1l2-1if. 
During excavation uninscribed cast copper coins 
were found one such cast coin i s found from Vidarbha. 
I t i s of copper, square, 1.33 cms. x 1.31 cms., 
3 grms. Obverse:- ElefSaant with hanging trunk 
walking l e f t , before i t Taurine, below Taurine 
svas t ika , under the elephant a horizontal ly la id 
Triangle headed standard. Heverse:- Three plaked 
h i l l surmounted by a crescent and under i t hollow 
cross on proper r i g h t , Taurine jplaced sidewise, 
t r e e on r a i l i n g . No such coin of t h i s var ie ty i s 
found so f a r . However there i s difference of 
opinion about the age. 
8o» SOiCNI (S7). Beferenceto datavahana coinage in Gatha 
Sap t a sa t i . JBRS. M ; 1955; 329-331* 
The Gatha Sap tasa t i i s the most ancient co l lec t ion 
of verse in Maharasbtri P rak r i t , 
COINS, ANCli^ iNT, SATAVAHANA, 1 CEJJTURY B.C. -
3 CENTURY A.D., ElEfHANT an^ BULL TIIE. 
81« NISAa AHMAD. Some alleged coins of king Satavahana, 
JKSI. 32, 1; 1970; 5^-^:' . 
Some alleged coins of king Satavahana appear t o 
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have belonged t o East Malwa whose ancient name was 
Akara* These symbdlogical features of the coins 
bearing the same legend, which are of two type . 
1- Elephant type . 2- Bull type . Therefore 
these coins may not be a t t r ibu ted to king aatavahana 
but to one of the early Satakarnis-* 
COINS, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANA, 1 GELJTUHYA B.C. -
3 CENTURY A.D., METALLIC 
82* GOPAIACHARI (K). Notes on son» datavahana coins* 
ffiC. 1961; 6lf-67t 
There are coins of as nany as 13 kings in the 
main l ine of 30, in different metal, shapes, 
tjipes. '^o great were the number of the coins 
tha t thelv successors did not find i t necessary 
to issue coins in t h e i r name. Among f ive coins 
of S i r i Sadavaha which ore avai lable two of them 
are square pieces of cast copper. While two coins 
of Rana Kosikiputra Satakani, one of them i s a potin 
round coin with Ujjain symbol on the r eve r se . The 
Akola hoard throws l ight on the or igins of the 
Satavahana power in Malwa and the f a l l of the 
Satavahana empire. 
83, lAHIRI (AN). Contacts and influience as revealed 
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by the coinage of the Satavahanas. CB9f8; 62-67. 
The Satavahana coins can© into contact with 
cer ta in e^^^rlier or some what contemporary coins 
of western India . But while the sign of contact 
i s not so prominent on coins of miner metal l ike 
pot in and lead, the s i lver issue of Satavahana 
betray evidence influence of the s i l v e r issue of 
the early western prince Nanapao. Cto the other 
hand, quite a large number of contemporary and 
near contemporary ru lers of various regions were 
more or less influenced by the well establ ished coins 
of Satavahanas. This influence r e l a t e s t o the use 
of unusual metal l ike lead and fiotin as well as t o 
the adoption of the type and fabr ics of the 
Satavahana issues* 
COBS, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANA, 1 GEJJTURY B.C. • 
3 CENTURY A.D., >ETALLIC, HISTQEIY. 
Sf, MIRASHI (W) . Wategaon hoard of Satavahana co ins . 
JNSI. 3^, 2J 1972; 205-12. 
From wategaon 6®f coins were found 682 are of lead 
and 2 of copper and are roundish in shape. The 
legend on the coins shows names of 2 k ings . The 
two copper coins appears t o be imported from other 
p lace . Beside t h i s the coins throw l ight on the 
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h i s t o r y of Sa tavahanas . 
COINS, INCIKNT, SATAVAHANA, 1 GEITURY B.C. -
3 CENTirai A.D., METALLIC, SILVER, ASVAMEDHA T i m . 
85, CHINUUIGUND (BJ). Unique s i l ve r coin of Satakarni 
and Naganika. JNSI. 38, 1 | 1976| 6*11, 
This coin i s c i rcu la r in shape, mde of s i l v e r , 
0«75 inch and IO8 grms. There has been great 
controversy regarding the r e l a t ionsh ip of Satakarni 
and Naganika. But the coin proves tha t Naganika 
was the queen of Sr i -Satakarni and was issued on 
the occasion of an Asvamedha^ I t was minted in 
s i lve r and the use of s i lve r for coinage was reserved 
by the Andhras for very specia l occasions, as ia 
proved by the paucity of t h e i r s i lve r co ins . 
COINS, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANA, 1 GENTUSI B.C. -
3 CENTURY A.D., METALLIC, SIUmR. 
86, fflASAD (i«K). Si lver por t ra i t coins of the 
Satavahanaa. CB3f8; 68«7^, 
The Satavahanas are the f i r s t indigenous monarch 
t o issue s i l ve r coinage with the royal b u s t . The 
s i lve r coins of the Satavahanas are very ra re as 
compared to other metal. The royal bust are the 
8; 
e a r l i e s t r e l i a b l e contemporary por t r a i t giving 
an id ia of the {*iysical fea tures of the Satavahana 
r u l e r s . And the c redi t of introducing an indepen-
dent currency and por t ra i t coinage in white metal 
goes t o Qautamiputra Satakarni . And on the reverse 
legend in Telugu language. 
COINa, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANA 1 CENTURY B.C. -
3 CENTURY A.D., METALLIC, lEAD, DIE-STRUCK. 
87. MIRASHI (W) . Lead coin from Kondapur. JMSI. 
11 ; ^<h7^ 86-7. 
This coin i s of lead, roundish in shape with a 
diameter of . 6 " . I t i s d i e - s t ruck . The weight of 
the coin i s 63,8 g ra in s . The legend i s in prakr i t 
characters of about the t h i rd century A.D. The 
vigorous pose of the lion and the neatly formed 
characters on the coin show that i t i s of a l a t e r 
Satavahana period, 
COINS, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANA 1 CENTURY B.C. -
3 A.D., MSTALLIC liiAD. 
88. TARAFQRE (FS). Unique Satavahana lead coin . 
JUS I . 7; l9Mf} 5. 
As no Satavahana lead coin with the f igure of two 
horses i s found so f a r , t h i s coin i s claimed t o be 
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a unique coin* 
89. TAHAPQRE (Kl). Unique Satavahana coin. JKSI. 
7; 19+pi 5. 
I t i s made of leadj weight 160,1 g r a i n s | s ize 1 . J " . 
This Satavahana coin i s unique in several r e spec t s . 
There are several Satavahana lead coins* some with 
horse standing t o r ight and others to lef t with 
dif ferent symbols above the horsej t h e i r reverse 
shows chai tya , t r e e , the wavy l ines with Intervening 
d o t s , e t c . But no g^^avahana lead coin with two 
horses has, so far^as author knows, yet been brought 
t o l i g h t , nor i s i t mentioned in any Museum 
Catalogue* 
COJKS, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANAS, 1 CENTURY B.C* -
3 CENTURY A.D., RELIGIOUS and SOCIAL ASIECTS. 
PUNCH-MARKED. 
90* GCKHAiE (Shobhana). Religious and soc ia l aspects 
of the coinage of the Satavahanas. CBOVBi 3 1 - ^ , 
The Satavahanas ruled from 1st century B.C* down 
t o the f i r s t quarter of the thii-d century A#D. 
There coins are purely native in character with the 
exception of a few por t ra i t co ins . So far as 
symbols are concerned most of them occur m the 
punch-marked co in . . From coins i t appear tha t 1>»i^  
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worship anliaal, have t h e i r ovm sectar ian god. 
Beside t h i s they have auspicicus symbols, Astrono-
mical symbols. So far soc ia l aspect are concerned 
they have t h e i r soc ia l s t a t u s . Fosition of women, 
Saka re l a t ion education, hai r s ty le and ornaBtents. 
However the material concerning soc ia l aspects as 
ref lected in the coinage i s comparatively very meagre 
COBS, sUJCIENT, SATAVAHANA, SHI SATAKARNI, AOS^Zk 
A.D., METALLIC, COPIER. 
91* AUCEKAR (AS). Some in te res t ing Satavahana co ins . 
JNSI. 5l 19^2; 25. 
Th« author, in t h i s a r t i c l e has described the i l l u s -
t ra ted six good copper coins of S r i Satakarni which 
were current in Malwa. The coins fwbllsbed pre-
viously by Mr. Rapson in the Br i t i sh Museum; 
Catalogue are very defective* 
COINS, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANA, SJ^ASKl, 
151-52 A.D., METALLIC. 
92, RAO (MR). Satavahana king Siva S r i . JNSI. 
35; 19735 113-17. 
The coins of t h i s king are of two metals, lead and 
copper and belong to three v a r i e t i e s . 1- Chaitya 
of three arches X Ujjain symbol. 2- Elephant X 
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Ujjain symbol. 3- Horse X UJjain symbol. The 
coins of t h i s king are discovered but t h i s king 
i s not known from any of the i n sc r ip t i on . The 
legends on the coins s t a t e tha i the personal name 
of the king was Siva Sr i and thdt he was a 
Vas ish th ip j t ra . 
C03NS, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANA, 12^-1 yO A .D., 
METALLIC, SILVKH. 
93 . ALEAKAR (AS). New s i lver coin of Gautamputra. 
Metal i s s i lve r and weight i s 30 g r a in s . 
Obverse*- Six arched h i l l with dots in each arch, 
on a platform below a veary l ine} Brahmi inscr ip t ion 
commencing from the top of the h i l l . 
Reverse:- Uj ja ini symbol with a pe l le t in each orb. 
This coin has been assigned t o Yajna S r i Satakarni 
as i t bears a great resemblance to some of the known 
issues of t h i s r u l e r . 
C0U3, ANGIilNT, SATAVAHANA, GAUTAMIFUTHA, 
12»f-1^0 A.D., ICTALLIC, SIIViiR. 
9lf. SHASTRI (Ajay Mitra) . I n i t i a l period of the s i lver 
coinage of the Satavahanas. JOI. 23» 2j 1973; 32^-28, 
The Satavabanas issued t h e i r coins mostly in base 
metal l ike copper, lead and pot in . In l a t e r 
period they s ta r ted using s i l v e r . The Satavahana 
s i l ve r currency was undoubtly due t o the great 
Gautamiputra Satakarni and t h i s newly introduced 
type was continued by his successors* 
c o r n s , AHCIENT, SATHVAHANA, GAOTMIHJTflA, 
SATAKAflNI, 12J+-150 A.D. , UNlNdCRIBtJlD. 
95- MIHASHI (W) . New Satavahana coin. JBSI, 8; 1972; 
22. 
The author publishes an uninscribed coin with 
elejAjant on one side and U4;)ain symbol on the 
other and ten ta t ive ly ass^tgns i t to Gautamiputra 
Satakarni* 
COINS, ANCIENT, SATAVAHANA, lAJNA, SATAKARNI, 
155-69 A.D., SHIPTIflB. 
96« DEO (SB). Another ship-type coin of Yajna 
Sa takarn i . JNSI pif; 1962; 17^-5* 
Three coins of S r i Yajna Satakarni of the Satavahana 
dynasty bearing a ship motif. He ruled over the 
cen t r a l Deccan in the las t quarter of the second 
century A.D. One such coin was obtained from a 
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scrap dealer in Poona, I t i s made of lead, round 
19 nim. in diameter and 3 mm. in th ickness , 
7.100 g ra in s . The coin bears Uj ja ini symbol but 
one of i t s orb i s capped by the crescent which 
i s a new feature* 
COINS, ANCIENT, KUSHANA, 1 - 3 CENTURY A.D., 
HISTORY 
97. AliCEKAR (AS). Buxar hoard of Kushana co ins . 
JNSI. 12, 1; 1950; 121-123. 
On the hoard of ^02 copper coins which contains 
the various types of coins of 1- Vima KadiAiases. 
2- Kanishka. 3 - Huvishka and ^ - Ayodhya coins of 
the bu l l and cock se r ies of the Satyamitra on the 
bas is of h is examination of his hoard, the author 
fee ls that the Kushana conquered Magadh early in 
t h e i r dynastic h i s t o r y . 
COINS, ANGXiINT, KUSHANA, 1 - 3 CENTURY A . D . 
98. GUPTA (PL). Date of Kushana currency in the 
eastern India . JNSI. 15, 2j 1953; 185-192. 
Examines the theor ies of Altekar and C. Banerji 
on the subject and suggests tha t Kushana coins 
might have come in to currency in the eastern U.P. , 
Bihar and Orissa in the l a t e r p i r t of 2^^ century A.D. 
8S 
99. SHIVASTJC7A (AK) . Kushana gold ooijaa from Unnao 
D i s t r i c t . Pura ta t tva . '?»6f 1978j 31-33, 
From the v i l l age of Unnao d i s t r i c t Kushana gold 
coins were found. They are twelve in number. The 
hoard revealed the coins of three Kushana kings i . e . , 
Vasudevas 3 , Kaniskas I I I 3 and ?asu 6 co ins . 
The findspot of the hoard i s of SOBB importance 
because u p t i l l now the provenance of Yasudeva's 
coins has been Vague* Similar i s the case with 
those of Kaniska I I I and Vasu. 
COINS, ANCIENT, KUSHANA, 1 - 3 CENTURY A.D., 
METALLIC. 
100. iSASAD (Ajit Kumar). Copper coins of Kujula Ka 
Kadi^ises and Wima Kadphises in Fatna Maaeurn. 
INCH. 12, 1-2; 197^; 7^'-77* 
The coins of Kujula Kadphises are small and th in 
copper coin,bear the effigy of seated Buddha on 
the obverse. His other coins t e a r the head of 
king and other coins bear the figure of two 
Bactrian camel. Thus we find the influence of 
Roman and Bactrian coins on, the copper coins of 
Kujula Kadphises. His son Wima Kadphisa besides 
issueing copper issued gold and s i lver co ins . His 
coins bear the effigy of Indian God Shiva with 
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Kharosthi legend* 
101. SARJUG HUSAD SINGH. Humlstnatic evidence of Kusana 
Murunda rule in Eastern India. 3NCR. 10, U 2 ; 1972j 
19-32. 
The discovery of large number of Kusana coins in 
gold and copper and i?uri Kusana or Oriya Kusana or 
Biitaticx) Kusana coins from extensive regions of 
Bihar Bengal, Orisa and Bangallesh throws a consedra-
ble light on the highly disputed issue of the Kusana 
^runda rule in Eastern India. The coins of Wima 
Kadl^ises, Kaniska, Huviska, Vasudeva and of others 
are found. 
102. SHIVASTAVA (AK). Hoard of Kusana gold coins from 
Jaunpur d i s t r i c t . Puratattva. Vj 1969; 27*30. 
A h<terd of thi r ty three gold coins were found from 
Jaunpur d i s t r i c t . The ear l iest coin i s of Kaniska 
the f i r s t . The type is standing king and Siva. The 
coins of Vasudeva nine in number reveal four of 
his knovm types. 1- Stading king and Siva type. 
2- Long hair type. 3- Triratna type, k- Swastika. 
Another king whose coins occur in the hoard i s 
Kaniska the th i rd . It exhibits king in top coat 
Ardoxsho type and king and top coat Siva type, 
Vasu Deva second is the last king whose four coins 
figure in the board. All standing king and Ardoxsho 
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type . The hoard covers almost a l l the kings of 
the Kusana dynasty beginning from Kaniska I 
except Huviska. 
COINS, ANCIENT, KUbHANA, 1-3 CiiNTURY A.D., 
METALLIC, GOLD. 
103. GHCBE (Aj i t ) . Three ra re Kushana gold co ins . 
M* 327; 193^; 227. 
In t h i s a r t i c l e the author has described three 
rare coins belonging two t o Huvishka and one 
t o Vasudeva* 
10^» MAITT (Sachindra Kumar). Gold content of the coins 
of the Kushanas, the Kushana chiefs anl the Sasanians. 
IHC. 1959; 69-76. 
The gold coins of the Kushanas, the Kushana chiefs 
and the Sasanians offer very in te res t ing side l ight 
on the economic and p o l i t i c a l l i f e of the day. 
Beside t h i s some 99 coins of the Kushanas and others 
throw l ight on the Kushanas h i s to ry . These coins 
were minted in the same chronolc^ical order on the 
principle of Gresham's law. And with the decl ine 
of a dynasty the gold content of t h e i r coinage 
a lso declined* 
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COINS, ANCIENT, KUSHANA, 1-3 CEMTUHY A . D . , 
METALLIC, GOLD, CHHCNOLOSI. 
105. MACDOWALL (DC). Weight standard, of the gold 
and copper coinage of the Kushana dynasty from 
Vima Kadphises t o Vasudeva. JHSI. 22, 1; 
1960f 63-7^-. 
On changes in the weight standard of coins and 
t h e i r importance irj assigning chronological 
sequence to d i s t i nc t issuers* 
COINS, ANCBHT, KUSHANA, 1-3 CENTURI A.D., 
METALLIC, GOLD, MCNOGRAPH. 
106. WOOD (I I I ) & ALIEN (H). Gold coin types of 
Great Kushanas. ¥aranasi Num» Soc. of India* 
59} 39. 
The gold coin type of the Great Kushana kings 
of North West Jiidia are f i s ted jjo t h i s useful 
monograi*. 
COINS, ANCIENT, KUSHANA, 1-3 CENTURY A.D., 
METALLIC, COPfER. 
107. RAO (Uttam Singh)* Kushana cop]?er co ins . 
JNSI. 26, 1; ^9^\ 99-100, 
Describes some copper coins found in a board in 
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a hoard in the i ^ t i a l a d i s t r i c t of Punjab. 
COJNS, ANCIENT, KUSHANA, KUJUU ilADPHBES, 
'f5-81f GENTUHT A.D., iMETALLIC, COPPSR. 
108, MUKEirlJEE (BN). In teres t ing copper co in . JASO. 
12, 1-»f; 1969? 121. 
The coin belong t o Kujula. The obverse legend of 
a copper coin carrying a bust to r ight on the 
obverse and the figure of Pal las hurling thunderbolt 
on the reterse^ multilated Kharoshthi i n sc r i p t i on . 
COINS, ANCIENT, KUSHANA, VIMA KADffllSES, 
85.120 CENTUHY A.D., METALLIC, BIGA TYiE. 
109# BAJFAI (KD). New Biga type coins of Vina Kadphises. 
JNSI. 32, 1; 1970; 82.83. 
Vitna KadIbises was a Kushana monarch who issued a 
r a re gold coins* But one coin found from Vidisa 
in Madhya Ptadesh shows di f ferent metal content 
of the coin. Metal i s t i n with admixture of lead 
and nickel in small quant i ty . I t i s round, 190 cm, 
31,50 g ra ins , s l ipht ly broken at the le f t bottom. 
Obv.j- King seated in biga drawn by horse, on 
border Qreek legend. Hev,:- Standing Shiva holding 
a long Trisula with t r aces of Kharoshthi legend. 
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So blga type coins of Vlma Kadphises are 
extremely ra re co ins . 
COBS, ANCIENT, KOSHANA, KANJBHKA, 120-162 
CENTUHI A.D. 
110, BANERJI (A). Kusnana in Eastern India, JNSI. 
13; 1951; 107-9* 
Suggests on the basis of numisn^tics evidence 
that parts of Orlssa was Included in the dominion 
of Kanishka* 
COJIB, ANCIENT, KUSHANA, KANIBHKA I , 120-162 
CENTURY A.D., AROOASPO TYffi. 
111, AIITEKAH (AS). Kanishka coin of Arooaspo type . 
JNSI. 3J 19^5; 60, 
I t i s made of gold and i t s weight i s 121 g ra in s . 
This dei ty Arooaspo i s very rarely found on the 
coins of Kanishka or Huvishka. I t stands for 
Aurvat-ashpa.'The swift-horsed one* vrtiich was on 
Ave Stan epithet of the Sun or Mihira. 
COBS, ANCIENT, KUSHANA, KANISHKA I , 120-162 
CENTURY A.D., METALLIC, AE. 
112, GUKEA (Parmeshwari l a l ) . Kushana coin with Brahmi 
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legends. JKSI. 35j 1973; 123*26. 
The coin i s made of AE, round,.2 cms. The coin i s 
h i s to r i ca l ly very important and reveals a fact 
unknown, so far v i z . the father of Kaniska I was 
Huvishka. This Huvishka might or might not have 
been ruler at any tifM; as there i s no posi t ive 
evidence tha t Kanishka I was the immediate successor 
of Wima Kadphises* 
COINS, ANCIENT, HUVBHKA, 162-185 GENTUIIY A.D., 
AHUM MAZDA TYflE. 
113» LAHIRI (AN). Ahura mazda on a unique coin of 
Huvishka. JNSI. 13; 1951 ? 175»177. 
The coin i s made of gold; 119 gra ins ; #7". This 
i s a s t r ik ing coin and i s unique because Ahura 
mazda i s depicted on the reverse* 
COINS, ANCIENT, KUtJHANA, HUV3BHKA, 162-185 
CENTUHY A.D., METALLIC. 
1llf, NABIAN (AK). Unique gold and two s i lver coins 
of Huvishka. JNSI. 22, 1; I960; ^ « 1 0 1 . 
Unique gold and two s i lver coins of Huvishka 
from the Munich and Berlin Museum respect ively• 
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CODJS, ANCIENT, KUdHANA, ^J^dDEV'A I I , 
210-230 GENTUHI A.D. , METALLIC, GOIO. 
115. NAUTHAL (KP). Three Kushana gold coins from 
Kashipur. JNSI. 2^ +1 1962; I80 - I8 I . 
Three gold coins of Kushana period were found from 
the town of Kashipur. They are made of gold and 
are round, sso far as the symbols are concerned 
there i s a perfect homogenity in a l l the co ins . 
But the rule in case of the legends v a r i e s . The 
coins on the basis of type^ fabr ic and s ty le can 
be a t t r ibu ted t o Vasudeva I I whose date ranges 
from 210-230 A.D. 
COINS, ANCIENT, PURIKUSHANA, 3 fllENTORY A.D. 
116, BEHEKA (SG). New find of Purlkusbana coins in 
Bhi l ing i . JNSI. 32, 1; 1970| 25-3^. 
From Bhil ingi five coins were studied and these 
coins were no-donbt Purikushana coins.(Sertain 
hoards were foimd in which Kushana coins were 
found in association with the so-cal led Purikushana 
co ins . I t i s d i f f i c u l t t o f ix the date of these 
Purikushana coins and these coins do not appear 
t o have been c i rcula ted at one period. But on 
s t r a t i g r aph i ca l basis the gold coin of Vasudeva I 
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can be assignedto th i rd century A.D. 
COINS, ANCIENT, PUHI KUSHANA, 6 CENTURY A.D. 
117« BAHEHJI CRD). Note on Indian namismatic I I I . 
An inscribed Puri Kushana co ins . JB&O. 5j 19^7; 
83. 
In t h i s note , the author reads the legend cm t h i s 
coin as Tanka&assignait t o 6^ century A.D. and 
concludes that the Kushana type continued t o be 
imitated in Qrissa for some centur ies af ter the 
f a l l of the dynasty. 
c o m a , ANCIENT, PURI KUSHANA, 6-7 CENTURY A.D. 
118. BESA (SK). Fesh hoard of so cal led i^jri Kushana 
co ins . IS- 3 ; 19^7; 727* 
It deals with 93 coins discovered in a vellage 
in the d i s t r i c t of Ifenbhum. These coins are 
assigned t o some al ien people cal led Marundas, who 
were the successors of the Saka s . Due t o Gupta 
supremacy these people were ruling t o the extreme 
eastern fringe of the Vindhyas during 6-7 century 
A.D. 
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COJNS, ANCJMT? PURI KUbHAM, 3 CiaJTDRY A.D., 
METALLIC, GOIO. 
119. MITCHINEE (MB). Gold coin d iscwered at Sisupala-
garh. JNSI. U 2 | 1972; 38-lfO. 
This gold coin bears a strange combination of 
two obverse of two different foreign type , which 
perhaps were kno'^ m there only through t rade and 
had no local a f f i l i a t i o n , This coin i s a t t r ibu ted 
t o 3 century A.D. 
C0JN3, ANCIENT, PURI KU3HANA, 6 CENTURY A.D., 
mTALLIC, COPHIR. 
120* MITCHINSR (MB). Series of struck copper imitat ions 
of the Kanishka - Huvishka coinnge and i t s l inks 
with the cast Puri Kushana coinage^ JNSI. 33» 1? 
1971; 37-^3. 
The weight of these coins ranges between I3 t o 7 
gras. and 25 t o 21 in diameter . Obverses- Two coins 
have an elsphant r idar while other coins show a 
standing king. Reverse:- All the coins have a 
standing de i t y . These coins show a se r i e s of 
struck imitation of the Kaniahka - Huvishka copper 
coinage, which shows a f f i n i t i e s with the cast of 
Puri Orissa coinage. 
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C03NS, iiNGIbiNT, GUPTA, 320-5^0 A.D. 
121. GHHABHA (B.GH.)» Coin legends of Gupta emperors 
and Visbnusahasranama. JNSI* 9; 19^7; 137-1^5. 
The hoary antiquity of the ^ishnusahasranama is 
beyond question, as i t forms part of the great 
epic Mababharata. The stotra was evidently held in 
high esteem in the Gupta family from the very 
beginning. I ts popularity grew with the growth 
of the Gupta empire• The Vaishnava faith received 
further impetus during the reign of Chandragupta I I 
who was f i r s t in the family to adopt Paramabhagavata 
as one of his official t i t l e s * Samudra Gupta 
though he did not so openly professed, his religious 
persuasion was an equally zealous votary of Vishnu* 
This is evident from the representation of the 
Garuda standard c«i his gold coins, 
122. NISAH AHMAD. On some repousse coins, JUSI* 33, 
2 | 1971; 115-17. 
Four repousses coins triiich were strudc on Kushana 
and Gupta models are at present in the coin 
cabinet of Lucknow Museum and oire made of gold. 
Coin no. 1 was struck on the Gupta model by a 
Kosalan ruler . Coin no. 3 was issued by different 
king flourishing in th is region as a Kushana feuda-
t o r i e s . Coin no. If appears to have been influenced 
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by the Kushana coins but the existence of 
female goddess along with nandi suggest to have 
been evolved from the coin nos . 2-3 of the region 
and can be dated t o 3^^ century A.D. 
123» RAY (SC). Numismatic evidence of a new monarch of 
the Gupta period. JN3I« 32, 1j 1970; 35-39. 
Excavation conducted at Rupar by the excavation 
branch of the Archaeological survey of Lidia reveal 
f ive periods of occupation ranging from G-2000 B.C. 
t o 1000 A.D. The period 17 of Rupar excavation 
has assigned a date extending from 200 B.C. t o 
600 A.D. From here coin hoard presented a 
se r i e s of unique coins seven in number. Since 
the name of the s t r i k e r s on the coin cannot be 
ascertained i t cannot be possible t o identyfy him 
and assign him a def in i te place, dynasty, period. 
There are indicaticsns on coin tyf>e i t s e l f tha t i t s 
issuer could not be far removed in date from the 
imperial Guptas. The evidence on the hoard reveals 
that i t was lef t there sometimes during or 
immediately following the period of Hunas and t o 
notify his r i s e struck these in te res t ing i s sues . 
12^. SITHOIEY (BS). Art of Gupta coin . JKSl. 10; 19^8; 
119-131. 
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Discusses the various aspects of Gupta coinage* 
125. SMITH (VA), Find of Gupta coins in the Basti 
d i s t r i c t . FASB. 1887; 221. 
It deals with the coins belonging to Chandra Gupta 
I I . Nine of them are of the Archer type and the 
tenth is of Swordsnan cum Umbrella type* 
126. SnlTB. (VA). Observations on the Gupta coinage. 
JARS. 1893? 77* 
In this lengthy a r t i c l e , the author has made 
copious observation on the history of the coinage 
of the Gupta ru le rs . Nine gold coins, two of 
Chandra Gupta I I and seven of Kumara Gupta I . 
127. SUSHIL MALTI DEVI. Paucity of coinage in North 
Eastern India after the f a l l of the Imperial 
Gupta INCH. 9» 1-115 1971; 25-36. 
The cause for the paucity of coinage in R-E India 
after the decline of the Imperial Gupta power 
weres 1- Decline in the voluiae of t rade . 2- S i i f t -
ing of centre of t rade. 3- Heavy expenditure of 
the Pala and Sena rulers over the malutenance of 
their army. ^- Hise of a number of independent 
pr incipal i t ies . 5- Piracy in bay of Bengal. 
6- Insecurity of the internal land routes. 
7- Uselessness of Indian coins in foreign markets. 
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128. THOMAS (E), On the coins of the Oupta dynasty. 
JASB. 26, 3 ; 1956; »f83. 
This a r t i c l e deals with a few gold coins of 
t h i s dynasty, but special reference t o the small 
s i l ve r coins , with the reverse device of a 
Peacock issuedby the l a te r Gupta ru l e r s i s made* 
The author has laid s t r e s s on the in t e rp re ta t ion 
of the legends found on these coins* 
COINS, ANCLSNT, GUPTA, 320-550 A.D., 
ALIANS CATALOGUE. 
129. SITHOIEY (BS). Symbols on Gupta coins* JMSI» 
11; 19^9; 111-113« 
Forty f ive symbols are i l l u s t r a t e d in Allans 
Catalogue of Gupta coins* There i s a great 
poss ib i l i ty that the symbols was meant t o check 
a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . I t represents the symbols as 
1- Mint-raarke* 2- Guild-marks. 3- Ornaments. 
^ - Space-fi l l ing devices . 5- Auspicious s igns . 
6- Monograms. However the symbols do not appear 
t o have a magical or re l ig ious or any other 
significance except tha t of c l a s s i f i c a t i on check* 
COBS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, 320-550 A.D*, 
HORSEMAN LICK SIAIKH TIfE. 
130. OM mAKASH saSGH. Obverse device of horseman 
lion slayer type of i:^akasaditya co ins . JNSI. 
33, 1; 1971; 122-2?. 
The sa l ien t featuresof t h e , coinis arei->-Bow 
together with sword. 2- Quiver. 3- Scabbard* 
h- jjifluence of Sassanian s i r t . These coins mark 
a development in the Mrigarja se r i es of the 
Gupta numismatics* 
COBS, ANCIENT, GUPIA, 320-550 A.D., 
HCBSEMAN TYPE. 
131. SINGH (JP) . On the horseman type of the Guptas. 
JNSI. 32, 2J 1970f 172-75. 
The horseman coin type of the Guptas were issued 
by Chandra Gupta I I and Kumar Gupta and i t has 
nothing to do with the Mrigaya types of the Guptas 
and t h e i r equation with sun and moon* However the 
r e a l s ignificance of these types are not yet known. 
COINS, ANCIfclNT, GUPTA, 320-550 A.D., KACA TYPE, 
132. SOeCRI (SV). Abhisarika laksmi on Kaca type co ins . 
JKSI. 1; 19601 85-86, 
In ancient India, a ru ler enter tained a legi t imate 
ambition of becoming a dharmavijayi. Gupta mint-
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masters depicted such a movement of Jaya Sr i 
proceeding to welcome a king who was a va l i an t 
and righteous f igh te r , e . g . on the Kaca type . 
133# BAJFAI (KD). Gupta coins from excavation. 
Excavation conducted at the well known h i s t o r i c a l 
s i t e s have yielded coins, sea ls and sealing 
belonging t o the Gupta period. The biggest hoard 
of Gupta gold coins was found near Bayana. 
From northern Ijidia Gupta coins , srastly in gold 
and copper were found, from Eran four types of 
copper coins of Rama Gupta were brcnight t o l i g h t . 
These types arej 1- Lion, a- Garuda. 3 - Garudadhvaja 
and h- Border. All the coins of Rama Gupta are 
of copper & 20 t o 30 grainSf & c i r c u l a r . Beside 
these coins Eran has also yielded copper coins 
of Chandra Gupta Vikramaditya. 
COINS, ANCJEHT, GUPTA 320-550 A.D., fETALLIG. 
13if, NISAE AHMAD. Hoard of the Gupta gold coins from 
Rajaghat excavation. JMSI. 33* 2 | 1971; 120-21. 
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During excavation in 1963-6if, a small t e r r a c o t t a 
pot containing four gold coins of Imperial Guptas 
were found dated 300 - 700 A.D. The coins were 
issued by Chandra Gupta I I : - I t i s of gold, round 
and 7.783*f gms. Kumar Gupta itT i s made of gold 
round and 7.720^ gms. and by Skandra Gupta again 
of gold,round, and 8.9677 gms. £ach coin shows 
different poses, dresses and legends on both obverse 
and rever»e. 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA 320-5^ A.D., 
METALLIC, GOID. 
135* ALTEKAH (AS). Bayana hoard of the Gupta Gold coins , 
JNSI. 9; 19»*5; 179. 
In t h i s a r t i c l e the author has given a preliminary 
c l a s s i f i ca t ion of these coins based upon his rough 
notes taken during his short stay at Biaratpur* 
Kumar Gupta i s the las t king represented in t h i s 
hoard and i t seems that the board was buried 
towards the end of his re ign, owning t o the unsafe 
conditions created by the Hun iovasions. In a l l 
1788 coins have been assigned t o the di f ferent 
ru l e r s beginning from Chandra Gupta I t o Ku«ar 
Gupta I* 
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136. GUPTA (PL). Kumarkban hoard of Gupta gold co ins , 
JNSI. 22; I96O; 265-66. 
A small hoard of nine §apta gold coins were found 
in 1952 from a v i l l age of Abmadatoad d i s t r i c t . The 
coins show tha t the Guptas continued t o hold Gujrat 
and Kathiawar down to the end of the reign of 
Skandra Gupta ^67 A.D. But i t seemsthat the coins 
were buried during the reign of Kumar Gupta. 
137. HQERNIE (aFR). On three Gupta co ins . FASB. 
1882J 9 1 . 
I t descibes these gold coins found near f^bamad 
and received from Rev. K.S. Macdonald. Two of 
them belong t o Kumar Gupta I and one t o 
Skandra Gupta* 
138. FAHMAR (BMS). Some more Gupta gold coins from 
Bairh (Rajastban). JKSI. 32, 2j 1970; 203*05. 
Prom Bairh a small hoard consis ts of s ix gold coins 
were found, f ive of them are of Guptas and one of 
Kidara. Out of five Gupta coins one i s of 
standard type of Saiudra Gupta. These coins may 
have reached Bairh e i ther due t o t rade r e l a t ion 
or p o l i t i c a l influence of the Guptas. 
139« SJNGHAL (OR). Hoard of Gupta gold coins found in 
Gujrat . JMi* 15, 1; 1953; 195-6, 
l O S 
A small board of nine Gupta gold coins was 
found in the v i l l age of Ahmadabad d i s t r i c t . The 
l i s t of these coins w i l l show t h a t one coin of 
t h i s hoard helcsigs t o Samadra Gupta, two coins 
t o Kacha Gupta and the res t t o Chandra Gupta I I , 
being his Archer type . It was the f i r s t hoard 
discovered in Gujrat . 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, 320-550 A .D., 
METALLIC, GOU), AHCHBRTYifi. 
Ilf0. BHAHADWAJ (HC)and MISRA (S) . Metal lurgical note 
on Gupta period gold coins frog Hajghat (Varanasi) 
excavations. JNSI. 33, 2; 1971$ 123-27. 
During the course of excavation at Rajghat four 
gold coins of Guptas were found. The archeolc^ical 
d e t a i l s of these coins a r e t -
1 . 8.9677 fensi. Skanda Gupta, »f55-^67 A.D., 
Archer type . 
2 . 7.750»f gms. Chandra Gupta, 37^-^1**- A.D#, 
Archer t y p e . 
3 . 7.783'4- gnis. - do • 
If. 7.720^ gms. Kumara Gupta, ^ lM-455 A.D., 
Archer type. 
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COINS, ANCIffiT, QUPTA, 320-550 A.D., 
mTALLIQy dILVEH, FlfiE-AllEM Tlffi. 
1M, KAR (RC). F i re-Al ter on Gupta co ins . 3HQ» 
23? 251. 
This motif i s met with on the standard and the 
^acha types of Samudra Gupta. The Chhatra type 
of Chandra Gupta i t and the Swordsman type of 
Kumar Gupta I co ins . This mdtif standing by 
i t s e l f a l so appears on some of the s i l v e r coins 
of Skandra Gupta. 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, 320*550 A.D., 
METALLIC, COPfER. 
^k2• JAl HIAKASH SINGH. Gupta copper coin or temple 
medal? JNSI. 3^-, 2 | 1972; 253-57. 
From Sanchi K.D. Bajpai found a piece of copper 
which shows a two l ine inscr ip t ion in Brahmi-
Fitam Bhagavata Padmanabhena. I t s reverse d ip i c t s 
a Kalpaviksha. The inscr ip t ion ru les out the 
poss ib i l i ty of i t s use as a monetary token. It 
may be possible tha t i t was a medal issued by 
a temple of the God Padmanabha. 
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corns, ANCIENT, GUHA, 320-550 A.D., LOTUS. 
1^3. SOHCKI (37). Representation of Lotus on Gupta 
coinage. JNSI. I j I96O1 33-38. 
The na t ional rev iva l under the Gupta kings 
witnessed the fu l l use of the symbolism of the 
lotus on t h e i r coinage. The drawings of the 
lotus flower on the coinage of Chandra Gupta I I , 
whose Archer type cont i ins a lotus des ign . In 
the Couch type coins of Chandra Gupta I I j the 
king has been shown holding e i the r a lotus 
flower or a lotus rhizome. Kumar Gupta I d ipic ted 
the lotus on h i s coins in even greater d e t a i l . 
Thus on his elephant r i de r coin type i s shown not 
only the f u l l blown lotus but a l so the leaf bearing 
s ta lk or pet iole as well as a number of buds and the 
Apratigha coin type has the design of - ^ s h m i 
seated on a f u l l blown lotus* 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, 320 - 550 A.D., 
VAMANA - ATTENQDENT TYffi. 
iMf. KAR (HC). Vamana - Attendent on Gupta co ins . 
Indian His to r ica l Quarterly. 23l 19^7i 113*122. 
The significance of the Varmana - Attendant on 
the Bat t le - Axe of the Chat r a coin-type of 
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Samudra Gupta and Chandra Oupta I^ suggest 
that the I'eature shows that both tnese kings 
considered themselves rulers par - excellence of 
the ^dhyadesa. It may also be said that 
Vamana on the coins of both these kings might 
contain a reference to the i r devotion t o the 
Cult of Vasudeva - Visnu» 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, 320-550 A.D., VINA TCS^, 
1»f5. SCBCNI (S?). \rina coin type of Samudra Gupta 
and Kuraara Gupta I . JHSI« 1j 196O; 155*161. 
Samudra Guptas Vina type coins have been justly 
counted among the finest specinjens of the mint 
masters art in the Gupta period* They bear 
evidence of his refined a r t i s t i c sensi t ivi ty , 
apart from corroborating what was said about his 
musical talents* Samudra Gupta took into adcount 
both his musical sk i l l and an occasion furnished 
by a poli t ically significant horse sacrif ice, 
wbere r i t u a l demanded playing on Vina. On th is 
Vina coin-type alone Samudra Gupta has styled 
himself as Jfeharajadhiraja. This t i t l e is very 
significant element in appreciating th i s coin 
type, consisting with a preciding performance of 
a horse - sacrifice which was a method of announce* 
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ment of such comprehensive sovereignty. The 
Vasaka - SaJ^ika representat ion was developed t o 
i t s perfection in the Vina type coin of Kumar Gupta I 
where the queen was shown seated on a Couch 
examining her face in a hand mirror* 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUWA, CHMIBA GUPTA I , 320-330, 
CHANmA GUPTA - KUMAaADEVI lYBE. 
^k•6, YEEMA (!?)• Chandra Gupta - Kumaradevi coin type . 
JNSI. 33, U 1971; MfJfS. 
This type of the coin i s one of the most discussed 
coins of Indian numismatics. One group: of 
scholars regard t h i s coin type as regular i ssue 
;iriiile other thinks i t to be of a commenorative 
na tu re . 
Ilf7. SQHCKI (SV). Chandra Gupta I - Kumardevi coin 
types a reexamination. JNSI. 19, 2; 19671 
1lf5-15*f. 
i%intains tha t t h i s type of coin was not issued 
by Chandra Gupta I but by Samudra Gupta* 
COJHS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, KACHA GUPTA, 325-330 A.D. 
Iif8« AI/EEKAR (AS). Identi ty of Kacha Gupta. JNSI. 
9; 19'f7j 131-36. 
I l l 
The Identity of Kacha Gupta has been baffling 
the historians and numismatists of ancient India 
for nearly a century. In the Bayana hoard 
^ c h a Guptas coins were found. However known 
numismatic and li terary data and tradi t ions can 
best be explained by assuming that Kacha Gupta i s 
different from Samudra Gupta and identical with 
Rama Gupta of the li terary t radi t ion, who was 
the predecessor of Chandra Gupta I I . 
COBS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, SAMUJDRH GUPTA, 
330-370 A.D., ASVAMEDHA TYPE. 
^h^^ AUEEKAR (AS). Asvamedha coins of Samudra Gupta. 
Bharata Itihasa Somsedhaka Mandela. 29» 3-^J 
19^ +8; 1-7. 
Studies iconogralaical detai ls on the coins and 
discusses the i r legends# 
150. GAHGUDT (DK). Study of the Asvamedha coin-type 
of Samudra Gupta. 2Sl. 39, 3-^; 1973-7^-; 280-87. 
The Asvamedha type of coin were struck by the 
i l lustr ious Gujkta emperor Samudra Gupta. But 
some numismatists however advocate that the so 
called Asvamedha type of coins were struck by 
Chandra Gupta I I Vlkramaditya in memory of his 
H2 
^ i . X 4»J 
beloved father Samudra Gupta. The obv. of the 
coljis shows a horse, standing before a s c r i f i c i a l 
post , enclosed within a platform, and the legend. 
The rev . shows the crowned queen standing in a 
c i r cu la r pearl bordered mat, holding a chauri and 
towel, and the legend. The Asvamedha type i s the 
best specimen among the emperor's coin type* 
151. SCHCKI (SV). Asvamedha coin tyjpe of Samudra 
Gupta. INCH. 8, 1-11; I97O; 17"32. 
Several Asvamedha coin type of fSamudra Gupta 
wore discovered from Bayana hoard. The 
Asvamedha coins of Kumar Gupta are ao ' t i s t i ca l ly 
much in fe r io r t o those of his grandfather . 
COJNS, ANGIEUT, GUPTA, SflMUDRA GUPTA, 330-370 A.D., 
CHANDRA GUPTA - KUMARADEVI TYPE. 
152. PANIEI (VC). Chandra Gupta - Kumaradevi type of 
coins and the dual character of Sanaidra Guptas 
r o y a l i t y . JWSI. 38; 1976; 58-6lf. 
The Chandra Gupta - Kumaradevi type of coins were 
the e a r l i e s t issue of Samidra Gupta which was 
pressed in to c i rcu la t ion to emphasise the dual 
character of h is r oya l i t y . Ea r l i e r i t was never a 
convention with ancient Indian kings t o mention 
t h e i r wives in t h e i r royal r ecords . 
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COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, SAMUDRA GUPTA, 330-370 A.D., 
^STALLIC, GOIO, BATTIE-AXE TIPS. 
153» VATJ (MS). Gold coin of Samudra Gupta of the 
'Bat t le Axe type*. 4 ^ j 1926-27; 233• 
I t describes t h i s coin found along with sixty 
gold coins from a v i l l age in the Hissar d i s t r i c t 
of the Punjab. Out of the lot 33 coins were of 
Samudra Gupta and the remaining 27 were piec»^ 
of the l a t e r Kushanas. 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, SAMUmA GUPTA, 330-370 
A.D., STANDARD TIPE. 
I^ **-* GHOSB (Aj i t ) . Hare variety of Samudra Guptas 
standard type . JRAS. 2, 3\ 1936 Feb. 7 ; 23« 
The importance of the coin l i e s in the fact tha t 
i t es tabl i shes a link with v a r i e t i e s of the 
Batt le Axe type in which the king is represented as 
wearing a dagger. This i s a ra re var ie ty of the 
standard type of SamuUra Gupta* 
155. JOSHI (Munishchandra). Probable background of the 
standard type coin of king Samudra Gupta JNSI. 
19; 1957; 1^-19. 
The standard, type of Samudra Gupta i s considered 
t o be a slavish imitation of Kushana currency which 
1 1 4 
does not seem t o be c o r r e c t . The coin i s of 
significance and bears a de f in i t e purpose and 
background l ike the other coins of the Gupta 
monarch. This type of coin marks the U * s tep 
towards the Indianisation of the foreign influence 
and a lso t.hros^ s^ l ight on the achievements of 
the king« 
COINS, ANCIfalNT, GUPTA, SAMUMA GUPTA, 330-370 
A.D., TIGEH SUIER TYiE. 
156. BAJPAI (KD). Hare Tiger - Slayer type of 
Samudra Gupta type . JWSI. 33, 1; 1972; 20«26, 
The coins of the Tiger-Slayer type are valuable 
not only on account of t h e i r r a r i t y , but a lso 
on account of t h e i r high a r t i s t i c beauty . 
COINS, ANCENT, GUPTA, SAMUIBA GUPTA, 330-370 
A.D., METALLIC, COPHSfi. 
157. VERMA (OP). Some in te res t ing Gupta coins? 
Indica. 10, 2 | 1973? 65-71. 
About eight coins were found, most of the coins 
shows obverse c lear and reverse not very c l e a r . 
The legends on the coins are e i the r completely 
worn out or have become too ind i s t inc t t o be 
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correct]jr sead on the bas is of typology and 
metrology these copper coins can hardly be 
a t t r ibu ted to the Kushana ru l e r s or Puri -
Kushana group of coins , but looking t o th« 
provenance of the coins and secondly the 
Allahabad p rasas t i these coins may be a t t r i bu t ed 
t o Samudra Qupta* As he was t i l l now believed 
t o have issued only gold coins , the present coins 
assume great importance in the annals of Gupta 
numismatics* 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, SAMUDRA GUPTA, 
330 .370 A.D., METALLIC BRCKZE. 
158. GHOSB (Aj i t ) . Unique bronze coin of Samudra Gupta. 
JNSI. 3if, 2 | 19721 223-25. 
Samudra Gupta introduced copper or r a the r bronze 
currency. Most of the coins found are in poor 
condit ion, bearing figure of the king heads and 
Garuda and Chandra and Mangalaghata type of 
Chandra Gupta. But one coin i s unique as i t s 
reverse side bears the l e t t e r Madra Gupta. 
Later Chandra Gupta I I borrowed i t . 11.9 x 11*3 ^^t 
0*86 gms. Obv. Garuda seated on pedesta l ; legend 
below. Rev. Square incurse with ou t - le t on aie s i d e . 
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COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, KAMA GUPTA, 370^375 A.D. , 
I S T A L L I C , COPIER, LION afiiGAHUDA TYIB. 
159. WAKANKAH (VS). Rama Gupta coins from Vidisa 
and U j j a in i . IKCR. 10,1-2; 1972j 11-lif. 
Several Copper coins bearing ilama or Rama Gupta 
have been obtained at ffjjaini and Vidisa. The 
coins of Rama Gupta d i f fer t o t a l l y from Gupta 
t radi t icx) . They are smaller in size and are only 
of copper. The general weight of the bigger 
coins var ies between 3 t o if grains and smaller 
coins between 0*90 t o 1*20 grain;^ They used 
Lion type and Garuda type on t h e i r coins* 
COINS, ANCISNT, GUPTA, BAMA GUPTA, 370-375 A.D., 
METALLIC, COPPER, LICK TYPB. 
160. BAJPAI (KD). Rama Gupta, A Gupta k ing . 
NC3SJ. 23; 1961; 3^o.3Mf. 
Some Lion type coins of Rama Gupta were found 
during excavation at Vidisa. A 1 1 the coins are 
of copper and are round in shape* These copper 
coins of Rama Gupta are akin t o the Naga coins 
and t o the coins of the local Malava ru l e r s issued 
in t h i s area prior t o the Gupta per iod. 
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COINS, ANCIENT, ffUPTA, CHAKERA GUPTA I I , 
375-MIf A.D. 
161. SHARMA (Dasharatha). Significance of Chandra 
Guptas t i t l e GakravHcraiaa. JGJRI. 7; l9lf9-.5oj 
311-12. 
Explains the legend of the coin and suggests tha t 
the coj^ proclaims universal sovereignty of 
Chandra Gupta I I . 
COms, ANCBNT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
375-^1 "f A.D., ARCHER TYiE. 
162. GUPTA (PL). Rare Archer type coin of Chandra Gupta 
I I . JNSI. 32, U I97O; 8k. 
From Bayana hoard k coins of a var ie ty of A|K5her 
type coins of Chandra Gupta I I were found. The 
peculari ty of these coins l i e s in the fact tha t 
the r ight foot of the goddess i s shown as hanging 
down t o lo tus and the le f t one being tucked up. 
A f i f th coin which i s in Patna Museum shows fu l l e r 
die than any other coin . I t i s 2.00 cms; 7#732 gms. 
ard legend on the reverse show S r i - Vikrama 
while Davasra Maharaja on obverse. 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
375Jfll4. A.D., COUNCH AND BATTIE-AXE TliE. 
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163» KAH (HC). Now in terpre ta t ion of the Gupta 
Chhatra and B a t t l e - Axe coin types . JNSI. 
In t h i s a r t i c l e , the author refers t o the 
Chhatra type coin of Chandra Gupta I I in which 
a AmsTf IteoMJns ^*^ stufl* oS* tt&m canopy i s 
COBS, ANCIENT, ffUPTA, CHANOU GUFTA I I , 
375Jfllf A.D., HAIF-BINAR TLPE. 
1(h, ACHARYA (G?)o Unique half dinar of Chandra Gupta I I . 
JNSI. i | ^9k7^ 27. 
This SBSill note deals with a half dinar of Chandra 
Gupta I I weighing ^7^5 grains only. I t i s in the 
coin cabinet of the Prince of i4ales Maseum, 
Bombay and bearibow and arrow and the Garuda 
standard on the obverse and the seated goddess on 
the reverse . This i s the only known ho-lf dinara 
of the Gupta. 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANIHA GUPTA I I , 
375-l,.1lf A.D., LICK - SIAYSK T3fIB. 
165. GHCBE (A). New variety of the Lion Slayer type 
of Chandra Gupta I I . JNSI. 1; 19*^6; 28. 
In t h i s note the author has mentioned the 
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acquis i t ion of a beautiful specimen of 
Chandra Gupta l i s Lion Slayer type , in which 
the king i s represented as wearing a dagger as lant 
on his r ight side* 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANmA GUPTA I I , 
375-^1^ A.D., METALLIC, GOID. 
166, GUPTA (PL). Unique gold coin of Chandra Gupta I I . 
JNsi . 9; 19^7; 1^-6-50. 
Two gold coins were found. The f i r s t one i s a 
unique specimen of a h i ther to unknown type of 
Chandra Gupta I I while the second one found by 
Rodgers belonged t o the standard type of Chandra 
Gupta II» However the descr ipt ion of the two 
coins d i f fe rs in many respec t s , but i t seems 
tha t they are of the same king and are of the 
same type* 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
27^J^.^k A.D., METALLICJ'GOLD, ARCHSi TXPE. 
167. SAMANTA (Sailendra Nath) . Some notes on the gold 
coin of Chandra Gupta I I Vlkramaditya. jHQ.. 
19691 55* 
A coin recently found in the v i l l age Abrabati 
in the Burdwan d i s t r i c t shows that Chandra Gupta I I 
.!_ «iJ KJ 
Vlkramaditya Issued an Archer type coin . 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
375-4l»f A.D., MSTALLIG, G0I£>, CHAKxiAVIKRAMA TYIS. 
168, AGHAWAIA (VS). Explanation of the Chakravlkrama 
type of Chandra Gupta I I . JNSI. 16, 1; ^99^i 
97-101. 
Explains the iwatif portrayed on the Gupta gold 
coin found from Bayana. 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
375-411+ A.D., METALLIC, GOID, CHATTAR TYPE. 
169. AGHRt^fAL (JK). New sub - var ie ty of the Chattra 
type coin of the Chandra Gupta I I . JNSI. 11 j 
19»f9j 32. 
Made of gold| 120 gra ins ; 0 . 8 " . The coin i s 
different from other i , having no symbol and the 
peculiar posture of the toe of the r ight foot . 
The present coin i s the f i r s t piece where the 
goddess i s shown as touching the pedestal by the 
t o e . 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
375J+1if A.D., METALLIC, GOLD, HORSEMAN -TYPE. 
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^70. CH3NMUIGUND (PJ) . New tjspe of Gupta coin . 
Jwsi. 9i 19^71 :^-35. 
It i s a gold coin of Chandra Gupta U s Horseman 
type . The novelty of the colj$ ccmslsts In I t s 
having a crescent on the reverse t o the lef t of 
Laksbmi's head. This Is the onlj' coin, so far 
known, that has a crescent both cxi the obverse 
and the reverse* 
COINS, ANCIENT, §UPTA, CHANDEIA GUH"A I I , 
375Jfllf A.D., METALLIC, GOU), KMQ AND 
QUEEN Of COJCH TXiB. 
171. ALTEKAH (AS). King and Queen on Couch type coin 
of Chandra Gupta I I . Jl^Sl. 1 8, 1 ; 1956, 5^'f]* 
Describes two gold coins of Chandra Gupta and 
explains t h e i r legend« 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
375J4.II4. A.D., METALLIC, SILVEH. 
172. MHKHERJEE (BN). S i lver currency of the Gupta. 
INCH. 8, 1 | 1970; 16-20, 
Chandra ^upta I | was the f i r s t Gupta emperor t o 
issue s i lve r currency. He had t o take t h i s s tep 
as a natura l consequence of his Gujarat and 
Kathiawar, the res idents of which provinces were 
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IcKig accustomecl to the s i l ve r currency under 
the rule of the Ksbatrapas. 
COINS, ANGItINT, GUPTA, CHANDHA GUPTA I I , 
375-lfl^- A.D., METALLIC, COONCH riPE. 
173. VEHMA (TP). Rupa and Hupakri t i . JNSI. 35; 
1973; 159-65. 
During the post yedic period gold was the 
pr incipal metal for coinage. As the time went 
on the word jatarupa becan© synowymous of gold 
and the word rupa became the term for s i l v e r . 
In Satapatha Brahmana the word Rupa i s used \"n 
association with gold and s i lve r both . In Artha-
sas t ra the word rupa was used not only for a fioin 
but a l so for the synibol impressed on the coin 
and for the metal, that i s s i l v e r . From the 
Gupta period onward we find several l i t e r a r y and 
inscr ip t iongi occurances of the word rupaka as a 
s i lve r coin. And the legend Rupakri t i occurs 
on a var ie ty of counch type coin of Chandra Gupta I I . 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
370-J+1^ A.D., METALLIC, COPIER. 
17^. BAJPAl (KD). Rare Gupta coin from Sanchi. 
123 
mi- 33, 1J 1971; 120-21. 
This coin shows somfi novel features and one of 
them was t r i bu t e paid t o Padmanabha. The coin 
i s of copper, round, 1.7 cm x 1.Jf5 cm. and 
58.50 g ra ins . Obv.:- inside an oval enclosure i s 
written Brahmi legend in two s t ra ight l i n e i -
Rev.I- f igure of Kalpavriksha in an ornamented 
form. The coin seems t o be issued by Chandra 
Gupta I I VUkrpmaditya uxter h is victory over 
eastern Malva. 
COBS, ANCBNT, fJUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA, 
375-I4.II4. A.D., METALLIC, COPPER, ARCIiKR TIE£. 
175. NAHAR (PS). Some rare Gupta co ins . JARS. 
2, 3J 1936 Feb. 7\ 13 -1^ . 
Two Archer type of Chandra Gupta I I coper coins 
were discovered from Rajgir . The s ize of both 
the coins i s 8*« and weight i s 5*^6 gms. and 
119.2 g r a in s . This copper coin of Archer type 
of Chandra Gupta I l e s tab l i shes the link with 
the commonest coin in the gold se r i e s of 
Chandra Gupta I I . 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
375-1^ 11+ A.D., METALLIC, COPPER, BUST TYPE. 
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176« BHATTACHAaiA (AK). An in te res t ing specimen of 
the Bust type variety of copper coin of 
Chandra Gupta I I . J . Asiat ic Soo. (Bengal). 
^ , 3-^J 1962? 161-62. 
Copper coins of the Guptas are r a r i t i e s in the 
urhole range of the Gupta co ins . Of Chandra Guptas 
copper coins at least 12 v a r i e t i e s are known which 
includes a bust type* This coin i s the t h i r d 
specimen of t h i s type foual from Kausombi and 
is in excellent s t a t e of preservat ion. Made of 
copper J 19 mm.} 6,52 gm. Obv.:- Bust of king 
crowned with jewels, wearing necklace, patrakundala 
holdijEig flower staBk in r ight hand. Rev. : - In 
upper half Garuda, below legend. 
COIKS, ANCIENT, GU£TA, KUMAilA GUPTA I , 
h^k•'J^55 A.D., METALLIC, GOLD, KAHT3KEYA TYifi. 
177, DCHCKI ( S V ) . Kartikeya coin type of Kumar 
Gupta I . JNSI. 1 | I960; 17-25. 
On a Kushana coin type, God of glory was 
tpec i f i ca l ly shown as holding in his r igh t hand 
a vesse l containing flames of f ixe . l a t e r , 
Sassanians who were contemporaries of early 
Gupta king, have consis tent ly shown use of t h i s 
motif on t h e i r coinage and sculp ture . Until the 
I9e: 
--1^ ij 
reign of Kumar Gupta I , whan his naint-masters 
evolved a coin type t o show the concept of 
b r i l l i ance far superior t o the depiction of 
flames symbolizing nat ional glory employed by 
other contemporary foreign r u l e r s . This coin 
type was l^umara Guptas Kartikeya type , showing 
Kartikeya r iding on the peacock. This coin type 
nwst have been evolved with great care since i t 
contained a scheme of ideas connected with 
Kuraara or Kartikeya, af ter whom Kumara Gupta 
was named* 
COINS, AMCIMT, GUPTA, KUMAHA GUPTA I , 
hlhJ^55 A.D., KING AHD QUEM TYPE. 
178* SQHCRI (SV). Kuimra Gupta I King and Queen coin 
type . JNGR. 8, 1-11 j 1971? 33-'*0. 
In t h i s a r t i c l e the author describes the King and 
Queen type which was unknown before the discovery 
of the Bayana hoard, Kumar Gupta i s reviving the 
onlii known coin type of Chandra Gupta I . ftily 
one coin of t h i s type has been found so f a r . 
COINS, ANCJJSNT, GUPTA, dKANDA GUPTA, 
!+56-W A.D., METALLIC, SILVER, MAGHYAflSSA 
TYiS* 
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179* BAJFAI (SK). New s i lver eoln of Skanda Gupta 
bearing the date 1M. JHgJ. 38; 1976; 72*7h* 
A s i lver coin of the f4adhyadesa - type of 
Skanda Qupta was discovered from Vidisha. The 
date given on the obverse in front of the face 
is IM (=s^ -6o A.D.). This date has been found for 
the f i r s t time and takes back the minting of the 
dated Madhyadesa type coins of Skanda Gupta three 
year e a r l i e r than bis e a r l i e s t date known so far 
on t h i s type of coin. It i s 1.50 cm. and 32 g ra ins . 
The legend is in Brahmi. 
CODiS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, GHATOTKAOHA GUPTA, 
»f60-A.D., METALLIC, GOIO. 
180« SETHI (Rajendra Kumar). Ghatotkaoha Gupta the 
eldest son of Kumara Gupta: A post s c r i p t . 
INCH. 10, 1-2} 1972; 15-18. 
The gold coin now in S t . Petersburg Museum is* 
8" and 21 ma. and 135 g ra in s . According t o Gupta 
t h i s coin i s the coin of Chatotkacha Gupta because 
a l l the coins of Skanda Gupta which have legend 
of Kramaditya are iMf g ra ins . It is d a a r j ^ 
indicated tha t Qhatotkacha Gupta was the e ldes t 
son of Kumara Gupta from h i s royal queen. 
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COBS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, PURU GUPTA, 
lf67"476 A.D., METALLIC, GOIO, ARCHED TIPB. 
181, MUKHEHJEK (Bratindra Nath) . Did Puru Gupta 
Issue coins? MS.' 19591 77-82. 
A gold coin in Hoey col lect ion the only specimen 
which alleged to have been issued by Puru Gupta. 
This coin belonged t o one of the Arched type 
gold coins va r i e ty , has on the obverse the name 
of the bing and marginal legend. But many 
scholars are of the opinion tha t there i s no 
coin avai lable which can be def in i te ly ascribed 
to Puru Gupta. 
COINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, BUDHA GUPTA, 
k76'k-95 A.D., AEGHEH TIfE. 
182. 3ARASWATI (S t ) . Controvercy over the coinage of 
Budha Gupta. BM£. 196»f; 1-21. 
The author a t t r i b u t e s t h i s t o Budha Gupta as the 
legend under the left arm reads Budha ra ther 
than Pura. And Archer type was used on most of 
h is coins . 
GODfS, ANOIiilNT, GUPTA, BUDHA GUPTA, 
l4.76-lf95 A.D., METALLIC, SILVER. 
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183, NJBAH AHMAD; Si lver coin on Budha Gupta with 
a new d a t e . JHSI. 33, 1} 1971; 122. 
Six s i lve r coins of Budha Gupta are found dated 
175 of the Gupta e ra . The 7^^ coin althoggh 
of same type but has a different date 165 of 
Gupta e r a . I t i s of s i l v e r , round, 2.203 gms. 
Obv.:- Head of the king facing r i g h t , dated 
I 6 5 . Rev.!- Fan t a i l e d peacock facing lef t and 
c i rcu la r legend. 
GOBS, AHCIiSNT, HUN, TOrtAMANA, 5'0O-5O2 A.D., 
METALLIC, 3ILWR. 
iSf . FIEET (JF). Coins and History of Toramana. 
14. 17; 1937? 225. 
This a r t i c l e deals with two s i lve r coins of 
Toramana, lying in the Br i t i sh Museum, Lortdon. 
The legend describes the glory of Toramana. 
After quoting the ep igra i* ica l evidence of 
Toramanas reign the author has placed i t s 
commencement at h is ov/n c a p i t a l in the Punjab 
at about ^60 A.D. 
165, MITRA (RL). Si lver coin of Toramana. PASB. 
1878} 191. 
This small note deals with a s i lver coin of 
Toramana which bears on the obverse, a head 
of the iihah type facing lef t and a peacock 
with out stretched wixiga and expanded t a i l 
with an inscr ipt ion on the reverse* 
COJNS, ANCIENT, HUN, MIHIRGUL, 
528-5»+0 A.D., 
186, TAILCE (GF). On the Gadhaiya coins of Gujrat 
NS. 190^; 18. 
The author in t h i s paper has given a h i s t o r i c a l 
summary of the dynasty beginning from about -^20 
t o 9*h A.D., when iMihirgul was defeated by the 
Hindu ru le r of Jfeilwa and Magadha and who was on 
the breaki^ig up of h is Indian kingdom had r e t i r e d 
t o Kashmir. The author has divided Hun coinage 
in to 3 v a r i e t i e s . 1- Sassanian. 2- Gupta. 
3- Kushana. 
COINS, ANCIENT, HAilSM, 6o6-6lf7 A.D., 
EiSTLHN ffiACOCK TYiS. 
187, BAJAPAI (KD). Unique gold coin of Harsha. 
JNSI. 27, 1 | 1965; 103-6. 
Describes one gold coin of Harsha, the f i r s t 
gold coin HO far known. 
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COINS, ANGItaiT, MAUKHARIS, 6 0 6 - ^ 7 A-D. 
188. BURN (H). Some coins of the Ifeiukharts, and 
of the Thanesar l i n e . JARS. 1906| 8i+3. 
I t deals v/ith about 500 s i l ve r coias found in a 
v i l lage of the Fyzabad d i s t r i c t . These coins 
bear a large head with a date on one side 
and a peacock wit* a long inscr ip t ion on the 
other* The coin a lso names the k ing . 
COINS, ANCIENT, VIBHNUKUKDIN, 220--62^ A.D. 
189. MIRASHI (W)« Find of a Vishnukundin coin near 
Nagpur, JNSI* 33, t | 1971; 126-27. 
A Vishnukundin coin was found near Nagpur. I t 
i s made of alloyed copper of reddish bfeick 
colour and i s round, 1.83 cm., 8 gms** This 
coin as well as other found in hoards corroborate 
the reconstruction of the his tory of Vidarbha 
and Western Maharashtras# 
190. RAO (M, Rama). Vishnukundin co ins . Andhra 
Pradesh Govt> Museum. 1963; ^ 2 . 
A descr ipt ive catalogue of s e l e c t coins . Also 
contains a review of the h i s to i7 and the monuments 
of the Vishnukundins who ruled over part of 
coas ta l Andhradesa from 220 A.D. t o DI^ H- A . i . 
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COJNS, ANCIENT, VISHNUKUNDI^ ,^ PtlAVARASKNA I I , 
J^ 5 A.D., MBTALtiC 
19U PRASAD (2aK). New variety of Vishnukundin colna 
from Vidarbha. JNSI. 33, 1; I97I ; 8o«83, 
Coin belonging t o the time of Fravarasena I I was 
found made of alloyed copper, round, 1,8 cms, 
52 gms. Beside t h i s 7 v a r i t i e s of coins found 
can be a t t r ibu ted t o Vishnukundin and can be 
grouped into 2 types . I 1 - Uon. 2 : - Bull motif. 
And Iji each |ype one can not ice three v a r i t i e s 
of reverse device. A- Kalasa. B- Wheel. 
C- Counch she l l of a l l these lion and Kalasa were 
used QK s^t* 
CO]NS, ANCIENT, VISHNUKUNDIN, VIKHAMENDVANAVARMAN I, 
»f60-)+80 A.D., BULL TlfE. 
192. CHATTOPADHIAYA (BD). Problems r e l a t ing t o the 
Vishnukundin co ins . JNSI. 33» M 1971; 67-79. 
3x1 t h i s a r t i c l e problem re la t ing t o the 
Vishnukundin coins types have been discussed. 
TJje problem of the Vishnukundin geneolQgy i s 
s t i l l extremely cont rovers ia l , but i f the 
reading Vikram on some Bull type coins i s correct 
i t can with f a i r cer tainty be re la ted t o the name 
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of Vlkramendravarman I who ruled between 
If60-^80 A.D. And that Lion type had come in to 
c i rcu la t ion by the end of 5^h century and tha t 
the legend may have to be re la ted t o a l a t e r 
Vlkramendravarman. 
COINS, ANCIENT, KIDARA, 5-6 CENTURY A.I>. 
193. BANDIOfADHYAl (Samaresh), Kedara. JAIH. 
3 , 1-2J 1960-70; l62-6lf, 
Accordinjs t o A»M. Shas t r i on the reverse of 
Kultanimata of Damodara Gupta mentions a colli 
cal led Kedara* Ksemakirti describes Katara as 
a current coin of the eastern region. Thus i t 
n ^ e s the ident i f ica t ion Kedara and Ketara d i f f i cu l t 
tor i t has not yet been known tha t the Kidara 
Kusana held sway over any part of eastern India 
and that thelv- coins whre popular in tha t area* 
19if. CUNNINGHAM (A). Coins of the l a t e r Indo-Sythians-
L i t t l e Kushanas. Ng.. I3? I8if. 
By L i t t l e Kushana, the author means, the Kidara 
kings rounded the kingdom in Ga«^dha^a at 
about -^30 A.D. He t races t h e i r early h is tory 
from contemporary soirees and t r i e s t o prove at 
the end tha t the Hindu ru le r s of Kashmir were the 
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successors of Kidara c h i e f s . 
195. MARTIN (MFC). Coins of Kidara and the L i t t l e 
Kushana M ' : ^ 2 | 1937-38. 
I t deals at length with the early his tory of 
t h i s dynasty and has t r i e d to prove that the 
Kidara ruled in the k-^^ century A.D. and not in 
5th as previously supposed. 
COINS, ANCIENT, KIDARA, 5-6 GBNTURI A.D., 
METALLIC, GOID. 
196* DAYAL (Prayal) . New Kidara chief . Sfi. 1*+', 
193^; 392. 
I t describes a dozen debased gold coins found in 
Hardoi d i s t r i c t . On five of them, the name of 
the king can be read as Sr i Salonavira who was 
evidently a new chief of t h i s dynasty and must 
have ruled in JPunjab and N.W.F. during 5-6 
century A.D. 
COBiS, ANCIENT, GAUDA, SASANKA, 7 GENTUHY A.D., 
METALLIC, GOLD, BULL TYPE. 
197. MAITY (Sachindra Kumar). Gold content of Sasarikas 
gold coins , ffifi. 1959; IO8-IIO. 
Sasarika was the king of GaUda. His gold coins 
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contain very good percentage of gold. The 
coins shows the name of the king, they are 
Bull type , specif ic gravity of the coins i s 
67.0 and percentage of the jnire gold i s 93 .2 . 
COINS, ANCIENT, KAUCHURI, 550-57^ A.D. 
198. MIRASHI in). Gold coins of the Kalachuries. 
JKSI. 3i 1939; 28-6I+. 
The a r t i c l e gives a resume of the known informa-
t ion about the coinage of a l l the Kalachuri r u l e r s . 
COINS, ANCIEHT, KAUCHUfll, 550-75 A.D., 
METALLIC, BRASS, EIEPHANT AND FLAG TIJE. 
199, MAITY (SK). Ancient coin, yimes of India . 
1980 Sept 21J 1 1 : ^ . 
An ancient coin of the Kalachuri dynasty i s found 
at Jahalpur dating th i rd century A.D. The coin is 
made of b ra s s , 22 mm, 8 gms. and bears an engraving 
of an elephant and a f l ag . I t has the word Tripuri 
inscribed on i t in the Brahmi scr ip t and i t ia 
said that the coin might help t o es tab l i sh the 
broken £ink of the Kalachuri dynasty. 
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COINS, ANCIEUT, KAIACHURI, KRISMABAJA, 
550-575 A,D., METALLIC, BULL TYflE. 
2Q0. GQKHAIE (Shobhana). Blephanta hoard 66 copper 
coins of Krlsfcnaraja. JHSI. 38, 2; 1976} 89-91. 
These coins show the legend S r i Krishnaraja in 
Brahmi s c r i p t . The coins are round, copper, 1-02 cm 
to 1.5 cm. and 0«950 to 0«310 gms« The coins 
though sQ3all are modelled af te r the copper coins 
of Kumar Qupta I and the b u l l type coins of 
Skandra Gupta. These coins are the unique piece 
of ancient Indian coinage and the hoard has 
proved the simultaneous c i rcu la t ion of the copper 
and s i lver denominations of Krishanaraja and i t 
has evidence t o prove that the powerful 
Kalachuri king Krishnaraja was the patron of 
the Elei^anta caves. 
COINS, ANCIENT, KALACHURI, KriliaHNARAJA, 
550^57^ A.D., KRiSHNARAJA-BUPAKA TYIE. 
201» SENGUPTA. Kaiachuri coin from fillora and the 
date of the Ramesvara cave. JHSI. 22; 1 9 ^ J 
193-95. 
Of the coins so far recovered from E l lo r a , the 
most in te res t ing i s the s i lve r coin of Kalachuri 
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king Kriahnaraja, found in front of the Hamesvara 
cave (No. xxi) shr ine , one of the e a r l i e s t 
Brahmenical excavation. The coins issued by him 
were in c i rcu la t ion for about a hundred and f i f ty 
yea r s . The findof the ^alachur i coins gives 
r i s e to the foregoing considerations and the 
evidence, both posi t ive and scu lp tura l , in regard 
t o the authorship of the Hamsvara cave, in 
favour of the Kalachuris, out weigh those of the 
Chalukyas* 
COINS, ANCIENT, EASTEEN Bc3lGAL, SAMACHARADEVA, 
550*575 A.D., HAJALIU TIES, 
202* MAITY (SK). RaJaUla type coin of Saaacbaradeva. 
JNSI. 31} 19^3j ^.6-52. 
From the bank of the Arunkhali in Jessore d i s t r i c t 
the present coin was found, along with a coin of 
Sasahka. We may therefore presume tha t 
Samacharadeva is iden t i ca l with Samacharadeva 
of the Ghugrahatti p la tes and a l so of the sea l 
found at Nalanda. 
COINS, ANCIENT, PilATlHARA, VATSARAJA, 
778-910 A.D., JETAi-LIC, SILVER. 
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203« BAJPAI (KD). Tiny s i lver coins of Vatsaraja. 
JSSI- 32, 1 | 19721 38-^1 . 
Tiny s i lver co ins , weighing in the proximity 
of 6=7 g ra ins , originated towards the end of 
the eighth century A.D» in Central and Western 
India . They have a elephant walking t o r igh t 
on the obverse and the inscr ip t ion Rana-hasti 
on the reverse . Tbey probably belong to the 
Prat ihara ru le r Vatsaraja. 
COINS, ANCIENT, FRATIHARA, 783-9IOA.D. 
20^-. BANDYOPADHYAI (Samaresh). Note on Sri-Vigraha 
co ins . JNSI. 33, 1j 1971? Sf-89» 
R.K. Sethi re fers Sri-Vigraha coins along with 
the coins of Gurjara Prat iharas and s t a t e s t ha t 
these coins were found with the Adivaraha coins 
of Mihira Bhoja. But no Vigraha of the Gurjara 
Frat ihara dynasty i s known. But in some coins the 
f u l l name of the king seems t o be Vigrahapala 
and Siyadoni inscr ipt ion mentions the Vigrahapala 
dramraa. However Sri-Vigraha coins shows existence 
of different Vigrahapala and on the analogy of 
the Adivaraha coins i t may be suggested tha t 
the coin-type was s t i l l in use . 
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205. SAHJUG eRAQAD SINGH. Sri-Vlgraha coins from 
Vigayapara and Bhelavar. INCR. 9, 1»l1j 
1971; 37-^0. 
A b i l lon coin of Sri-?igraha type was found. 
I t i s a c i rcu la r piece, "6^ in diameter. I t 
weighs 63.5 g ra ins . Another debased s i l v e r 
coin was found. I t i s .6** in diameter and 
62.2 g r a in s . I t i s d i f f i cu l t t o identify the 
issuer of S r i - Vigraha co ins . The discovery 
of Sr i -? igraha coins from Behar, Bengal, 
Uttar-Pradesh shows tha t they were issued by 
private moneyers and counterfei t ing* dome coins 
show that they were inanu-*factured at different 
places by different moneyers. 
COBJS, ANCIENT, PRATIHAHA, MAHIPJIIA I , 
885-910 A.D. 
206. BENARJI (HD). Prat ihara gold coins , N£' 
33; 1913; 202. 
In t h i s small note the author says tha t the 
gold coins of Mabipala are the copies of the 
gold coinage of the Ghedi king Gangeyadeva. 
The form of the l e t t e r shows tha t the coins are 
e a r l i e r than 12 century A.D. In the authors 
opinion i t would be more accurate to assign them 
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t o Maaipala I of Prat ihara dynasty, 
COINS, ANCIENT, PAIA, EEVAPAU, 810-850 A.D. 
207. CHININUXGUND (PJ) . Gold coin a t t r ibu ted t o 
Devapala. JNSI. 11 , 2} 195^| 2^-27. 
A so l i t a ry gold coin i s a t t r i bu ted t o Devapala 
of the i^ la dynasty. I t bears a king with 
bow and arrov on one side and laksbmi on the 
o ther . The coin i s executed in the o^cyne. 
of Pala a r t . 
COfflS, ANCBNT, PAIA, DSVAPAlA, 
810-850 A.D., METALLIC, GOLD. 
208. 8H0BH (A). Unique go3d coin of Devapala. 
JNSI. 13; 1951 J 123-25. 
This unique gold coin i s a superb specimen 
of the Pala a r t . 
COINS, ANCIENT, PAlA, MAHIPALAiiEVA, 
912-9 -^5+ A.D., I4ETALLIC. 
209. CUNNINGHAM (A). Coins found at Ghosarva 
(Bihar) . CASH, x i j 125. 
Silver coins of Vigrapala of the usual type 
ard one copper and me gold coins of Mabipala 
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were found. The author ascr ihes the coins t o 
the i^la r u l e r s . 
2 COINS, ANCIENr, PANDAYAN, 9 CfiNTURY A.D., 
METALLIC, SILVER, LCCAkTIfS. 
210« RAO (M. Rama ) . Some s i l ve r jwnch-marked coins 
and a local type# JNSI. 33, 1j 1971; 17-28. 
Some s i lve r punched marked coins were found 
from Pandyan t e r r i t o r y . These s i l ve r coins 
are of a loca l type^were for the f i r s t time 
issued by them* These coins weigh 16 t o 30 
grains but when they originated and how long 
they remained in c i rcu la t ion i s not known* 
GODIS, ANCIENT, PANDYAN, 9 CENTDRY A.D., 
METALLIC, COPIER. 
211 . TRACY (JE). Pandyan co ins . MJIg. 1887-88j 
139. 
In t h i s a r t i c l e , the author has c l a s s i f i ed 
these coins in to two classes v iz , the e a r l i e r 
and l a t e r coins and has described 15 copper 
coins found in the Madura d i s t r i c t and belonging 
t o the l a t e r period. 
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COINS, ANCIENT, PANDYAN, VARAGONA I I , 
862-880 A . D . , MblTALLIC, GOID, 
212. VANAJA (R). Gold coin of Sri Varaguna. 
JNSI. 32, 1; 1970; 85-86. 
So far onl^ one gold coin belonging t o Bandya 
is found. But i t i s d i f f i cu l t t o identify who 
issued i t , because in 9^ *^  century A.D., there 
were two Fandyan ru le r s of the same name, 
Varaguna. However there are p o s s i b i l i t i e s 
that t h i s coin was issued by Varaguna I I who 
ruled between 862-880 A.D. 
COINS, ANCIENT, (fflALUKYA EASTERN, 
VldHAMASlDDHI, 615-633 A.D. 
213. SHREENIVAS ( T) . Coins of Vishamasiddhi. 
The f i r s t king of Eastern Chalukya dynasty of 
Vengi. RADN. 1925-56; 16, 
This paper deals with a big hoard of these 
coins discovered in Hydrabad. Obv.:- within 
a dotted border, a l ion . Above the l ion i s the 
legend'Vishamasiddhi' in the canarese characters . 
Rev. : - within a border of rays , a double t r i d e n t 
surmounted by a crescent and flanked by two 
lamps* 
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COINS, ANCIENT, eHALUKIA, EASTEilN, 
650-1200 l . D . 
21lf. FIEET (JP). Some gold coins of Eastern 
Chalukya kings Saktivarman and Raja Raja I I . 
I^ . 12; 19321 79 . 
In t h i s a r t i c l e s ix gold coins are described. 
Three I coins have been assigned t o Saktivarman 
and who ruled at Vengi for 12 years from 1000 
t o 1012 A.D. The other three t o Raja Raja I I , 
who ruled in 1021 A.D. and reigned for four 
yea r s . 
215. SHAH (0F). Coinage of early Chalukyas as of 
Anabillavada - ^atan. JNSI. 16, 2 | 195^1 
239-2»+2. 
Examines l i t e r a ry and insc r ip t lona l evidence 
regarding coins of early Chalukyas of i^ tan 
who had t h e i r own coinage from the very beginning. 
COINS, ANCIENT, CHALUKYAS, EASTERN, 
650-1200 A.D., METALLIC, GOID. 
216. MURARI (K). ^ome obvervation on the coins of 
Chalukyas. MM' 9, I - H ; 1971J M A 3 . 
The Chalukyas were the dominant power in the 
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Deccan from 5^^ century A.D. to 12**^  century A.D. 
The coins of only few ru le r s have come t o l i g h t . 
Their legend, a r t , material and type are unique. 
No doins of early Chalukyas have so far been d i s -
covered. But few pieces of coins struck by the 
l a t e r Chalukyas were discovered made of gold* 
They were not only concerned with war and p o t i l i c s . 
They were great bui lders and a new s t y l e of 
archl^tectureknown as the Chalukya s t y l e ^ ^ i c h 
were d.lffsrent from the Gupta s tyle,was developed 
during t h i s period* 
COINS, ANCIENT, CHALUKYA, NCRTHEHN, 
SIDDHARAJA, 1093-11 ^ +3 A.D. 
217. DAYAL (P). Two gold coins of Siddharaja. NS.. 
XLVII (3^8)J 1937-381 29. 
I t deals with these coins which formed a part 
of a hoard disconvered in a vi lage in the 
Jhansi d i s t r i c t . The coins have been assigned 
t o the above ruler v^o was a dis t inguished 
and powerful ru le r of the Chalukya dynasty of 
Anhilwada in Northern Gujrat and ruled from 
1093-11^3 A.D. 
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COINS, ANCIENT, CHAtOKlAS, WKSffiBN, 
JAPADE KAMALU, I I38 - I150 A.D., METALLIC, 
GOLD. 
218. BHANDARKAa (SR). Note on some gold coins found 
in the Bijapur d i s t r i c t . JBBRAS. xxxj 66. 
i t deals with s ix gold coins which bear a 
conical pagoda in the centre and Sr i at the 
t o p . At the bottom the legend Japade Kamalla 
in the old canarese characters- The king i s 
not assgined to any pa r t i cu la r dynasty, but he 
i s supposed t o have ruled from I138-I150 A.D. 
These coins belong t o the western Chalukya 
dynasty of Kalyani. 
COINS, ANGIEHT, CHALOKYAS, ^SiaaN, 
METALLIC, 3IlKEil. 
219. SHHEJWIVAS (T). Silver coins of the Western 
Chalukyas. RAGM. 1925-265 2 1 . 
I t deals with 39 coins, the majority of which 
were issued by Hay a Gay a Kesar i . The coins 
bear on one side the symbol of l o tu s , the 
god ITaraha^and the legend in canarese sc r ip t} 
the other side being blank. 
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COINS, iiNCIENT, CHALUKIA , WESTEflN, 
VIKRAMADITTA VI, lOSlf-SJ A.D., 
PADAMATANKA. 
220* KHAR (GH). Hew type of Padraatanka. MSI. 3 | 
The author of t h i s note makes a mention of 
8o gold Padraatanka belonging t o the treasury 
of the Bhor s t a t e . On some of them he reads 
the legend S l r i - lashuma and assign them to 
lakshmadevl, the chief queen of Chalukya 
Vikramaditya VI. 
COINS, ANOJENT, KAlACHURI, 111 If-1158 A.D. 
221. NATH (BB). Kalachuri coins from Son pur. 
OHRJ. 11 1952-53. 
From Son pur a large number of Kalachuri s i l v e r 
and gold coins were found. The coin shows tha t 
Kalachuri supremacy prevailed in Son pur area 
from 11llf-1l58 A.D. However gold coins discovered 
from Son pur reveal the re la t ion of Son pur with 
tha t of the Kalachuri kings of Ratnapur. 
COINS, ANCIENT, KAUCHURI, 12 GSNTURI A.D. 
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222. HOT (JPC). Coin-types of the Rajaputa r u l e s . 
IMCR. 9, 1-11} 19711 M4-60. 
The following are the v a r i e t i e s of coin-types 
of the Hajaputa r u l e r s . 1- The seated Goddess 
coin-type. 2- Gajasardula type . 3- Four {Ranch 
type , h- Both s ide legend type . 5- Elephant 
type . 6- The horseman and b u l l coin type . All 
these coin type are *m different s ize and 
weight. 
223* SARJUG ittASAD SINGH. Discovery of Kalacuri and 
Gahadavala coins in Bihar. Journal of Ancient 
Indian Society. 2, 1-2; 1968-69* 29-38. 
From the»e coins we know tha t Bihar remained bone 
of contention among the Kalacuris , Palas , Senas 
and Gahadavalas for about 3 centur ies u n t i l the 
very moment the Muhammadan invasion took p lace . 
COINS, ANCIENT, KAIACHURI, 12 CENTURY A.D., 
LICN TYPE. 
22^. ROT (PC). Coins of the Kalachuri of Ratnapura* 
The problem of a t t r i b u t i o n . LNGR. 10, 1-2| 
1972; ^+0-57. 
A large number of gold s i l v e r , copper coins 
disclose names such as Pidthvideva, Ja ja l ladeva, 
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Ratnadeva and Pratapamalia. Prom several 
inscr ip t ions we learn that they were a l l r u l e r s 
of the Kalachuri dynasty, 
C03KS, ANCIENT, KAIACHURI, 12 CMTURY A.D., 
METALLIC, SEATED GODDESS TYiE. 
225. ROy (PC). Coin type of the Hajputa r u l e r s . 
men. 12} 19711 Mf-60. 
Most of the gold coins of the various Rajaputa 
dynasties were issued in the type which was 
introduced by Gangeyadeva of the Kalachuri 
dynasty of Tripuri 1015-10^0 A.D. All the gold 
& copper coins of Kalachuri Rajaputas of 
Ratnapura have been issued in Gangeyadeva type* 
SEALS 
SEAIB, AWCUaiT, 
226. BAHERJEE (Adris) . Aspects of h i s t o r i c a l seals 
and seating Bffi. 5 , 2; 1970 Julyj 35-^5' 
Seals , sea l ings , sculp tures , coins , t e r r a c o t t a , 
©tnaoetits e t c . were turned out in hundreds 
conveying t o us across a chasm of forgetfulness 
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very va^Aiable data about the p o l i t i c a l , s oc i a l , 
re l ig ious and economic condi t ions . These seals 
& sealings have mosG.y came to us from Rajgbat, 
Bhita, Va i sa l i , Nalanda, Varanasi e t c . 
227. GUiT'A (Chitrarekha). Vatuka-Bhairava on a s e a l . 
JAIH. 3 , 1-2? 1969-70J 157-61. 
The extent images of Vatuka-Bhaiilava are h handed, 
and the meditation of Vatuka-Bhairava i s said t o 
bring about fulli lment of a l l the wishes of the 
votary. 
228. KHARE (MD). Tradition of Chakra and TriVatna 
symbol of Ancient seals (with Par t icu la r reference 
t o a rare sea l from Malwa). J. Mdian His t . ^-2, 
3 ; 196>+ D e c ; 771-82. 
This sea l appears t o be alloy of brsss and 
copper and ca r r i e s the sjiimb61s usually identified 
as the Chakra and Triratna and throws immense 
l ight on a r t i s t i c achievements. The fine example 
of Triratna form i s avai lable on a copper f i n i a l 
belonging t o the 2"^ century A.D. The most 
common of the symbols on s i lve r punch narked 
coins i s the aim. Chakra and Triratna have always 
played a v i t a l ro le in Buddhism and the famous 
14S 
S*rnath p i l l a r cal) i tal of Asboka and Eastern 
Sanchi gateway have wheel and the Tr i ra tna 
respec t ive ly . An Ashtadhatu bronze from the 
Akola hoard of 7th and ^^ centur ies shows 
seated Jain Trlthankara P&rsvanath, having Chakra 
symbol. An early 7^h a«ntury Siva has h is Mandl 
and the Tr l su la . Most of these symbols are 
associated with Buddhism, with which the present 
sea l a lso appears to be connected. I t could be 
placed a l i t t l e l a t e r than the Gupta period. But 
dating the sea l to 7^^-8^^ century A.D. i s 
purely t en ta t ive* I t weighs 7 gms and i t s 
dimeniilons are 1.3 x 1*1 x 1 cms. 
229. PANEBY (Jagdlshwar). Note on some clay seals 
from Chechar. mCR. 12; 197'f; 19. 
Three clay seals were found from Chechar* 1- The 
Charecter of sea l i s Brahmi. 2- The alphabets of 
t h i s sea l are in Brahmi. 3 - The scr ip t of t h i s 
sea l i s Nagarl of 10-11 century A.D. 
230. SHASTRI (Ajay Mitra) and SHARMA (RK). Nalanda 
sea l from Tr lpur l . JNSI. 3^f U ^972; 79-81. 
Excavation conducted at Tr lpur l shows Important 
po l i t i co -cu l tu r a l centre from la te Chalcol i th lc 
times to the end of Kalachuri period. Here a 
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terracotta seal referring to great monastery 
was found. It i s brownish in colour, e l l i p t i c a l 
in shape and lf«5l cm in width and 5«39 cm in length. 
There is no doubt the legend belong to Bhikshu 
Sangha of the Mahavihara at Naianda with only 
difference that inscription on the seal is in 2 
lines as compared t o that on the sealing from 
Naianda which is in 3 l ines . The seal also shows 
evidence of BudcUiism in the Tripuri region. 
231. SCHCNI (SV). Seal from Village Kaser near Bhagawanpur, 
JNSI. 1| I960 J 87-90. 
The area in which this seal was found i s on the 
edge of the Gangetic plane south of Bhabua. 
There is no doubt that th i s locality where th i s 
seal was found was near an important trade route 
which passed over the Adhaura plateau t o regions 
further south connecting on the north the main 
trade rout between Pataliputra and Varanasi. 
There is also no doubt that there was a custom 
office in th is locality at least in the post-Qupta 
period; and that the seal was used there probably, 
in connection with levying customs duties or t o l l s . 
232. SUSHIL MAITI JM71. Unique sea l from Cbirand. 
3MCR. 9, 1-11J 1971J 20-2^. 
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The seal i s made of baked clay and i t s uniqueness 
l i e s in i t s curious shape as well as in the manner 
of i t s s t r i k i n g . The seal i s undated. Though the 
name of the i ssuer of the sea l i s not known, i t 
appears from the seal whoever struck was a great 
devotee of Rudra, who issued the sea l as a votive 
offering t o the god Hudra. 
SEAIS, ANCIENT, CUNNINGHAM COLIECTICN 
233* DIKSHIT (MB), Cunningham col lect ion of sea ls in 
the Br i t i sh Museum. JNSI. 22; I960; 123-133. 
The seals are of various size and shape* Consider-
ing the s ty le and the paleography of the legends, 
these are c lass i f ied in to six classes* 1- Indo-
Parthian or Saka. 2- Kushana. 3- Sassanian. 
k' Hephthal i te . 5- Gupta. 6- Un-in scribed* 
SEAIS, ANCIENT, INDUS VALIEI 2500-1500 B.C. 
23^. SHIVASTAVA (MCP). Tree goddess of an Indus Valley 
s e a l . 3NCR. 12, 1-2; 197^; 1-7. 
The ant iqui ty of tree-worship and the worship of 
tree-goddess can be traced back to t h e liidus Valley 
period. On few seals discovered from Mohenjodaro 
we get the depiction of the Tree-goddess. The 
15-J 
•A- \ j t^ 
sea l shows the worship of a ffree-goddess t o 
whom sacr i f ice i s being offered and dancing 
accompanied such s a c r i f i . And the t r e e may 
be taken as herb and the goddess to be the 
goddess of Ousadhi. 
SEAIS, AKCISNT, KU3HANA, 1-3 CENTURY A.D., 
STC^, ARTBTIC TYfE. 
235» frnPLSTALCKK). Kushana sea l of ra re a r t i s t r y • 
Pura ta t tva . k-\ 1969J 7'8» 
A stone sea l , the only one of i t s k ind, i s now in 
the col lect ion of the Indian Museum, Holding the 
sea l in proper position and viewing i t from one 
of the sides representing i t s th ickness , well 
carved forepart of a l ion , i t s mouth wide open aS 
if in the act of roar ing . The side representing 
i t s width looks l ike a Taurine with a Nandlpada 
in low r e l i e f and the inscribed part of the sea l 
i s l e n t i c u l a r . The sea l i s unusually a r t i s t i c in 
shape and the sea l emphasised the r a r i t y of t h i s 
t ype . 
SEAIS, ANCIENT, NAGA, 2-^ CENTURY A.D. 
236, PANIEY (Jagdishwar). Note on some clay sea l s 
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from Chechar. INCfl> 12, 1«2j 197'f; 119. 
Clay seals from Chechar are e i the r round or 
c i rcu la r in shape. The character of two seals 
i s Brahmi while one i s Nagari, with c lea r legends 
on each of them. 
SEA IS, ANCiblNT, SUNGA 185-73 B.C. 
237. SUSHIL MAIITI DEVI. Inscribed sea l from Champa Nagar. 
INCfi. 9, 1-11; 1971; I»f-19. 
The sea l i s of baked clay and inscr ibed . I t i s a 
t iny seal roundish and f l a t in shape* The sea l 
consis ts of an U;jjain sjimbol. This suggest that the 
issuer of the seal was Sunga monarch and tha t the 
sea l t rave l led from Ujjain, probably carrying a 
royal n»ssage to the provincial governors. 
SEALS, ANCIENT, VATAKA 3-6 GENTUHT A.D. 
238. GUPTA (Chandrashekhar). Inscribed amulet from 
Mahurzaii. JNSI. 3^, 2 | 1972; 2^0-if3. 
G.A.F. Hunter in 1933 found a few »eal and sealing 
and amulet from Mahurzarl. The amulet i s i r regula r 
in shape. The l e t t e r engraved on amulet read as 
Siddam. The amulet i s said t o belong t o the 
Vakataka period and was an anspicious one and was 
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probably worn around the neck. 
239. SHASTHI (AM) and GUiTIA (CS). Vakataka s ea l from 
Gorakhpur Ghat. JNSI, 35; 1973j 238-^0, 
A fragmentary Slva-Linga has been discovered from 
GorakhiHjr ghat . The sea l i s of soapstone and i s 
of an i r regular ly rectangular shape. I t s length 
at the longest point i s 3 . ^ cms., breadth 1,6 cms. 
and thickness 0«3 cm. vith inree l ine legend. The 
sea l belonged to Vakataka as i t s findspot have been 
included in the Vakataka kingdom and the word 
drlshtam i s Inscribed on i t . . The form of word i s 
iden t ica l with Pravarsena I I . Since t h i s i s the only 
sea l of t h i s kind discovered so f a r , i t i s 
d i f f i cu l t to a t t r i bu t e i t t o Vakataka or Pravarsena. 
SEAIS, ANCIENT, YAUDHBIA, 2-^ CENTUEY A.D. 
2*f0. SILIK RAM. Some important seals of the 
laudheyas. ffi£. 1^; 1976i 93-95* 
The seals of the Yaudheyas are very important for 
they throw l ight on their h is tory and admini-^straticm. 
One of the seals i s an e l l i p t i c a l specimen 
measuring 7 cm. X 6.2 cm. from Aftroha. The second 
sea l found from Naurangabad i s of baked c lay , 
black in colour and measuring 2.8cm. X 2*6 cm. 
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It bears an inscription of two lines in Brahmi 
character. The third seal is of baked clay, in 
red colour and measuring 6 cm. X ''f.9 cm. The 
fourth seal measuring 2.8 cm. X 2.6 cm. is of 
lead. 
SSAI§ ANCIENT, 6-7 GBNTIBY A.D. 
2^-1. SCfiOfl (SV). Seals and coinage of Maiikhari and 
Vardhana dynasties. INCH. 12, 1-2; 197^| 
5»f-69. 
The Maukhari - Vardhana period during which seal 
and coins were made. Harshavardhanas seal shows 
a recumbent bul l and not a bull in a ceremonial 
procession. In contrast the IH^iikharl seal , the 
bul l on Harsas seal dist inctly belong to the 
Haryana Weec^ . Harsha did not use even a variant 
of the Maukhari royal emblem in regions which 
were admittedly, in possession of Maukhari king 
ea r l i e r . The Maukhari dynasty rose to power and 
i t s silver coinage was patterned on that of their 
predecessors. The Harsha gold coin was found 
from a village near Kanyakubja. It i s round, 
2.50 cm., 113*5 grains. 
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SEA I S , ANCIENT, EASTBEN BENGAL, SAMACEAaADEVA, 
550-575 A.D. 
2lf2. Al/EEKAa (AS). Seal of king Samacharadeva. 
Sfi.23} 19621 38-^1 . 
At Nalanda a seal belonging t o the king 
Samacharadeva was found* The sea l shova 
Satnacharas Interested in Buddhism. 
SEALS, ANGIEKT, GUPTA, 320«550 A.D. 
2^3. HANOA (Devendra). Some a n t i q u i t i e s f romSunet . 
JNSI. 32, 1; 1970J 79-82. 
Sunet i s famouar as a mint s i t e of Kushanas and 
Yaudheyas. I t has yielded a large number of other 
an t i qu i t i e s and among^st which are the t e r r a c o t t a 
seals and sealings mostly of the Gupta period. 
Seals bearing personal names reveal t h a t the 
nas^ ending Gupta was popular amongst i t s 
denizens during the th i rd and f i f th century A.D. 
2k-k, KRISHNA QEVA. Coins devices on Rajghat s e a l s . 
JNSI. 3l 19^2? 73 . 
This a r t i c l e deals with the representat ion of the 
eoin type of the Gupta emperors of Q r e ^ gods and 
goddesses and royal heads and busts in imitat ion 
of the Greek, Roman and .Ihdo-Bactrian coin types , 
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found on iilajgbat seals* 
2^5. NISAR AHMAD. Short note on the chronological 
order of the genealogical seals of the Guptas. 
JMl' 33, 1; 1971J 125. 
The geneological seals issued by the successors 
of Skanda Gupta contain effigy of Garuda as t h e i r 
royal emblem. The bird i s round part ly or 
completely on seals of Budha Gupta, Narasimha 
Gupta and Kumar Gupta and the sea l of Budha Gupta 
i s older than the other tvo« 
2^6, THAPLSfAL (Kiran Kumar). Imperial Gupta sea l s ; 
A review, JNSI. 33, 1; 1971; ^9-60, 
Seals and sealings that are found throw l ight on 
the h i s to ry , genealogy and chronology of Imperial 
Guptas a re : 1. S r i Gupta or Gupta sealing from Sunet. 
2 . Oaya copper plate sea l of Samudra Gupta. 3» Para-
krama sealing from Sunet. U- Basarh seal ing of 
Dhruvasvamini. 5» Basarh sealing of Ghototkacha 
Gupta. 6. Nalanda sealing of Budha Gupta and many 
o the r s . These sea ls have provided valuable 
information regarding geneology but for t h e i r 
chronology no conclusion has yet reached* 
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SEAIS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, SAMUDRA GUPTA, 
330-370 A.D., COPIER xlELIGIOUB MOTTO. 
2h7, JAI HlAKAiSH SINGH. On a Gupta period copper 
s e a l . JNSI. 3if, 2; 1972; 26O-62. 
Rectangular copper aeal bearing Jitam d o i r i j i , 
which perhaps i s a mistake for Jitam devyai or 
Jitam Devya, an imperial sea l belonging t o son» 
Queen. This sea l goes well with re l ig ious motto 
and cannot be taken as royal s e a l . The seal 
bearing Parakramah also cannot be a t t r i bu ted to 
Samudra Gupta. 
SEAIS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, CHANDRA GUPTA I I , 
37^M»+ A.D. 
2^8. BRAJMCHAN KUMAR. Three seals from Champa Nagar. 
INGR. 12; 197M-; 111-11if. 
^Q see continuous reference about the Anga 
country and ci ty of Champa from the very easy times 
t i l l 10'*''' century A.D. These clay seals are well 
baked and c i rcu la r in shape. They are small seals 
bearing the inscr ipt ion in very neat and a r t i s t i c 
character . The legend on the seals can be read as 
Chakradeva. The character of the l e t t e r s of legend 
as well as the layer from which the seals have been 
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discovered point out of the Gupta period. 
SEAIS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, VJ3HNU GUPTA, If95 A.D. 
2M-9* THAPUAL (Klran Kumar). Nalanda sea l of Vishnu 
Gupta - some problem. BCH. 35; 1973? 166-170. 
In the Nalanda sealing Kumara Gupta i s mentic« as 
fa ther of Vishnu Gupta, son of Narasimba Gupta 
and a grandson of a king vhose name i s missing. 
The Bhi ta r i sea l seems iden t i ca l with t h e i r homcaiyms 
of the Nalanda sea l therefore the name of the 
father of Narasimha Gupta in the Nalanda sea l 
should be restored as Puru Gupta. 
SEAIS, ANCIENT, KADAMBA, 10-11 A.D., 
LicN nm, 
250, SCHCNI (SV). Seal of the early Kadambas. INCR. 
12, 1-2? 197^1 31-33. 
The lion figure was used as the royal emblem on 
the seals of Pal lavas , and the Kadamba family 
adopted i t . Their sea l e i the r showed a lion or 
the nanB of the ruler himself* Mrgesa grandson 
of Kakustha did not show a lion on his sea l and 
t h i s sea l must be regarded as unique, while the 
seals of Ravivarma son of Mrgesa bore the figure 
len 
of a dog and I t is quite likely that even 
these seals were shoving the figure of a 
liont mistaken for that of a dog. When 
Kadamba rule was overthrown by the Hoysala 
dynasty, the later could proudly show in the i r 
votks of art the figure of a lion being ki l led 
with a small sword* 
PART THREE 
AUIHCR INIEX 
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ACHAHYA (OV) 
AOARWAL (JK) 
AGARAWAU (VS) 
6 8 , 168 
XLIAN (J) 
ALIEN CH) 
I61f 
169 
ko, 
1 
106 
BRAJMCHAK KUMAR 
BREBKS (JW) 
BUM (E) 
C 
2^-8 
3 
188 
ALTEKAR (AS) 
9 3 , 97 , 1 1 1 , 1 3 5 , 1' 
2^2 
B 
BAJPAI (KD) 
109, 133, 156, 160, 
203 
BAJPAI (SK) 
BAICHANDRA JAIN 
BMDYOFADHIAY (S) 
193, 20^ 
BANBRJI (A) 
226 
BANERJI (RD) 
20 6 
BEHENA (SC) 
BESA (SK) 
BHANDARKAE (SR) 
BHARDWAJ (HC) 
1M) 
BHATTACHARIIA (AK) 
176 
91, 
^8, 1>+9,171, 
17^, 187, 
179 
5h 
25 , 
1 1 0 , 
1 1 7 , 
116 
118 
218 
27 , 
2, 
CHANDRJK (Charu) 
CHATTERJji (Asim Kumar) 
CHAITOPADHYAIA (BD) 
CHAUDHARY (Radhaltrishna) 
CHATURVEDI (SN) 
CHHABRA (BH) 
CHIMINUIGUND (PJ) 
170 , 207 
CHOHIA (SN) 
CHOUBAY (MC) 
CUNNDJOHAH (A) 
209 
D 
DASGUFTA (KK) 
»f3, »f^ , ^5, kB, 55, 
DAYAL (P) 
196, 217 
DEO (SB) 
DEVAR (ADH) 
DIKSHIT (Mi) 
(k 
19 
66 
192 
if 
32 
121 
85, 
36 
52 
19»f, 
'^l . 
71 , 
96 
5 
233 
162 
DOgaiAS (RO) 56 
F 
FIEET (JF) 
21 »f 
a 
VI 
GAKGULT (EK) 
GAHDHER (Percy) 
GHCBE ( A j i t ) 
15^, 158, 165, 208 
GCKHAIE (Shobhana) 
200 
GOPAIACHARI (K) 
GOSWAMI (Jaya) 
GUPTA (OS) 
GUPTA (Cbandrashekar) 
63, 238 
GUPTA (Chitrarekha) 
GUPTA (PL) 
98, 112, 136, 162, 166 
H 
HAJRA (SP) 
23 
HANDA (Devendra) 
6 7 , ^Z 
HEMMy (AS) 
HCEHNIE (AFR) 
l 9 f . 
150 
35 
103, 
90, 
82 
69 
239 
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227 
28, 
22, 
20, 
29 
137 
JAI PRAKASH SMQE 
2^7 
JAMJQfDAR (Rasesh) 
JAYASWAL (KP) 
39 
JEM INS (GK) 
JCBHI (M) 
rr 
K 
KAR (RC) 
iMf, I63 
K AT ARE (Sant L a i ) 
73 
KHAR (GH) 
KHARE (MD) 
KRISHNA (C) 
KRISHNA (Mi) 
KRISHNA (Deva) 
L 
LAHIRI (AN) 
113 
LAHIRI (Be la) 
M 
MACDOWALL (DC) 
HAITI (SK) 
197, 199, 202 
MARTIN (MFC) 
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17 
7, 
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220 
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38 
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37 
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MIEUSHI (V7) 9 , 
7»f, 75, »f, 87, 95, 189, 198 
MISRA (S) 
1M) 
MITGHIHER (MB) 
120 
MUHA (RL) 
MUKHERJEE (BN) 
76 , 108, 172, 181 
MDKHERJEE (D) 
MUNSHI (Anwar) 
MUHARI (K) 
N 
27, 
119, 
185 
6 1 , 
65 
77 
216 
NAHAR (PS) 
NARIAN (AK) 
11»f 
NATH (BB) 
NAUTIYAL (KP) 
NISAR AHMAD 
5 1 , 8 1 , 1 2 2 , 13»f, 1 8 3 , ^5 
175 
6, 
221 
115 
10, 
PANEEY (Deena Bandhu) 
PANEEY (Jagdlshwar) 
236 
PANEEY (70) 
POWELL PRIGB (JC) 
PEIASAD ( A j i t Kumar) 
flaASAD (PBK) 
191 
RAMAN (KV) 
RAMAlfifA (S) 
RAO (M. Rama) 
1 9 0 , 210 
RAO (Uttam S i n g h ) 
RAI (SO) 
ROT (PC) 
22^ , 225 
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ROT ( S i t a Ram) 
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152 
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60 
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OIER fflUFER (JP) 
OM PRAKASH 
OM PEIAKASH SINGH 
70 
k6 
130 
PARMAR (BMS) 138 
SAHAI (Bhagwant) 72 
SAMANTA (Sailendra Nath) 167 
SAUKALIA (HD) 30 
SARASWATI (SK) l82 
SAR JUG • PRASAD S BGH 1 2 , 
3 3 , 1 0 1 , 2 0 5 , 223 
SENGUPTA 201 
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SETHI (Rajendra .Kumar) 
SHAH (UP) 
SHARAN (Mahesh Kumar) 
SHASTHI (Ajay Mltra) 
53, 62, 79, 9^, 230 
SHASTRI (AM) 
SEARMA (Dasharatha) 
SHARMA ( I ) 
SHARMA (RS) 
SHREENI7AS (T) 
219 
SHUKU (KS) 
SILUKRAM 
SINGH (JP) 
SINGHAL (CR) 
SIRCAR (DC) 
SITHOIEY (BS) 
129 
SMITH (VA) 
126 
SOHCBTI (S7) 
80. 132, 1\3, 1^5, l»+7, 
178, 231, 2if1, 250 
SRIVASTAVA (AK) 
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SRIVASTAVA (B) 
SRIVASTAVA (M3P) 
SUBRAHMANIAN (N) 
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TARAPCRE (PS) 
89 
TAILOR (GP) 
THAPLIAL (KK) 
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THOMAS (E) 
TRACY (JE) 
ONNITHAH (NG) 
UPADHYAYA (D) 
VAI^ AJA (R) 
VATS (MS) 
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WOOD 
u 
w 
88, 
186 
235, 
128 
211 
16 
32 
212 
153 
157 
26, 
159 
106 
21 
165 
SUBJECT INDEX 
GOJNS, ANCIENT 
COINS, ANCIENT gr^ 
H I D T C B I C A L GEOiaAiHY 
1-16 
17 
COINS, ANCIENTjCHRCNOLOay l 8 
COINS,ANCIENT, In r e l a t i o n 
t o EC GNOMIC CONDITIONS 2^+ 
COINS, ANCIENT, in r e l a t i o n 
t o CFFICIAIS 
COINS, ANCIENT, 
MOUFACTURE 
25 
26 
C OINS, ANG lEN T, AS GKA, 
273-232 B.C.,METALLIC, 
COFFER, CAST 39 
C 0]NS, ANC IENT,CHAIUKYA, 
EASTERN, 650-1200 A . D . 2^h'^^5 
C OINS ,ANCIENT,CHALDKyA, 
E AS TERN, V3B HAMAS IDDH I , 
615-633 A.D. 213 
C OINS, ANC lEN T, CHA IK YAS, 
EASTERN,650-1200 A.D. , 
METALLIC, GOID 216 
C OINS, ANC lEN T, CHA LUKYA, 
N ORTHERN ,S IDDHAHAJA, 
1093-11^3 A.D. 217 
C OINS, ANC IENT,CHALDKYAS, 
WESTERN, JAPADE KAMALU, 
1138-1150 A.D.,METALLIC, 
G OID 21 8 
C OINS, ANC lENT, CHAIZJKYAS, 
'rtESTERN, METALLIC ,S ILVER 219 
C OINS, ANCIENT,CHAL[JKYA, 
^3TERN,VIKRAMADIYRA VI, 
l 0 9 f - 8 5 A.D.,PADAMATANKA 220 
COINS, ANCIENT,EASTERN, 
BENGA L,S AMACHARADEVA, 
550-575 A.D.,fiAJAlLA 
TYJbE 202 
COINS,ANCIENT,EPIC PERIOD, 
METALLIC, SILVER 20 
COINS,ANCJENT,EPIC lERIOD 
COW-LAKSHMI TYiE ' 19 
COINS,ANCIENT,EPIC PERIOD, 
METALLIC,SILVER 21 
COINS,ANCIENT,GAUDA,SASANKA, 
7 CENTURY A.D.,METALLIC, 
GOLD,BULL TYifi 197 
C OINS, ANC lEN T, GUPTA, 
3 2 0 - 5 5 0 A . D . 
COINS, ANC IENT,BUPTA, 
3 2 0 - 5 5 0 A.D.,ALIANS, 
CATALOGUE 
121-28 
129 
COINS,ANCIENT,GUPTA, 320-
550 A.D.,HORSEMAN TYiE I3I 
COINS,ANCIENT,GUPTA, 320-
550 A.D.,HQRSEM<IN LICN 
SIAYEH TYPE I30 
COINS,ANCIENT,GUPTA, 320-
550 A.D.,KACA TYPE 1 32 
COINS,ANCIENT,GUPTA, 320-
550 A.D., LOTUS 11f3 
C OIN S, ANCIENT,GUPTA, 
320-550 A.D.,METALLIC 133-3^ 
COINS, ANC LENT,GUPTA, 320-
550 A.D.,METALLIC,COPPER Ilf2 
C OINS, ANC lENT, GUPTA, 320-
550 A.D.,METALLIC,GOLD 135-39 
C ODJS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, 320-
550 A.D.,METALLIC,GOID, 
ARCHER TYIE IkO 
C OINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, 3 2 0 -
550 A.D.,METALLIC,SILVER, 
FIRE-ALIER TYiE 1»f1 
COIKS,ANCIENT,GUPTA, 3 2 0 -
550 A.D.,VAMANA-ATIENDENT 
TYiE lMf 
COINS,ANCIENT,GUPTA, 3 2 0 -
550 A.D.,VINA TYJS ^h5 
166 
C 0]NS,AHC JENT.GUPTA.BUDHA 
GUITJV J+76-lf95 A . D . , 
AHCHEii TliS 182 
C OINS, ANC lENT .GUPTA.BUDHA 
GUfTAtk76-h95 A.D. , 
ML'TALLIC,SILVER 1 83 
C OINS, ANC IENT,GUPTA, 
CHANDRA GUPTA I , 3 2 0 - 3 3 0 
A.D.,GHANmAGUi?TA-
KQMARDEVI TTiE 1k64^7 
C OINS, ANC IENT,GUPTA, 
CHAKCeAGUPTA I I , 375-^1 if 
'i .D. 161 
C OINS, AKGISN T, GUKT A, 
CHANDRA GUPTA 1 1 , 3 7 5 - ^ 1 ^ 
A.D.,ARCHER TTflE 1 6 2 
C OJNS, ANC lEN T, GU FTA, 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 - » f 1 ^ 
A.D.,CHHAT-A AND BATTI£-
AXS TYiE 1 6 3 
C OINS, ANC JENT.GUPTA, 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 -
U•^k A.D.,HAIF-DINAR TYPE l6lf 
C OINS, ANC lEKT, GUPTA, 
CHANIEAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 - ^ 1 ^ A . D . , 
LICN-SUlffiR TYiE 165 
COINS, ANC lENTjGUPTA, 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 * ^ 1 f^ 
A . D . ,'^ ® TALLIC ,C OPPER, 
ARCHER Tim 
COINS, ANC OENTjGUPTA, 
CHaNDRAGUPTA 11,375-^1'+ 
A . D . , METALLIC, (tOPH^, 
BUST TYiE 
C OINS, ANCIENT,GUPr A, 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 - ^ 1 ^ 
A.D.,METALLIC,COPffiR 
C OINS, ANCIEN T,GUPTA, 
CHANIBAGUPTA 1 1 , 3 7 5 - ^ 1 ^ 
A.D.,METALLIC,COUNCH TIPS 
C OINS, ANC lEN T, GUPTA, 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 - ^ 1 ^ 
A.D.,METALLIC,GOIO 
COINS,ANCIENT,GUPTA, ^ , 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 - ^ 1 ^ 
A . D . , METALLIC ,GOID, 
175 
176 
17^ 
173 
166 
ARCHER TYPE 
C OINS, ANC lENT,GUPTA, 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 375-lf1»f 
A.D,,IETALLIC,GOIO, 
CHAKRAVIKRAMA TBflE 
C OINS, ANC lENT,GUPTA, 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 -
^ 1 ^ A.D.,METALLIC,GOLD» 
CHATTRA TYPE 
C OINS, ANC lEN T,GUPTA, 
CHANDRAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 -
h•^k• A. D . , METALLIC, OOIi), 
HCRdEMAN TYiE 
C OINS,ANCIENT jGUPTA, 
CHANmAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 - M ^ 
A.D.,METALLIG,GOLD,KING AND 
QUEEN ON COUCH TYiE 
C OIN S, ANC lENT, G UPTA, 
CHANDRAGUi^ A I I , 375-^"+ 
A . D . , METALLIC ,S IL7ER 
COINS, ANC IENT,GUPTA, 
GHATOTKACHAGUPTA, if60 A 
METALLIC, GOID 
C OINS, ANC lEN T, G UPTA, 
KACHAGUPTA 3 2 5 - 3 3 0 A . D . 
•Di 
167 
163 
169 
170 
171 
172 
180 
lJf8 
C OINS, ANCIENT, GUPTA, 
KUMARAGUPTA I , »f1^-if55 A . D . , 
KING AND QUEEN TYiE I 7 8 
C OINS, ANC lENT,GUPTA, 
KUMARAGUiTA I , Mlf-^f55 
A . D . , METALLIC,GOLD, 
KARTIKEYA TYPE 177 
C OINS, ANC lENT.GUPTA, 
PURUGUFTA, W - ^ 7 6 A . D . , 
METALLIC,GOID,ARCHED TYiE 1 81 
COINS, ANC lENT,GUPTA, 
RAMAGUPTA, 3 7 0 - 3 7 5 A . D . , 
METALLIC,COPiER,LI0N and 
GARUDA TYiE 159 
COINS, ANC lENTjGUPTA, 
RAMAGUPTA, 3 7 0 - 3 7 5 A . D . , 
METALLIC,COPPBR,LICN TYPE 1 6 0 
C OINS, ANC lENT, 0UPTA, 
SAMUDRAGUPTA 3 3 0 - 3 7 0 A . D . , ^ ^ 
ASVAMEDHA TYiE 1^9-51 
167 
C OINS, ANC JENT,GUPTA, 
SAMUDRAGUPTA, 330-370 A.D, 
GHANDRAG UPTA-K UMARADE VI 
TTffi 152 
C OINS, ANC lEN T, G UPTA, 
SAMUDRAGUPTA,330-370 A.D., 
METALLIC, BRONZE 1 58 
C OINS, ANC lEN T, GUPTA, 
SAMUDRAGUPTA,330-370 A.D., 
ffi TALLIC,COPffiR 157 
C OINS, ANC IENT,GUPTA, 
S AMUDRAGUPTA/33O-370 A.D., 
:iSTALLIG,GOLD, 
BATTIE-AXE TYPE 153 
C OINS, ANC lENT, GUPTA, 
SAMUDRAGUPTA, 330-370 A.D., 
STANDARD TTPE 15^-55 
C OINS, ANC lENT,GUPTA, 
SAMUDRAGUfTA,330-370 A.D., 
TIGER SUlfflR TYPE 156 
C OINS, iSNCIENT,GUPTA, 
SKAKDAGUPTA,V56-»f67 A. D., 
METALLIC,SILVER, 
MADHYAEESA TYPE 179 
C OINS, ANC ISN T, HAflSHA, 
606-6Jf7 A.D.,EASTERN, 
PEACOCK TYPE 1 87 
C OINS, ANC1ENT,HUN, MIEIRGUL, 
528-5lfO A.D. 186 
COINS, ANCIENT, HUN, 
TCRAMANA,500-502 A.D., 
METALLIC, SILVER 1 3f 
COINS, ANC ISNT, HUN, 
TQRAMANA, 500-502 A.D., 
fETALLIC, SILVER 1 85 
C OBIS, ANC lENT, INDO-GREEK, 
250, METALLK,SILVER, 
PUNCH MARKED 36 
C OINS, ANC lENT, BID0-GREEK, 
326 B.C. - 3 CENTURY A.D. 35 
COINS, ANCIENT, INDUS VALIEY, 
2500-1500 B.C.,METALLIC, 
COPiER 23 
COINS, ANCIKNT, INDUS 
VALIEY, 2500-1500 B .C . , 
PUNCH-MARKED 22 
COINS, ANC IENT,KAIACHURI, 
550*375 A.D. 198 
C OINS, ANC IENT,KAL^CHURI, 
550-75 A.D.,METALLIC,BRASS, 
EIEIHANT AND FLAG TYPE 199 
C OINS, ANC lEN T,K ALACHUR I , 
12 CENTURY A.D. 222-23 
COINS, ANC IENT,KAIACHURI, 
111»f-1l58 A.D. 221 
COINS, ANC 3ENT,KALACHURI, 
12 CENTURY A.D. , METALLIC, 
SEATED GODDESS TYPE 225 
C OINS, ANC IENT,KALACHURI, 
KRISHNARAJA,550-575 A.D., 
KRJBHNARAJA-RUPAKA TYPE 201 
COINS,ANC IENT,KAUCHURI, 
KRISHNARAJA,550-575 A.D., 
METALLIC,BULL TYfE 200 
C OINS,ANCIENT,KAUCHURI, 
12 flSNTURY A.D., LICK TYPE 22»f 
C OINS, ANC ]ENT,K IDARA, 5-6 
CENTURY A.D. 193-95 
C OINS, ANC IENT,K IDARA, 5-6 
CENTURY A.D.,METALLIC,GOIO I96 
COINS, ANCIENT,KUSHAKA,1-3 
CENTURY A.D. 98-99 
C OINS, ANC IENT,KUSHANA,1-3 
CENTURY A.D.,HISTCRy 97 
COINS, ANCIENT,KUSHANA,1 - 3 
CENTURY A.D.,METALLIC 100-102 
C OINS, ANC ENTjIUSHANA, 1-3 
CENTURY A.D.,METALLIC, 
COPPER 107 
COINS, ARCIENT,KUSHANA,1-3 
CENTURY A.D.,MS.TALLIQ,GOLD 1 0 3 ^ 
168 
COINS, AKCIENT.KUSHAWA, 
1 - 3 CENTUHY A . D . , 
METALLIC ,G OLD,CHR OR OLOSI 105 
C OINS, ANC lEM T.KUSHANA, 
1 - 3 CENTUHY A . D . , 
METALLIC,G OLD, MONQJEAIB 106 
G DINS, AWC JEW T,KUSHANA, 
HUVISHKA, 1 6 2 - 1 8 5 A . D . , 
AHURA MAZDA TYiB 1 1 3 
C OBI S, ANG lEfJ T ,KIJSHAM A, 
HUVIBHKA, 1 6 2 - 1 8 5 A . D . , 
m TALLic 1^k 
G OINS,A!NC i KNT,KObHAN A, 
KAKKHKA I , 1 2 0 - 1 6 2 A . D . 110 
COINS,AKCiti.I<T,KUdHjiKA, 
KANISHKA I , 1 2 0 - 1 6 2 A . D . , 
AROQASi^ O TYfE 111 
C OIHS, Ai^ C lEN 1',KUS3ANA, 
KANISHKA I , 1 2 0 - 1 6 2 A . D . , 
METALLIC, AE. 1 1 2 
C Om S, ANC EtlT ,KUSHAKA, 
KUJUU KADiflBES, ^•5-W-A.D., 
IE TALLIC,COPiffiR 1 0 8 
C OINS, MiC lENT ,KUSHAIJ A, 
VASUEEVA I I , 2 1 0 - 2 3 0 A . D . , 
MiJl TALLIC, GOID. 115 
G OINS, ANC IENT,KUSHAN A, V i m 
KADiBISES, 8 5 - 1 2 0 A . D . , 
METALLIC, BI3A TYfE 109 
G OBI S, AKCISKT, MAUICHAillS, 
6 0 6 - d f 7 A . D . 1 8 8 
C OB St AKC lEK T, MAURYA, 
3 2 2 - 1 ^ B.C.,METALLIC 37 
C OB S. ANC lENT, MAURYA, 
3 2 2 - 1 0 5 B.C.,METALLIC, 
SILVER,FDNCH-MAHKED 38 
COBS, ANC JENT,JE TALLIC, 
G OPfSR, PUNCH-KAaKBD 3^ 
G OB S , ANC lENT, ME TALLIC, 
GOXD 31 
COBS,ANCIE«r,^rALLiC, 
G OLD, PUNCH-MARKED 32 
COBS, ANCIENT, MATALLIC, 
PUNCH-MARKED 27-30 
C O B S , ANC lEN T, JETALLIC, 
SILYER, PUN CH-M ARKED 33 
COBS, ANCIENT, PALA, 
DEVAPAU, 810-850 A . D . 207 
COBS, ANCIENT, P A U , 
DEVAPALA, 810-850 A . D . , 
METALLI3,G0iO 2O8 
COBS, ANCIENT, P A U , 
MAHIPALADEVA, 91 2-9Mf A . D . , 
METALLIC 
C OB S, ANC lENT, PANDYAN, 
9 t n CENTURY A.D.,METAI 
COPPER 
METALLIC, 
COBS,ANC ]£NT, PANDXYAN, 
9 t h CENTURY A.D.,METALLIC, 
SILVER, LOCAL TYffi 
C O B S , ANCIENT. PANDYAN, 
VARAGUNA I I , 862-88O A . D . , 
JfiTALLIC, GOLD 
C OB S, ANC lEllT, POSTSUNGA 
YUGASENA 1^^ CENTURY B.i 
209 
211 
210 
212 
»fO 
20^-5 
206 
203 
COBS, ANCIENT, rRATIHARA, 
783-910 A.D. 
C OBS, ANC lEN T, ffiATIHARA, 
KAHIPALA 1 ,885-910 A.D. 
C O B S , ANC lEN T. PRAT HARA, 
VATSARAJA, 778-910 A . D . , 
ffc TALLIC, SIL/ER 
C OBS, ANC JEST, PURIKUSHAN A, 
6 .7 CENTURY A.D- 11 6-1 8 
COBS,ANCiENT,PURI-
KUSHAKA,6*« CENTURY A . D . , 
ME TALLIC, COPiER 120 
COBS, ANCIENT, PUKI-
KUSHANA. 6-7 CENTURY A . D . , 
METALLIC, QOID I I 9 
169 
COINS, ASC IENT,SATAVAHpA, 
1s t CEKTUHY B.C. - a^aT 
DEKTURY A.D. 73-30 
C OINS, A»C JSNT, SATAVABANA, 
1 s t CENTURY B.C. - 3rd 
GENTURY A.D.,SIEiBANT 
AND BULL TYiE 8I 
COIKS,AKGISNT,SATAVAHArU, 
1 s t CENTURY B.C. - 3rd 
CENTURY A.D.,METALLIC 82*83 
C OIKS,/J '^CIEKT,SATAVAEAtlA, 
1 s t CENTURY B.C. - 3rd 
OiixMTURY A.D.,METALLIC, 
HISTCEI 8»f 
COINS,ANGlENT,SATA\rAHAKA, 
1 s t CENTURY B.C. - 3rd 
CENTURY A.D#,METALLIC IEAD88-89 
C DIMS, iWC lENT, SATAVAilANA, 
1s t CENTURY B.C. - 3rd 
DEN TURY A .D. , ME TALLIC, lEAD, 
DIE-SIRUCK 87 
G OBl S, ANC lEN T, SATAVAHiiKA, 
1 s t CENrORY B.C. - 3rd 
CENTUIiY A.D.,METALLIC, 
oILVER 86,93 
C OINS, ANCffiNT,SAIAVAHANA, 
1 s t CENTURY B.C. - 3^^ 
CENTURY A.D.,METALLIC, 
SILVBlRjASVAMEMlA TY£B 85 
C OIKS, AKC lEN T,SATAVAHANA, 
GAUTAMIPUTRA, 1 2*f-1 50 A.D. , 
ME TALLIC, SILVER 9^ 
C OBS, ANCIBNT, SATAVAKANA, 
SI?A SHI, 151-52 A.D., 
METALLIC 
C OINS, ANC lENT, SATAVAHANA, 
1 s t CSI^ TURY B.C. - 3rd 
CENTURY A.D.,RELI&iajS a M 
SOCIAL ASPECTS,PUNCH-MARKED 90 
C OIN S, ANC lEN X, S ATAVAHANA, 
YAJNA SATAKARNI,155-69 A.D. , ^ 
SHIP TYiE 96 
COINS, ANC IENT,SATAVAHAN A, 
GAUTAMIFUTRA STAKARNI, 
12*f-l50 A.D. , UN INSCRIBED 95 
COINS, ANCIENT, IRIBAIS, 
ACHTuTA, 9 ^ C1.NTURY A.D. , 
METALLIC, BUST TYifi lf2 
COINS, A N C I E K T , T R I B A I 5 , 
ARJUNAYANA3, 2 - ^ CENTURY A.D. h-3 
COINS,ANCIENT, la iBAiS, 
A3irAK,.iS, 3-2 CENTURY B.C . , 
METALLIC, COFiSR Mf 
COINS, ANCIENT. XRIBALS, 
AUDU^SRAS, ^o- CENTURY 
B.C . , 2nd CENTURY A.D. h6J^7 
C OBS, ANC MJT. TRIBAXS, 
AUDUMBRAS. 2nd GENTL^Y 
B.C. - 2na CENTURY A.D. , 
METALLIC »f5 
COINS, AIv'CISNT.lRIBA IS, 
AUDUMBRAS, and CENTURY 
B.C. - 2nd cailNrJRY A.D. , 
METALLIC, COFiEH h8 
C OIN S,ANC IKNT, IRIBAIS, 
A7ANTI, ^th CM TURY B.C. , 
UN INSCRIBED 50 
C OBS, ANC UN T. TRIBA IS, 
AUDUMERAS. 2"^ CENTURY 
B.C . - 2nd CENTURY A.D. , 
J®TALLIC,COFfMl h9 
C OINS, ANC lEl^T, THIBAlfi, 
AYQDHAYA 51 
C OINS,AKC I E ; N T , I R I B A I S , 
BODHI, 3-M- CENTURY A . D . , 
FE TALLIC 53 
C OB S, ANC lENT, TRIBA IS, 
BODHI, 3-lf CENTURY A.D. , 
METALLIC, IE AD 52 
C 0 B o , ANC lENT, TRIBA IS , 
HISOTSRY M 
C OBS, ANC I | l ^ , miBA IS , 
KUnJTA, 2^*^ GBNTUaY B.C . -
1 s t CENTURY A.D. 55 
COBS, AiJG ENT, IRIBAIS, 
MALAVA, 2nd CENTURY B.C. -
Wth OBNTURY A.D. 5^^7 
170 
C O B S , ANGISN T, IRIBA I S , 
PALIAVA, 9^h CENTimi A . D . , 
ME TALLIC ,C OPiSR, ALLOXED 
COINS, ANCIENTjIRIBA I S , 
PANCHAU, 2 - ^ CENTUHY A . D . 
C OINS, ANCIENT, TaiBALS, 
PANCHA lA, 7ISHNUMITRA, 
231-^1 A . D . , ME TALLIC, 
SILVER 
COINS, ANCIENT,TRIBALS, 
PARADAS, 3 - 2 CENTHai 
B . C . , HISTORY 
C OINS, ANC lENT, TRIBAIS, 
RAJATiA, 2nd CENTURY B . C . 
COINS,ANCIENT, TRIBALS, 
RAJANYA, 2nd CENTURY B . C . , 
METALLIC, COPPER 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
C OINS, ANC B N T , TRIBA I S , 
RAJANYAS, 2ncl CENTURY B . C . , 
SOCIO-POLITICAL a^nd 
CULTURAL CCKDITICN, DIE-
STRUCK &¥ 
COINS, ANC lENT, TRIBALS, 
S OUTHERN ,K OSA lA, METALLIC, 
COPPER 5^ 
C OINS, ANC lENT, TRIBAIS, 
VATSA, 2 - ^ CENTURY A . D . 65 
COINS,ANCIENT,TRIBAIS, 
VRISHNI, 5 ^ " CENTURY A . D . 66 
C OINS, ANC lEN T, TRIBA I S , 
VRISHNI,YAJNASOMA, U-21-23 
A . D . , METALLIC,COPPER 6? 
C OINS, ANC lENT, TRIBAIS, 
YAUDHEYA, 2^^ CENTURY 
B . C . - ^^h CENTURY A . D . 68-70 
COINS, ANCIENT, TRIBAIS, 
YAUDHEYA, 2nd CENTURY 
B . C . - ^ W CENTURY A . D . , 
METALLIC 71 
COINS,ANCIENT,YAUDHEYA, 
2nd CENTURY B . C . - ^^'^ 
CENTURY A . D . , METALLIC, 
KARTTKEYA TYPE 72 
COINS,ANCIENT, VKHNU-
KUNDlN,220-62lf A . D . 1 8 9 - 9 0 
C OINS, ANC JENT, VIBHNU-
KUNDI, PRAVARASENA I I , 
5**» CENTURY A.D.,METALLIC 191 
C OIN S, ANC ISNT, VISHNUKUNDIW, 
VIKRAMaNDVANAVARMAN I , 
^60-»f80 A.D.,BULL TYIE. 192 
SEALS, ANCIENT 22 6 - 3 2 
SEAlS,ANCIENT,6-7 CENTURY 
A . D . 2»f1 
SEA I S , ANC lENT,EASTERN 
BENGA L, S AMACHARAEEVA, 
550-575 A.D. 2*f2 
SEAIS,ANCIENT,GUPTA, 
3 2 0 - 5 5 0 A . D . 2N-3-^6 
SEAIS, ANCIENT.OUPTA, 
CHANERAGUPTA I I , 3 7 5 -
h•^k• A . D , 2M-8 
SEAIS, ANCIENT,CUt^NlNGHAM. 
COLIECTICN 233 
SEAIS, ANC IENT,GUPTA, 
SAMUDRAGUPTA, 330-370 A . D . , 
METALLIC ,C OPPER,RE L B lOUS 
MOTTO 2^7 
SEAIS, ANC lENT, GUPTA, 
VISHNUGUPTA,»*-95 A . D . 2N-9 
SEA I S , ANCIENT, INDUS 7ALIEY, 
2500-1500 B . C . 23N-
SEAIS, ANC IENT,KADAMBA, 
10-11 A . D M I - I C K TYPE 250 
SEAIS,ANCIENT,KUSHANA, 
1-3 CENTUHY A.D. , STOiB, 
ARTISTIC TYffi 235 
SEAIS,ANCIENT,NAGA, 2 -^ 
CENTURY A.D. 236 
^ A LS, ANC lENT, SUNG A, 
185-73 B .C . 231 
SEAIS,ANGIENT,VATAKA, 
3-6 CENTURY A.D. 238 
171 
SEA IS»ANC JENT, VATAKAS, 
3-6 CENTURY A . D . 239 
SEAIS,ANC JENTjIAUDHEYA, 
2 - ^ CENTURY A.D. 2^-0 
172 
TIT^ IMIKX 
AbbisarJJka Laksmi on Kaca 
type co ins . 132^ 
Ahura mazda on a unique coin 
of Huvishka. II3 
Ancient coin. 199 
Another Ship-type coin of 
la jna Satakarni . 96 
Arjunayanas: An ancient Indian 
t r i b e . if3 
Art of Gupta coin. 12»f 
Aspects of h i s t o r i c a l seals 
and sealing* 226 
Asvakas: An early liidian 
tribe. hh 
AsYamedha coin type of 
Samudra Gupta. 15^ 
Asvamedha coins of 
Samudra Gupta. 1k9 
Attribution of the Mahadeva 
coins. k-7 
B 
Bayana hoard of the Gupta 
Gold co ins . 135 
Beginning of coinage in 
]jidia. 1 
Buxar hoard of Kushana coins. 97 
Chandra Gupta - Kumaradevi 
type of coins and the dual 
character of Samudraguptas 
roya l l ty 1^2 
Chandra Gupta I - Kumardevi 
coin type: a reexamination. lM-7 
Chandra Gupta - Kumaradevi 
coin t y p e . 1lf6 
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